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Introducing 12 opp 
to learn about the mo 
* a 4  . . Ubrary auZomaton system ava.k@le ...
FAST. 
Dissertation Abstracts Online, the nearly 2500 new abstracts are added to our 
new computerized version of Dissertation files each month. 
Abstracts International (DAI), can help Use Dissertation Abstracts Online 
you find the dissertation that most pre to locate dissertations written on or related 
cisely meets your research needs-quickly to your research topic. To find ideas for the 
and easily. format or approach best suited to your 
Dissertation Abstracts Online is research. And to determine the originality 
comprehensive, like its printed companion, of your research topic. 
DAI-and, it's faster. You can complete full- For more information about how you 
text searches using keywords in both titles can access this current, quick and com- 
and abstracts in a fraction of the time it prehensive new service, contact your 
takes to search them manually. DIALOG or BRS representative directly. 
What's more, Dissertation If you have questions about the file 
Abstracts Online is current. content, call us toll-free at 
You can search the abst I\, 800-521-0600, and ask to speak 
of all dissertations publi to the Dissertation database 
in DAI since July, 1980. An specialist. 
International 
3 0 0  North Zeeb Road. Ann Arbor. Michigan 48106 
3131761-4700 
You can't judge a book 
bu its title . . . 
Index to Scientific Book Contents"! 
Searching multi-authored scientific 
books can be difficult and time-con- 
suming . . . because their titles don? 
generally reflect individual chapter 
contents. Beginning in 1986 the Index 
to Scientific Book Contents will give 
you chapter-level access, simplifying 
the search process and saving you 
valuable time! ISBC" is the only multi- 
disciplinary index to science books 
that gives yourpatrons the coverage of 
chapter contents they need. 
With ISBC, you can retrieve infor- 
mation through a variety of access 
points-author name, editor name, 
chapter subject, book subject, and 
author affiliation. So it's easy to pin- 
point exactly those book chapters rele- 
vant to a specific research area. 
ISBC indexes nearly 36,300 chapters 
from over2,200 newly published, signif- 
icant scientific books. And ISBCpro- 
vides multidisciplinary coverage of 
books in all scientific subject areas. 
There's no need to search individual, 
discipline-oriented indexes for the 
information you need. 
You'll find ISBC important for: 
current awareness-ISBC's quarterly 
issues offer timely coverage 
comp~tebibliographic informcrtion 
on books and chapters enables you 
to verify citations 
ret rospective searching-ISBC is 
cumulated annually 
acquisitions-ISBC's cunency will 
help you identify and select impor- 
tant new multi-authored books 
No other single indexhelps you 
locate multi-authored scientific books 
and book chapters as quickly and eas- 
ily as the Index to Scientific Book 
Contents. 
The new Zndex to Scientific Book 
Contentsis from the publishers of Cur- 
rent Contents@ and the Science Cita- 
tion Indee. Beginning in 1986, ISBC is 
published in three quarterly issues 
and an  annual cumulation. A 1985 
annual is also available. 
For more information--and a free 
sample issue-fill out the coupon 
below and mail it today! Or call toll- 
free (800) 523-1850, extension 1405. 
. . 
I I - I I - I m  
E e a s e  send me a F R E E  sample issue of t h e 1  
I Index to Scientitic Book Contents"'. I understand there is no cost or obligation. I 
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7 widely recognized as a key market indi- trades per month are shown in detail, including 
cator, insider trading information on major name and relationship of the trader, date of trade, 
publlc companies in the United States and security type, number of shares traded, trans- 
Canada is now available on microfiche for action type (buy, sell, option, etc.), and present 
library use. Micromedia's INSIDEFULIST holdings. 
provides a single, up-tedate source of infor- Delivered monthly on 24:l microfiche, each 
mation on all significant trades (100 shares or month,s installment contains full information on 
made and directors all trades made over the two-year period ending in the shares of their own organizations. with the current date-making INSlDERlLlST a 
Over 7.000 US. and Canadian companies valuable "snapshot" of lnslder activities for any 
are represented in INSIDERILIST; over i3,000 given company over a significant period of time. 
Annual subscr~ptlon Includes 12 monthly shipments 
US Cornpanles (filing wlth Securltles8 Exchange 
Cornrnlsslon) $950 per year 
"Canadlan Cornpanles (ftllng wlth Ontarlo Securltbes 
Cornrn~sslon) $600 per year 
Publ~shed by 
M Micromedia Limited 158 Pearl Street Toronto Ontarlo M5H 1L3 (416) 5935211 Toll free 1-800-3872689 
I 
Please enter our order for INSlDERILlST 
'Data suppl& by THE INSIDER TRADING MONITOR 
"Data suppled by Datal~ne Inc I 
U.S. e $950/year I Please enter our order for INSDEWLIST 
Canadlan @ $600/year I Please send me a samde of INSlDERiLlST 
I BilllShip to: 
Subscription Rates: Nonmembers, USA $48.00 per 
calendar year includes the quarterly journal, Special 
Librarips, and the monthly newsletter, the SpeciaList; 
add $5.00 postage for other countries including 
Canada. S p e d  Libraries is $12.00 to members, the 
SpeciuList is $3.00 to members, included in member 
dues. Single copies of Specid Libraries (1981- ) $9.00; 
single copies of SpeciaList $1.00. Membership Direc- 
tory (not a part of a subscription) is $25.00. 
Back Issues & Hard Cover Reprints (1910-1965): 
Inquire Kraus Reprint Corp., 16 East 46th St., New 
York, N.Y. Hardcopy, Microfilm & Microfiche 
Editions (1910 to date): Inquire University Micro- 
films, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Microforms of the cur- 
rent year are available only to current subscribers 
to the original. 
Changes of Address: Allow six weeks for all 
changes to become effective. All communications 
should include both old and new addresses (with 
ZIP Codes) and should be accompanied by a mailing 
label from a recent issue. 
Members should send their communications to the 
SLA Membership Department, 1700 Eighteenth St. 
NW, Washington, D.C. 20009. 
Special Libraries Association assumes no respon- 
sibility for the statements and opinions advanced 
by the contributors to the Association's publica- 
tions. Instructions for Contributors appears in Special 
Libraries 76 (no. 4):  (Fall 85). A publications catalog 
is available from the Association's Washington, 
D.C. offices. Editorial views do not necessarily rep- 
resent the official position of Special Libraries As- 
sociation. Acceptance of an advertisement does not 
imply endorsement of the product by Special Li- 
braries Association. 
Indexed in: Book Review Index, Computer Contents, Cum- 
ulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, His- 
torical Abshcts ,  Hospital Literature Index, International 
rblto aphy of Book Reviews, International Bibliography of 
"' '$ Pm.0 rcal Ltt~rature, Library Literature, Management Index, 
and Science Cihztion Index. 
Abstracted in: Cambridge Scientific Abstracts, Information 
Science Abstracts, INSPEC, Library 6 Information Science 
Abstracts, and Public Affairs Information Service. 
- 
Nonmember Subsm'bers should send their communi- 
cations to the SLA Circulation Department, 1700 
Eighteenth St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20009. 
Claims for missing issues will not be allowed if 
received more than 90 days from date of mailing 
plus the time normally required for postal delivery 
of the issue and the claim. No claims are allowed 
because of failure to notify the Membership De- 
partment or the Circulation Department (see above) 
of a change of address, or because copy is "missing 
from files." 
Membership 
DUES. Member or Associate Member 
$75.00; Student Member $15.00; Retired 
Member $15.00; Sustaining Member 
$300; Sponsor $500; Patron $1,000. 
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United Nations Publications 
Look at our wide range of serials and 
r e f e r e n c e  books. 
Yearbook  o f  t h e  U n i t e d  Na t i ons  
The principal reference work of the United Nations. 
providing in single annual volumes, a 
comprehensive account of the Organization's 
wide-ranging activities since 1 9 4 .  
Latest issue: 1081 
E.8r.I.I (ISBN- 92-2-1000SX-6) $75 00 
Everyone's U n i t e d  Na t i ons  
Official texthook wh~ch contains a definit~ve history 
of the Organizatwn from 1996 to date. 
Latest issue. 10th ed. 
E.85.1 16 (ISBN. 92-1-l(M)275-;) $14 95 (cloth) 
E.85 1 16 (ISBN. 9L-I-l(K)2:+5) $ 9 95 (paper) 
D i r e c t o r y  o f  U n i t e d  Na t i ons  Databases 
and i n f o r m a t i o n  Systems 
A repertoire of over 600 information dauhaws In 
6 LIN affiliated orpnizat~ons I t  enahles one to see 
what informdt~on and senices are available in the 
United Nations fam~ly as a whole and how to ohtain 
detailed informat~on from particular organ~zations. 
GV E . 8 4  5 (ISBN 92-9048-295-8) $55 00 
statistical 
Yearbook  o f  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Commod i t y  
Stat ist ics 
Flrst issue. 1')Xi 
E.84.11.1) 22 (ISBN: 92-1 - I  l?lXO-9) $~5.OiI 
Demograph i c  Y e a r b o o k  
Covers data on population for more than 250 
countries and awAs Annual since 1949. 
Pdtest issue: 1985 
IYF 84.Wll. l  
(ISBN: 92-1-0510~0-5) $')0 00 (cloth) 
IISRN. 92-1-051029-1) $XO.00 (paper) 
Sta t is t ica l  Yea rbook  
Provides a wealth of data for more than 280 
countries and territories on economlc and social 
suhjecs such as populatmn, agriculture, trade, 
natlonal income and many othen Annual since 
l o r 9  
Latest mue: 10x2 
FJT.8-1.W11.1 
(ISBN: 92-1-061 l(K1-4) $70.00 (cloth) 
W.8.I W l l  I 
(ISBN. 92-1-061 101-2) $hO.OO (paper) 
Law 
Law o f  t h e  Sea 
A Select Bibliography 
SupplemenL\ and updates the hihliogrdph~es 
previously issued hy the l ln~ted Nations IYag 
Hammankpld L ~ h r a q  
E.85 \ 2 $11 o(1 
U n i t e d  Na t i ons  Commiss ion  o n  
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  T r a d e  Law Yearbook  
Annual lssued since I968 
Included are studies and r e p m  on international 
trade contracts, international paymens. 
~nternat~onal commercial arbitration and 
conciliation. the new mternational economic order. 
transport law and activities of other orp izetwns 
Latest issue l 9x3 E X5.V.J $4 l .OO 
Yearbook  o f  t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  Law 
Commiss ion  
lssued since I9rO. 
Suhjects dealt w ~ t h  include arhitral procedures, 
diplomatic immunities, law of the sea, national~b, 
law of treatlrs and r~ghts and duties of States. 
Latest issue- I985 
vol. I E.Xr Y.6 $55.00 
w)l Il pt I E Xr Y.? (ISBN. 92-I-155262-I) $25.00 
w)I. 11 pt. 2 E.84.Y 7 (ISBN 0 2 - I - l 5 5 i l - 8 )  $12 50 
M u l t i l a t e r a l  Treat ies  Depos i t ed  W i t h  T h e  
Secretary-General. 
Issued annually since 1967. List.. countn 
ratificat~ons of treaties 2nd other international 
instruments 
Status a\ at I Orcmher I')Xi (STAEWSer. k?:i) 
1.85 \' .t (ISBN: 92-I-I  3.3200-r) $60 00 
Ene rgy  in t h e  E ight ies  
Ilighlights of the Meetulg of the A d H o c  Group of 
Energy and Pemkum Esperb 
E 85 1I.A 16 (ISBN- 92-I-IO.II38-4) $10.50 
M a i n t a i n i n g  O u t e r  Space f o r  Peacefu l  
Uses 
The compdation of thew symposiun papers of 
international law expera represent\ a contribution 
to current eLms to s.afquard outcr hpace for 
peaceful uses and a response to the concerns 
esp resd  ahout increasing mil~tarirdtioe of outer 
space. 
E X5.111.A I I $2ll.(Kl 
F o o d  as a Human R igh t  
Focusing on the hasic premiw that "everyone ha. a 
right lo f ~ ~ r d " ,  this h w k  prewnt. the v~ews of an 
mternational group of scho lm on the economic. 
social and l e ~ a l  implications of this vitally imponant 
world prohlem 
E.85 Ill A 10 $12 (X) 
Ene rgy  Stat ist ics Yea rbook  
Provides a glohal framewrk of compdrahle data on 
trends and developmenrs In the supply of all forms 
of enerhy Eswntd to study the oudook in the 
supply and demand of enerhy Hlrdcover 
Latest Issue 19x5 F X5XYll.9 $45.lX) 
W o r l d  Economic  Survey 
Provides an ovemiew of salient developments in the 
world economy. Attentam is drawn to changes in 
international policies needed to improve the pace of 
development i n  developing countries Annual since 
1948. 
latest Issue. I985 
E.85.II.C I (ISBN: 92-1-109107-1) $ l r .50 
P r o d u c t i o n  and Use of I n d u s t r i a l  Robo ts  
An interestq study on world-wide production and 
use of mdustrial rohoa that ~ncludes numerous 
tahles on types of rohots and the~r development in 
d t f f e~n t  countries 
E.84 1I.E < (ISBN 92-1-1 l65 lO- I )  $25.(Kl 
Yea rbook  o f  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  T r a d e  Stat ist ics 
Annual since 1950. 
Latest issue I082 ( 2  vols.) 
'T 8 I (ISRN. 92-1-061(K)L-it) $XO.OO 
Handbook o f  I n d u s t r i a l  Stat ist ics 1984 
I'rovides important stdt~stical indicaton relmant to 
drdwlng international c~lmparisons of the process of 
~odustriali/;lt~on 
EF 84.11 B 8 (ISBN 02-I-O(l000?-.t) $50.00 
Special Offer 
For  your  o rde r  total l ing fie dollars o r  more 
that i s  received by August 31, 1986, you'll 
receive your  FREE personal copy of WORLD 
STATISTICS INBRlEF Ninth Edition, the 
off icial  statistical pncke tbwk  o f  the l ln i ted 
Nations. it's a $5.00 value. 
To order publications, hy title and sales number, 
contact your wholesaler. Or order direct. For more 
information write for our complete 1986 catalog at 
the address below. 
Publisher's ISBN prefix: (92.1 ) 
United Nations 
Publications 
H w m  IH:2-8'3 
Hew York. NY IOO1 7 
I'alais des Nations 




Thousands of Pages of Information 
on a Disc Only 4.72" in Diameter! 
We set the standard for ac- 
quisitions and reference infor- 
mation with Books in Print. 
Now we're bringing you into a 
whole new era of accessing and 
using that information. 
Books in Print Plus is the 
first of the forthcoming line of 
CD-ROM 'Plus ' System 
databases that will put the most 
comprehensive body of book 
information published on com- 
pact discs. The Books in Print 
Plus database will include 
Books in Print, Subject Guide 
to BIe  BIP Supplemen t, Forth - 
coming Books, and Subject 
Guide to Forthcoming Books. 
In a matter of seconds, you'll 
be able to locate a title, print 
out a display, even generate a 
purchase order . . . all at the 
touch of a few buttons. What's 
more, you'll have on-site con- 
trol and instant access to the 
information you need, without 
the mainframe downtime or 
overloading you can run into 
with on-line searching. 
In the months to come we'll 
be demonstrating our new CD- 
ROM products, conducting 
workshops, introducing con- 
venient payment programs and 
more. We're taking the lead in 
this revolutionary new infor- 
mation delivery system. But 
then, what else would you ex- 
pect from The Information 
Company? 
To learn more about Bowker's CD-ROM products, 
call toll-free: 1-800-521 -81 10. 
- 























in your favor 
that we have 
the back volumes 
you need. 
We maintain a comprehensive inven- 
tory in our warehouse that spans 
many years of back volumes as well as 
up-t;date issues. 
Our customer service staff is anxious 
to answer your telephone or written 
requests. And now you can even ac- 
cess us through the FAXON-LINXnet- 
work under "Jaeger': For a copy of our 
current catalog and brochure please 
MARINE BIOLOGY 
MECHANICS 
write or fill-out and mail the coupon. 
Or call Toll Free 1-800-453-0011. In 
New York State 516-543- 1500. 
TECHNOLOGY 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 
66 Austin Boulevard, 





\ Cable Address: JAEMAGS. COMMACK 
1-800- 
453-0011 
(Outride New York State Only) 
---------------- 
I I ALFRED JAEGER INC. I 
1 66 Austm Boulevard. Cornmack. N Y  11725 1 
I Gentlemen: Dept. SLA I 
I Please send your latest catalog and brochure I 
I 
I 
I ADDRESS I 
summer 1986 
7,000 newspapers in microform.. . 
and a new subscription bonus! 
TflE WAIL STREET JOI KNAI, D ouble your m~croform-buying dollars-and Increase your patrons' access to the news-wlth the Sprmg Newspaper 
Subscr~pt~on Bonus from Un~vers~ty M~crofilms Internat~onal (UMI) 
0 Heres how ~t works. Just purchase a new 1986 subscr~pt~on 
7 H I  ( HRI\IIAN S( II h( I hfONII()K to any newspaper In microform and/or newspaper Index we offer, 
and receive 
The 1985 year of the same title free, or 
"Bonus dollars" in an amount equal to the price of your 
new 1986 subscription! 
If you choose the "bonus dollars," you can use them to 
v obtain microform hardware, backfiles (of newspapers, indexes, 
andlor periodicals), or additional newspaper and index 
subscriptions. 
Make your subscription selections from our 
extensive collection of nearly 7,000 newspapers. 
Choose from international titles like the English-language 
version of Pravda and Britaink Guardian. U.S. titles like The 
New York Times, The MI1 Street Journal, USA Today, and The 
Christian Science Monitor. Plus numerous major metropolitan. 
regional, and local newspapers from across the country and 
more than 20 comprehen&e indexes. 
To take advantage of this special offer-which expires July 
15,1986-you'll need both of our 1986 catalogs: Newspapers 
in Microform and More Newspapers in Microform. Order them 
by calling us toll-free at 1-800-521-3044. From Alaska, Hawaii, or 
Michigan, call collect (313) 761-4700. Canadian customers call 
toll-free 1-800-343-5299. Or use the convenient coupon below. 
We'll send them immediately, along with more detailed informa- 
tion about our bonus offer. 
........................ 
Please send me the Newspapers in Microform and More Newspapers in ' Microform catalogs. 
Please send me more information about the Spring Newspaper ' Subscription Bonus. 
Pleph,,". 
Place t h ~ s  coupon in an envelope and mail ~t to: Univers~ty Microfilms 
International. Attn: Ser~als Marketing Department. 300 North Zeeb Road, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. 
special libraries 
the d t  cornrnunications 
6ftware for you? 
The answer is yes if you need reason- 
ably priced communications software 
primarily for online searching.The 
DIALOGLINK Communications 
Manager offers these key features to 
assist you: 
O f f l i n e  entering and editing of 
search strategies. 
Pre-set parameters for all DIALOG 
services (including DIALOG: 
KNOWLEDGE INDEXSMand 
DIALMAILSM) . 
Preconfigured protocols for the 
4 major networks-DIALNETS" 
Tymnet,Telenet and Uninet. 
O n e  step logon. 
M a r k i n g  of relevant "hits" for selec- 
tive saving to disk and printing. 
Recall and editing of the last com- 
mand sent to DIALOG. 
The companion DIALOGLINK 
Account Manager adds these benefits 
for the search intermediary: 
D e t a i l e d  record of costs for each 
DIALOG search session. 
S u m m a r y  reports by client name, 
charge code and searcher name. 
Generation of cover sheets for pol- 
ished presentation of searches. 
DIALOGLINK can even be used 
to communicate with other online 
services (even though we can't imagine 
why you'd want to!). 
You may already have cornrnu- 
nications software you're crazy about. 
But if the search for the right software 
is driving you crazy, try DIALOC- 
LINK. It's easy -a special evaluation 
disk works for 2 hours [on your own 
password) and the $10 cost can be 
applied towards the $125 purchase 
price of the complete DIALOGLINK 
package (Communications Manager 
and the Account Manager). 
All you need is an IBM or IBM- 
compatible PC with at least 2563 of 
RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher, 2 double- 
sided disk drives (or a fixed disk 
system with at least one floppy), and 
a modem. 
Call now to order your evalua- 
tion disk [billable to your DIALOG 
account), or to receive a brochure 
and order form. Write to: DIALOG 
Marketing, 3460 Hillview Avenue, 
Palo Alto, CA 94304. 
Find out about it'" 
A subs~d~ary of Lockheed Ccrp 
Mavbe what vow business reference 
s d o n  need& a good reducing plan! 
Get more facts and less fat 
from Dun's Marketing Services. 
If you ve got three feet ol shelf space we ve got 250 000 
U S and international companies that will slip neatly into 
place with no culler or wasted space Your patrons w~ll 
have the most authoritative and accurate resources for 
researching markets here and abroad ~dentlfying key 
decision makers finding suppliers screening potential 
acquisitions conducting executive searches and more 
Duns Business Reference directories provide concise 
industry company and management profiles And their 
consistently clear logical formal allows easy relerence 
and fast access We cover the entire world of business 
and commerce and heres lust a small sampling 
Million Dollar Directory 
The standard reference to U S business the five volume 
Million Dollar Directory covers 160 000 companies and 
gwes annual sales number of employees description of 
business SIC codes officers and principals and more 
Minimum net worth is $500 000 One self conta~ned vol 
ume focuses on Ihe top 50 000 companies and provides 
additional data The lowest net worth is $1 850 0001 
America's Corporate Families 
and divisions in full view1 Parent companies have at least 
$500 000 net worth and own one or more subsidiaries 
And for both parents and subsidaries you get annual 
sales number of employees description of business 
SIC codes oflicers and directors of parent companies 
and chiel execulive officers of subsidiaries and divisions 
Dun's Industrial Guide 
More than 65 000 U S plants and businesses involved 
in metalworking from suppliers of raw materials to pro 
cessors from assembling plants to distributors- from 
consumer products to heavy machinery You get plant 
name and address ~mportlexport indicator number ol 
employees description of busmess SIC codes products 
arid processes major terns purchased key people in 
engineering purchasmg product~on manaqernent 
and more 
Reference Book of Corporate Managements 
The definitive whos who in 12 000 leading U S firms 
th(s four volume d~rectory otters biographical proflies of 
over 100 000 senlor executives and directors mclud ln~ 
rname and title date of birth marital status education 
military service complete proless~onal history posit~ons 
held in present company and more 
Principal International Businesses 
Here are the worlds lop 55 000 firms in 133 countries In a 
unique resource for the kind of ~nlorrnafioi about foreign 
companies that s hard to find even in the countries of 
orgm Country by country listings of firms ~ncude  com 
pany name address cable/telex number annual sales 
(in local currency) number of employees description 
of business SIC codes and chief executive officer 
Call Toll-free for More Information 
For more information on these and other busmess 
directories call toll free 1 800 526 0651 Ex1 17 
In New Jersey 1 800 624 0324 Ext 17 
Duns ~ a r k e t ~ n g  Servlces 
na acornpanvol Tk.lkln6 Bradstrcct Corporatlorr 
Three Century Dr~ve Parsppany NJ 07054 
special libraries 

"Easily the best index in the field . . . an invaluable guide." 
Art lndex has long been regarded 
as a classic reference source - a 
reliable easy-to-use affordable 
guide to the information contained in 
leading publications in virtually all 
areas of artistic endeavor Now fol- 
lowing an intensive content study 
this single-alphabet subject-author 
index expands its coverage to in- 
clude 52 additional publicat~ons for 
a total of 230 periodicals yearbooks 
and museum bulletins effective with 
the January 1986 issue of Art lndex 
Used b Professionals, 
~tudenrs, and Art 
Enthuslasts 
Art lndex has won an audience in 
all areas of interest and specializa- 
tion, among them 
. Archaeologists 0 Architects 
Art historians City planners 
0 Designers Film students 
0 Gallery owners Librarians 
0 Museum directors Painters 
0 Performance artists 
0 Photographers 
Private collectors 0 Sculptors 
International Coverage 
Offenng an international perspec- 
tive on developments in the art 
world Art lndex covers the major 
English-language publications as 
well as periodicals published in 
French Italian German Spanish 
Dutch and Swedish 
Current and Easy-to-Use 
Artlndex provides thorough timely 
indexing of a great variety of infor- 
mation including feature articles 
and coverage of book reviews 
exhibitions, and performances and 
offers 
0 Specific subject headings that 
reflect current terminology 
0 Extensive cross-references 
and subheadings 
0 Entries for reproductions of 
works of art which appear any 
where in the magazines 
indexed 
Now Available Online 
Art lndex IS now available for online 
searchmg through WILSONLINE" 
The H W Wilson Company s online 
retrieval service Offering indexing 
RtFERENCE BOOKS -1NNUAI 
coverage beginning October 1984 
the Art lndex database includes the 
same data as the printed version, 
as well as added features which 
enhance retrieval For a brochure 
describing WILSONLINE along 
with pricing information and an 
order form, call the toll-free number 
below 
Retros ective Volumes 
Now  hated 
Permanent retrospective cumua- 
tions of Art lndex from 1929-1980 
are now available at special flat 
r a t e s  making this the perfect t ~ m e  
to fill gaps in your collection 
To Order 
A subscription to the printed version 
of Artlndex brings your llbrary quar 
terly paperbound issues publ~shed 
in January April July and October 
and a permanent annual cloth- 
bound cumulation This index is 
sold on the service basis The price 
you pay is based on the degree of 
use or service which Art lndex pro 
vides for your library To request a 
periodicals checklist which will en- 
able us to determine your no-obli 
gation prlce quotation for a sub 
scription to Art lndex or for any of 
the bound volumes sold on the ser 
vice basis please call toll-free 
1-800-367-6770 
In New York State call 
1-800-462-6060. in Canada call 
collect 1-212-588-8400 
~ ~ ~ L S O N L I N L  IS a S E R V C t  Y i H K  C'l 
TH! H W iZllLb3N C3M"ANI  
i98t I r t  .' v': ?li LS3N LOIIII '~".Y 
fl The H.W. Wilson Company 
950 University Avenue, Bronx, New York 10452 212-588-8400 
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NEW FROM NOYES 
ADHESIVES, SEALANTS, AND COATINGS FOR THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 
by Ernest W. Fllek: ISBN 0-8155-1055-1; $39. 
ADHESIVES TECHNOLOGY HANDBOOK 
by Arthur H. Landrock: ISBN 0-8155-1040-3; $64. 
AERATION SYSTEMS-Deslen. Testme. Ooeratmn. and Control 
e d w d  b\. W~l l~am C B w i e  ISBN 6.81'55 1065.9, $42 
.AQl'lFER RESTORATION-Slate of the . k t  
b, K C Knok rr  al 1SBS Od155.1069.1, $64 
.\RTIFICIAI INTEI.I.I(;CN('t IN MAIYTENANCE 
r d w d  b, J Je f f r r )  H~rhrrdcon ISB.2 04155.1042 X.$48 
CERAMIC CONTAINING SYSTEMS-Mechanical Aspects of Interfaces and Surfaces 
ed~ ted  by A.G. Evans: ISBN 0.8155-1056.X; $36. 
COAL EXPLORATION, MINE PLANNING, AND DEVELOPMENT 
by Roy D. Merritt: ISBN 0-8155.1070-5; $64. 
CONTKOI.LINT. VOL.\TILt FhIlSSIOI;S ,I1 HAZARDOL'S HASTE SITES 
by .John K Ehrrnfcld rr al ISRN O-d155~1063.2.S54 
COHHOSION AND CIIEMICAI. HLSISTAST MASOhRY M.\TLHIALS HANDBOOK 
&$red by Halter Lee Shcppard. Jr 1SBS 0-8155.105:I.5.$89 
L'OHHOSION HESISl AS'l  MATERIALS H:\\UBOOK-Fuurth Ldllmn 
edlred b) U.J. DC H m w .  ISRU 0.8155.1023.3. $125 
COSTS FOR HAZAKDOL'S WASTE I S C I \ E H A T I O . ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~ I ,  Operauun and Ma~nrmanre.  Retrof~r 
b\ K J hIrCorml<k el al ISRS O.H155.1017.0.Z39 
DISPOSAL O F  HALAHUOUS WASTES 1 1  LNUUSTRIAL BOILERS AND k CHSACES 
b! C Cdslaldm el a1. ISKZ. 0 8L55.1U67.5. 648 
tI.E('TKI('z\L O\'ERSTRF:SS PHOTEU ION FOR ELLCTHOSIC DEVICES 
by Robert J. Antinone e t  al: ISBN 08155.1061-6; $48. 
ENGINEERING AND CONFIGURATIONS O F  SPACE STATIONS AND PLATFORMS 
by NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center: ISBN 08155-1044.6; $64. 
FOLIAR FEEDING OF PLANTS WITH AMINO ACID CHELATES 
edited by H. DeWayne Ashmead e t  al: ISBN 08155.10594; $54. 
FL'TCHE ATMOSPHERIC ('AHBOX I)IOXIDE SCENARIOS AND I.1411TXTlOh STH.\Tk:GIES 
b\ J A Edmund.r el al lSH.2 0.8155-1064-0. $58 
IIANDBOOK OF ' l  HEHMOSFT PI.ASTI('S 
e d w d  hy Sldnry H Coodmdn ISHS 0.8155 1054-d. 652 
HOW TO AVOID PKO1)l'CI'S LI.\kILITY I.AHSI'ITS , \hU OAM4GES-Yrr<rka. Gu~dr.ttws 
for Engmeers and Manufacturers, by Charles E. Wltherell. ISBN 08155-1052.7: $48 
THE HUMAN ROLE IN SPACE-Technology, Economics and Optim~zatian 
edited by Stephen B. Hall. ISBN 0-8155-1046-2; $45 
IDENTIFYING AND REDUCING LOSSES IN WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 
by James W. Male et al: ISBN 08155-1050-0;  $32. 
IUDL'S"I'I~I.4L SYPI'THETII' HESINS H.4NDHOOK 
b\ E r n w  W Fllrk ISBN 0~8155.1011-I.  $54 
INUO\'ATIVE THLHM.\L H47.4RDOU.i O H G A I C  W4STE T K t , \ T M F T  PROCESSES 
I,\  Harrr  brocman ISBX 0-dlSB.IO1Y.7. $32 
LlXEH \IATERI 4l.S t OH lI:\Z.\KDOL'S AYI) TOXIC H:\STES 4x1) MLNICIPAL SOI.1U H \Sl'F 
I.E,\CIIATE. by Henn E Haxu. Jr r l  al ISH\ 0 8 1 5 5  1048 9 . 6 4 5  
\AS.\ SP,\('L PL.\hS 4x1) S('LN.\HIOJ TO 2000 ,\SU HEYOXI) 
cd.rrd b\ h m u n a l  4vrunaurm and Space 4 d m 1 n ~ r a r l o n  lSHh 08155- I l l71  3, 5.16 
PI 4YT A(;KICULTL'RE-Fedml Hlotrthnolog! 4rrl\ilw. 
by Carolyn Hlurh ISRN 0.8155.1058-6. $39 
PI.I'\IRIY(; IATtR1AI . J  AND UHlhKIY(; H.\TEH QL.\l.ITY 
Thomas J jury and Frmk \ Bell Jt ISH.2 0 8 1 5 5  1016.7. S ~ f i  
PKOUL CTlOS OF HI(;H STHEUGTH l'O\('Ht TF 
bv M.B. Peterman and R.L. Carrasaudlo. ISBN 0-8155-10518: $36. 
ROBOTICS AND FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES-Assessment, Impacts 
and Forecast, by Robert U. Ayres et al ,  ISBN 08155-10438;  $48. 
SOFTWARE TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES FOR EMBEDDED DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING 
by Herbert C. Conn, Jr. et al: ISBN 0.8155-10624: $72. 
SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION OPPORTUNITIES 
edited by Camille M. Jernigan and Elizabeth Pentecost. ISBN 0-8155.10454; $54. 
TEXTILE DYEING OPERATIONS-Chemistry, Equipment. Procedures, and Env~ronmental Aspects 
by S.V. Kulkarnl e t  al: ISBN 0.8155-10608; $36. 
TOUGH COMPOSITE MATERIALS-Recent Developments 
prepared by the staff of NASA Langley Research Center. ISBN 08155-1039-X. $54. 
NOYES DATA 
CORPORATION 120 Mill Road, Park Ridge, NJ 07656 PUBLICATIONS 
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To get an online database carrying the full text of  over 
250 specialized newsletters - plus UPI, PR Newswire, 
USA Today Update, TRW commercial credit reports, and 
more. 
For in-depth, quality coverage of a wide range of industries 
and professions usually only available to  newsletter sub- 
scribers. 
Because you have access t o  $50,000 worth of news for as 
little as $15 per month. The average newsletter carried by 
NewsNet costs $200 per year in print form. 
No  training is required. Just use common sense commands: 
t o  search a publication, you simply type "search." 
For NewsNet's advanced SDI service, which screens over 
3,000 new articles each day for the key words you 
choose. It's like having your own custom news service. 
NewsNet's Boolean searching allows "andlor" logic, multi- 
ple word keyword phrases, wildcard suffixes, and selection 
of all or  part of  the database from any date range. Every 
meaningful word is indexed and usable for searching. 
75 % of the publications carried by NewsNet are not 
available online elsewhere. 20% are not even available in 
print. 
Wi th  NewsNet's session timing, you can time individual 
searches for billing purposes. 
With NewsNet, you pay only a $15 monthly subscription fee, plus online charges. 
There's no start-up cost. All you need is a computer and a modem. Call today, and we'll 
send you everything you need to  go online. 
NewsNet Industry Coverage 
Advertising and Marketing 
Aerospace 
Automotive 





Electronics and Computers 
Energy 
Enterta~nment and Leisure 
Environment 
Farming and Food 
Finance and Accounting 
General Business 
Government and Regulatory 











Publishing and Broadcasting 
Real Estate 





Transport and Shipping 
Travel and Tour~sm 
United Press lnternational 
USA Today Update 
Official Airline Guides 
945 ~ a v e d o r d  Rd., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 
6 6 An outstanding and useful, up-to-date tool." 
AMERICAN REFERENCE BOOKS ANNUAL 
(on the 12th Edition) 
to Meet Users' ~ecpests  
T he best-known subject headings list for small to mid-sized libraries, the new Thirteenth Edition of Sears bst  of Subject 
Headings has now been fully revised, updated, 
and expanded. The editors have re-evaluated 
each heading from the previous edition, added 
numerous headings in areas of current interest, 
and enhanced the reference structure and notes 
Features of the new edition include: 
Some 500 additional subject headings have 
been established in the following subject 
areas: 
0 Computer science l High technology l 
Children's literature l Medical sciences and 
health care l Sports and leisure activities 
0 Mathematics l Business and economics 
0 Family life and relationships l Social prob- 
lems l Education. 
For the first time, Sears follows ALA Filing 
Rules without modification. 
Older headings have been changed to reflect 
current terminology-e.g., Space shuftles 
replaces Space vehicles, Reusable. 
The new expanded schedule of headings for 
data processing/computer science (004-006) 
to be included in the upcoming Twelfth 
Edition of the Abridged Dewey is offered as 
an option for both old and new headings. 
The numbers for the current Eleventh 
Abridged Dewey are also included. 
Based on Reliable, Current Sources 
In compiling this new edition of Sears, the 
editors gave special consideration to users' 
requests for new headings or the expansion of 
existing ones. 
Historically, the Sears List has been modeled 
on library of Congress Subject Headings, but 
focused on the needs of the small to medium 
sized library. The current edition maintains the 
compatibility between these two lists. 
Familiar Features and Format 
The new Thirteenth Edition of Sears retains the 
familiar features that have assured its place as 
one of the most widely used subject heading 
lists. 
A special highlight IS the updated chapter 
covering Principles of the Sears List. While this 
30-page section is primarily intended as a 
practical handbook for the effective use of 
Sears, it also offers a wider, more general 
overview of subject cataloging principles and 
their underlying philosophy. 
"A superb tool for cataloging." 
CATHOLIC LIBRARY WORLD (on the 12th Edition) 
To Order, Call Toll-Free: 
1-800-367-6770 
In New York State, call 1-800-462-6060; 
In Canada, call collect 1-212-588-8400. 
Increased scope notes, general instructional 
references, and subdivision notes. THE H.W. WILSON COMPANY 
Expanded reference structure. 950 University Avenue Bronx, New York 10452 
(21 2) 588-8400 
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Performance, 
That's what your library patrons expect of 
you. And that's what you have every right 
to expect from people who provide you 
with services. 
At EBSCO, fulfi ig your 
needs in professional serials 
management is the primary goal of 
every regional representative. They con- 
duct business with the unique requirements of 
your account in mind. Whether you need to frnd a 
missed issue, search for a title, or order non-U.S. 
subscriptions, EBSCO will accomplish the task. ? 
Call 2051991-1182, or send the coupon for information 
on our services. Then talk to an EBSCO representative. You'll 
discover that we won't give you a song and dance when it 
comes to service. We'll deliver a virtuoso performance. 
- 
Serenade me with answers, EBSCO. I 
0 Send me your free brochure explaining how the EBSCO Missing 
Copy BankO can help me maintain a complete serials collection. I 
Send me your free brochure explaining all of your sewices in I 
detail. I 
Have my regional representative call me for an appointment at I 






I CITY, STATE, ZIP I 
I your ~mfessiona~ Pvtner 
ln Serials Management I cp\ r&.I PO. Box 1943/Birmingham, Alabama 35201 I I ' SUBXRlPTlON SERVICES 2051991-1182 I 
L l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l d  
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DATELINE . . . Philadelphia . . . Just Published . . . Major New International Encyclopedia . . . 
The ENCYCLOPEDIA of the 
UNITED NATIONS 
A N D  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  A G R E E M E N T S  





[The Encyclopedia] completely 
eclipses all other reference 
books on the United Nations, 
its agencies, and international 
relations in general. It answers 
~ u b l i c  and academic libraries' 
The New York Times, 
October 23,1985 
The encyclopedia, which coin- 
cides with the 40th anniver- 
sary of the Ihited Nations, is 
described by scholars and dip- 
lomats as one of the most valu- 
able books ever published 
about the organization. 
Development Forum 
o f  the UN 
Containing a vast compen- 
dium of political, economic 
and historical information re- 
lating to the UN and its role in 
contemporary world affairs, 
Encyclopedia of the United Na- 
tions and International Aeree- 
need for the texts of major in- 
ternational agreements and 
brief explanations of treaties, 
international conventions, etc. 
The Encyclopedia of the United Nations and 
International Agreements gives you: 
information on the structure of the United 
Nations. its specialized agencies, and the many 
intergovernmental and non-governmental orga- 
nizations, international and regional, that coop- 
erate with the ITN 
entries on several thousand international 
agreements and conventions 
complete text or detailed summary of  major 
trcaties and resolutions 
explanations of widely used political, eco- 
nomic. militarx geographical and sociological 
termh. including terms used in diplomacy and 
international law 
entries fully cross-referenced and annotated 
hy original source 
. a special index of 3.000 agreements. conven- 
tions and treaties. and an analytical index of 
13.000 references 
ments is destined to become 
the prime reference work on 
its subject for diplomats. jour- 
nalists and academic re- 
searchers interested or active 
in international relations. 
The Encyclopedia of tbe United Nations 
and International Agreements is compiled 
and edited by international prize-winning jour- 
nalist. Edmund Jan Osmanczyk. Educated in 
Poland. Germany and France. Mr. Osmanczyk 
was a press correspondent at the Nuremburg 
Trials and for Polish Radio Moscow, and has 
been Diplomatic Correspondent to Washington 
and to Latin America. His extensive knowledge 
of world aa i r s  adds much to this exciting 
volume. 
The Encyclopedia of tbe United Nations 
and International Agreements will prove to 
be the definitive, one volume reference book for 
libraries, professionals and students of interna- 
tional law, history. world affairs and the United 
Nations. 
ORDER TOLL FREE: 1-800-821-8312 
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Human Aspects of High Tech 
in Special Libraries 
Julie Bichteler 
As special librarians devote more and more time to 
interacting wi th computers, it is appropriate to exam- 
ine some of the possible effects of this changing work 
environment on these information specialists and their 
institutions. This paper reports on an investigation of 
selected library employees who spend a significant pro- 
portion of their time in on-line computer interaction. 
Interviews wi th the subjects elicited information con- 
cerning the intellectual, psychological, social, and phys- 
ical aspects of their work. The study identifies some 
of the long- and short-term effects of the increasing 
applications of high tech in special libraries and offers 
some possible solutions to problems of technostress. 
S PECIAL librarians and other infor- mation specialists have been ea- ger, for the most part, to embrace 
new technologies. Through our confer- 
ences, literature, continuing education 
programs, and experience, we have ex- 
hibited a great deal of interest and en- 
thusiasm and have developed an 
increasing technical competence. The ex- 
pansion and rapid advancement of the 
information technologies in recent years 
have offered exciting opportunities to 
improve library services and manage- 
ment and to streamline the many proces- 
ses required for day-to-day operations. 
Although libraries, as well as other types 
of institutions, have made some mistakes 
along the way, we could probably agree 
that the high-tech library is clearly more 
efficiently run and offers more and better 
services to users than its traditional 
ancestor. 
In recent years, however, a number of 
observers including psychologists, coun- 
selors, consultants, and others have in- 
vestigated and commented upon some of 
the negative aspects of high tech. Fears, 
physical disorders, and social and psy- 
chological difficulties have been ob- 
served among those who spend much of 
their working day in interaction with 
computers. The term "technostress" has 
been used to describe these conditions. 
In his interesting and very readable 
book, Brod defines technostress as: 
a modem disease of adaptation caused by 
an inability to cope with the new computer 
technologies in a healthy manner. It man- 
ifests itself in two distinct but related 
ways: in the struggle to accept computer 
technology, and in the more specialized 
form of over-identification with computer 
technology (3, p. 16). 
Technostress could, of course, result from 
problems with other complex technolo- 
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gies; in the present discussion, however, 
the context is limited to computers. 
Librarians have also begun-to be con- 
cerned about technostress, and in 1985 
the Annual Clinic on Library Applica- 
tions of Data Processing at the University 
of Illinois (5) addressed some of the fears, 
frustrations, and other problems arising 
from automation. This paper reports on 
an investigation of the problem of tech- 
nostress among those who work in spe- 
cial libraries and related information 
environments. 
The Phenomenon of Technostress 
One of the obvious manifestations of 
technostress is the physical discomfort 
which results from using a terminal 
(VDT). Led by the work of European re- 
searchers, ergonomists have been con- 
cerned during the past decade with the 
design of the VDT and workstation and 
with the overall work environment. 
Studies in this country by the National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health have investigated health com- 
plaints (especially visual and musculo- 
skeletal problems), job stress factors, 
working conditions, and psychological 
states of VDT operators (4,13,15). At 
SLA's 1984 annual conference in New 
York, the Information Technology and 
Engineering Divisions heard Bruce Miller 
of Indiana University offer practical rec- 
ommendations to alleviate conditions 
which cause burning, twitching eyes; 
headaches; backaches; and pains in the 
neck, shoulder, and arms. 
In addition to causing physical prob- 
lems, extensive human/computer inter- 
action frequently alters the nature of the 
job itself. People typically feel that they 
have less control over their work than 
formerly; they may find that "decision 
making" no longer requires human judg- 
ment but is simply the result of an in- 
formation processing activity embedded 
in a computer program (16). Further- 
more, when work is machine-paced, the 
worker has less opportunity for non- 
work-related movement and may feel 
physically constrained as well as socially 
isolated (11). Clerical workers, particu- 
larly, perceive greater fatigue and feel 
that computers increase the pace of their 
work. New opportunities for managerial 
supervision and surveillance allow mis- 
takes to be more easily traced and output 
levels monitored (4,13). And when jobs 
are broken into smaller units to increase 
efficiency, workers may lose the sense of 
satisfaction gained from seeing the "big 
picture" and being able to follow a task 
from start to finish. 
Jobs which once required several days 
are now expected to be done in hours. 
Working hours are extended because files 
and programs can easily be accessed at 
home during evenings and weekends, on 
business trips, and on vacations. This 
mobility of the office environment par- 
ticularly affects managers. 
When new computer systems are pro- 
posed or introduced in an organization, 
they may appear very threatening. Even 
the implementation of minor changes 
may be viewed as attempts to alter the 
status quo, and new computer systems 
are certainly not minor; thus, resistance 
frequently appears. Opposition to change 
may take several forms ranging from vo- 
cal disapproval, passive avoidance, and 
predictions of failure to overt hostility 
and malicious behavior intended to de- 
feat the proposed change. Many technical 
workers, both clerical and managerial, 
fear that they may eventually be replaced 
by computers. 
Technocentered individuals are those who 
have overidentified with computer tech- 
nology to the extent that they have dif- 
ficulty socializing with other people. 
They may prefer to interact with others 
in an algorithmic, yes-no fashion, and 
their personalities become more mecha- 
nized. They are typically highly com- 
petent, work well under pressure, and 
have a strong desire to excel. Techno- 
centered workers pattern their behavior 
after the technology. According to their 
spouses, technocentered people are blunt, 
unemotional, noncomrnunicative, and in- 
sistent upon efficiency and order (3). 
The policies, actions, and attitudes to- 
ward computers on the part of manage- 
special libraries 
ment may be a source of technostress. 
Computers may be purchased for the 
wrong reasons-to enhance someone's 
image, to build egos, or to increase vis- 
ibility. Managers may feel pressured to 
purchase and use computers and may 
suffer from the same fears and anxieties 
as others in the organization. Sophisti- 
cated software can take over many of the 
managers' decision-making and super- 
visory functions, causing them to feel less 
essential to the organization. Using a 
keyboard may seem demeaning, and 
managers may not know how to type. 
Managers, as well as other employees, 
may find it difficult to learn to use a new 
system. 
Managers may not allow enough time 
for training, which often is superficial, 
without enough consideration for those 
who are hesitant or fearful. Documen- 
tation is often poorly written or inap- 
propriate for the new user. 
Methodology 
In order to identify sources of tech- 
nostress in a variety of special libraries 
and in a variety of tasks, participants 
were selected to represent many kinds of 
high-tech activities in special libraries in 
government, academia, business and in- 
dustry, and private associations. 
The "users" mentioned in the study 
refer to staff members of the library 
rather than end-users, although the latter 
certainly suffer from their share of anx- 
ieties and frustrations. Rather than mak- 
ing what is often a false distinction in 
special libraries among "professional" 
and "nonprofessional" employees, cate- 
gories of users are those of Moran's 
straightforward classification based on 
two dimensions: user knowledge and task 
structure (9). User knowledge deter- 
mines whether the user is a novice or an 
expert; task structure reflects the kinds 
of tasks in which the user is engaged. 
Here we may distinguish between (a) 
programmers and (b) nonprogrammers, 
who use software packages (for example, 
for word processing, statistical analyses, 
or database searching). 
Individuals to be interviewed were se- 
lected from the membership of on-line 
user groups or through suggestions from 
library managers and personal acquaint- 
ances, Interviews with the 32 individuals 
chosen ranged in duration from one-half 
to one-and-one-half hours. The inter- 
viewees engaged in a wide variety of 
computer-based activities including bib- 
liographic and numeric database search- 
ing, word processing, data input, 
programming, E-mail, in-house database 
creation and use, and management in- 
formation systems. 
Questions used in the interviews may 
be classed in the following areas. Some 
examples of topics in each area provide 
an overview of the type of information 
sought: 
(a) Personal Data: whether expert or 
novice (determined by length of 
time in present or similar posi- 
tion); type of computer use (task 
structure); approximate hours per 
day spent in computer-related ac- 
tivities (working on-line and 
writing and documenting pro- 
grams) 
(b) Physical Health: visual problems, 
headaches, backaches 
(c) The Nature of the Job: degree of 
the individual's control over the 
job; monitoring capabilities of 
management; software (whether 
appropriate and user friendly); 
workload; workpace; degree of 
challenge or boredom in job; pa- 
perwork required and generated; 
time available for creative think- 
ing; career development oppor- 
tunities 
(d) Psychological and Social Aspects: 
resistance to new technology; 
changes in personalities of people 
heavily involved in high tech; so- 
cial interaction and isolation 
(e) Computers and Management: 
motivation for purchase of com- 
puters; encouragement of high 
touch interactions to compensate 
for high-tech utilization, as sug- 
gested by Naisbitt (10); man- 
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agers' concerns relating to 
computers in their own work; 
type of training and documenta- 
tion available. 
Questions were open-ended, and par- 
ticipants in the study felt free to add any 
observations they wished. The data were 
analyzed for problems and evidence of 
technostress. 
Results 
In general, the results indicate that spe- 
cial librarians are less affected by tech- 
nostress than other working groups in 
our societv that have been studied. As a 
whole, they felt that the computer en- 
hanced and improved their work and that 
the enormoui changes resulting from 
computer applications in their organiza- 
tions were beneficial. They did, however, 
suggest several sources of technostress 
which affect them. 
Personal Data: Of the 32 individuals 
interviewed, 29 (91%) would be consid- 
ered expert users and 3 novice users. 
Based upon Moran's distinctions of task 
structure, 3 were programmers and 29 
were nonprogrammers. Figure 1 shows 
the types of computer applications rep- 
resented among interviewees, and Figure 
Hours / Day 
Figure 2. Average Time Spent Using 
Computers Daily 
2 shows the average amount of time 
spent in computer use each day. 
Physical Health: Very few individuals 
reported any health problems other than 
an occasional slight backache or head- 
ache. Occasional negative comments re- 
lated to color moniters; for example, dark 
blue and black were hard to distinguish, 
which caused some eye strain. 
The Nature of (he Job: Database 
searchers who were interviewed enjoy 
their work, find it fun, creative, and chal- 
lenging, and feel that their workload is 
appropriate. They do concentrate more 
- 
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Figure 1. Types of Computer Applications in Special Libraries 
special libraries 
while on-line than if they were perform- 
ing a manual search, and they are very 
much concerned with finishing the 
search as quickly and efficiently as pos- 
sible because of the cost. The most frus- 
trating aspect of database searching, 
according to several librarians, is the level 
of users' expectations. Since the search is 
done "magically," the documents should 
also be available instantly. Small collec- 
tions often lack the holdings to corre- 
spond with retrieved citations, and users 
are disappointed. Some users insist on a 
single term search which would result in 
too many citations, and some insist on a 
computer search when a manual search 
would be better. 
In-house database systems seemed less 
successful. In one case, the problem was 
data analysis and input. Management felt 
that clerks were perfectly capable of 
these tasks but provided training only in 
the mechanics of the system: 
Without any theoretical concepts of re- 
trieval and classification, they can't really 
understand database management. They 
don't see the necessity of uniform descrip- 
tors or the differences among "James 
Smith," "J. Smith," and "Jim Smith." As 
a result, retrieval is very frustrating, and 
the larger the database gets, the worse the 
situation becomes. 
The clerks, on the other hand, have to 
initial each record input so mistakes 
could be easily traced. And they were 
under considerable pressure to "get the 
stuff in fast." Data entry operators in 
libraries agree with those in other insti- 
tutions about the "mindless, boring" as- 
pects of their jobs. And if they are good 
at their job, they may feel stuck in that 
position. 
Word processing has changed the 
working style of many special librarians. 
Several commented that they compose 
on-line and no longer need a secretary 
for correspondence, as it's so easy to do. 
Memos and letters get out much faster 
than when a secretary had to type them. 
But in some institutions, librarians find 
it frustrating that the printers are remote 
from their offices. "You have to walk 
back and forth too much to get the hard 
copy." An occasional individual felt that 
word processing caused excess paper- 
work. "More reports are generated more 
frequently and are more comprehensive, 
and I'm under pressure to get them out 
faster, now that I have a micro." One 
librarian felt that with the advent of 
word processing, people have lost the im- 
petus to be correct the first time; it's too 
easy to run the document through the 
machine over and over. People are more 
pushed to produce, and lead time is 
shortened. And in some cases work ex- 
tends into evening hours because of the 
heavy demand for the equipment. "Ac- 
cess problems make it necessary to work 
at night; scheduling is a horrendous 
problem. As we depend more and more 
on the machine, we have to use it." Sev- 
eral people may want to use the word 
processor at the same time, and com- 
plaints are heard about inappropriate 
uses, such as a short one-time letter, 
when more complex jobs are waiting. 
Programmer librarians reported the 
usual frustrations of programs bombing 
and lengthy debugging sessions. But they 
were generally very enthusiastic about 
the programming aspects of their work. 
It was the nonprogramming aspects that 
they found boring and mechanical, such 
as proofreading bibliographic data after 
input, a task which apparently could not 
be performed satisfactorily by clerical 
workers. 
Psychological and Social Aspects: 
The three programmers who were inter- 
viewed all-stated that their personalities 
had changed as they became more com- 
puter-oriented. They are more organized 
and feel themselves to be more efficient. 
"I'm impatient with unorganized, illogi- 
cal people." "I feel that my mind works 
like a computer now." "My programming 
experience has changed the kind of re- 
sponse I expect from people. Circular rea- 
soning drives me crazy." They find it 
hard to communicate with nonprogram- 
mers and vice versa. One nonprogrammer 
librarian related at length the difficulties 
of communicating with the programmers 
in her company: "We can explain what 
we want, but the programmers don't 
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want to do it. They're used to dealing 
with scientific and mathematical data, 
not strings. And you can't talk to them 
like a normal person-you have to be 
totally precise and logical." 
Some people feel more comfortable in- 
teracting with humans through a com- 
puter rather than by telephone or face- 
to-face. "I used to call my boss in Boston; 
now we prefer E-mail. You can be more 
precise and erase mistakes." One very 
interesting observation concerned the 
way the use of E-mail can change com- 
munication patterns among people: "Us- 
ing E-mail, one talks a lot and then it's 
the other ~erson's turn to talk a lot. Since 
we get used to operating in little wads of 
thought, when you see someone in per- 
son, you tend to say what you have to 
say all at once, and then it's the other's 
turn.', 
High tech in the library may affect pat- 
terns-of social interaction in other ways. 
Pressure to utilize equipment efficiently 
and to stay on schedule reduces oppor- 
tunities for conversation. On the other 
hand, when scheduling constraints are 
not a problem and when expensive da- 
tabase searching is not underway, the 
terminals may become the "chitchat sta- 
tion," as one librarian expressed it. 
Many commented upon the fear, anx- 
iety, and reluctance on the part of some 
people when dealing with computers. 
Older employees seem to have more dif- 
ficulty learning new computer-based 
systems than younger ones. However, 
one library manager pointed out that in 
her institution, at least in the abstract, 
everyone wants to learn word processing 
since those are the more prestigious jobs; 
they offered the only path for advance- 
ment. Furthermore, "the two clerks who 
don't use the computer feel socially iso- 
lated since they can't contribute their 
'war stories' about the computer. Psy- 
chologically, it would be valuable to train 
everyone." 
A programmer librarian made the in- 
teresting observation that the fear and 
anxiety where computers are concerned 
even affect experienced database search- 
ers when they have to deal with micros 
and new software: "Database searching 
becomes easy and mechanical with ex- 
perience-a new software package on a 
micro is a different animal. You have to 
talk to a trained searcher the same way 
as to another person who has never used 
computers." 
Computers and Management: Most 
people interviewed felt that both hard- 
ware and software were purchased after 
careful consideration and assessment of 
needs. In some organizations, however, a 
VDT on the desk is a status symbol and 
may be only a "decorative terminal." 
Several staff members in one institution 
had "never been seen using their micros," 
and in that same institution the head li- 
brarian commented that "Management 
pushes the use of computers here and 
buys PCs for people whether they need 
them or not." Complaints about the in- 
compatibility between micros and the 
main frame blamed management for not 
carefully planning the system as a whole 
in advance. "We've become dependent 
on the company where we bought the 
first computer; we're almost forced to 
keep buying from that company to insure 
compatibility." Inaccessible and unhelp- 
ful sales representatives were another 
source of frustration. 
The major source of technostress 
among those interviewed was the inad- 
equate training that was provided for 
both hardware and software. Although 
training for database searching by the 
major vendors was quite satisfactory, 
training for other systems used by the 
library was frequently poor to non- 
existent. The problem appears to be two- 
fold: available documentation is often 
misleading, inaccurate, incomplete, or 
overly complex; and too little time is al- 
lowed for studying the documentation. 
"We use a self-paced training kit, but we 
ought to establish a structured time to 
use it systematically; learning is in bits 
and pieces." "We have good packages 
available, but there's no time in anyone's 
day to even look at them." "If I want to 
learn new software, I have to do it at 
home. I can't say 'I won't answer this 
reference question now; I'm studying 
special libraries 
something'." In one library, several new 
users quit the current series of training 
sessions. They felt the pressure of their 
own jobs, which were not getting done, 
and just couldn't take any more time off. 
One librarian commented that with the 
nonexistent training in her company, one 
has to be very self-motivated. "The in- 
house documentation is very badly writ- 
ten. You have to hound programmers to 
ask questions-catch them when you 
can." And when the initial training is 
satisfactory, people are commonly not 
given enough time to practice what they 
have learned. 
On the other hand, managers ex- 
pressed the need for good training pro- 
grams. They believe in one-on-one 
training to help alleviate anxiety, and, 
when possible, training when others 
aren't around so that the trainee is not 
embarrassed by mistakes. One trainer 
pointed out that people have to be led 
by the hand; they give up easily and 
don't want to read the documentation by 
themselves. Learning a new system takes 
time and concentration, and people are 
reluctant to go through the documenta- 
tion step-by-step. 
In the opinions of those interviewed, 
their management had not made any par- 
ticular effort to counteract the possible 
negative effects of high tech by offering 
high-touch alternatives. Although in 
some cases many opportunities for high- 
touch interaction were in place (company 
sports activities, parties, picnics, happy 
hours, etc.), these were not seen as any 
direct response to the increased use of 
technology in the company. Nor did they 
see any need for further efforts in this 
direction. 
Conclusions 
Special librarians feel that the use of 
computers enhances rather than reduces 
control over their work and enables them 
to accomplish a variety of tasks more ef- 
ficiently than they could without the 
computer. They would agree with Al- 
calay and Pasick ( I )  that the information 
explosion without computer capability 
would simply overwhelm their area and 
that computers bring order and accessi- 
bility to an otherwise uncontrollable del- 
uge. 
The low incidence of problems related 
to ergonomic factors is probably because 
employees in special libraries are, on the 
average, working on-line fewer hours per 
day and for shorter stretches of time than 
those in other types of jobs in our society. 
And the absence, generally, of a sense of 
social isolation and other psychological 
problems can be attributed to the same 
reasons, as well as to the fact that special 
libraries are often smaller operations with 
a given individual performing a variety 
of tasks. Thus, the warnings by Malin- 
conico (7) and others apparently do not 
have serious implications for special li- 
braries. On the other hand, special li- 
brarians who are also programmers 
appear to be as typically technocentered 
as those described in other studies, and 
many of their colleagues are just as af- 
fected by anxiety and fear of the com- 
puter as others in society. 
Not surprisingly, special librarians find 
database searching to be a vital, creative, 
and enjoyable part of their jobs. Database 
searching, along with word processing, 
have brought about significant improve- 
ments in library services and operations. 
But in some institutions the logistic as- 
pects relating to the scheduling and lo- 
cation of word processing hardware need 
to be examined and improved. Although 
database searching has been with us for 
many years, our clientele still seem to 
have unrealistic expectations of both the 
search itself and the provision of full text. 
As one librarian suggested, "We need to 
train our end-users as to what is feasible 
and what is not." 
It is within the area of training where 
technostress is a real problem among spe- 
cial librarians. Inadequate or nonexistent 
training causes frustration and anger 
among many of those interviewed and 
reduces their working effectiveness. Ex- 
pensive software is of little value if peo- 
ple do not have time to learn to use it 
properly. Managers who believe in the 
necessity of good training programs and 
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who do not hesitate to send their em- 
ployees to lengthy vendor sessions for 
database searching must also make time 
for such programs inhouse. Brod (3, p. 
180) poses several questions relating to 
the design of work structures to promote 
a balance appropriate between people 
and technology. Two of these questions 
seem particularly significant where train- 
ing is concerned: 
(1) Are workers' skills being fully used 
in their present jobs? 
(2) Is sufficient information provided 
for maximum job effectiveness? 
Until appropriate training is viewed as 
being just as critical to the operation of 
the special library as the right hardware 
and software, these questions cannot be 
answered in the  affirmative. 
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Cooperation with the 
people's Republic of China 
Linda J. Erickson 
Barbara J. Ford 
The People's Republic of China is hungry for West- 
ern knowledge, and the China Society of Library Sci- 
ence is no exception. Last spring, CSLS invited a large 
delegation of librarians and information scientists to 
visit China for a consultative tour; the authors were 
members of this group of 67. One of the libraries vis- 
ited, Chengdu Institute of Radio Engineering, is a spe- 
cial library which might be compared wi th American 
libraries specializing in electronics and telecommuni- 
cations. This institute, as well as many other Chinese 
libraries, is actively seeking cooperative ventures wi th 
American libraries. 
F ROM April 13 to May 3, 1985, a delegation of American librarians visited the People's Republic of 
China on a consultative tour of libraries. 
The group was invited by the China So- 
ciety of Library Science and co-sponsored 
by CAST (China Association for Science 
and Technology). The delegation was led 
by Dr. Robert Stueart, Dean of the Grad- 
uate School of Library and Information 
Science at Simmons College. Several spe- 
cial librarians were included in the group, 
which was the first large delegation of 
librarians to visit the People's Republic 
of China. 
As requested by the Chinese, delegates 
gave talks on topics such as automation 
of library services, cooperative systems 
and networking, conservation of rare and 
special materials, education and training 
of library staff, and library management. 
Another primary interest of the Chinese 
was to make contacts with American li- 
brarians and to develop formal or infor- 
mal channels for resource sharing. 
Besides formal presentations by the del- 
egation, there were opportunities for 
informal interchange with Chinese col- 
leagues, many of whom spoke at least 
some English. 
Specialized Libraries Visited 
A variety of library facilities was vis- 
ited by the academic and special librar- 
ians in the cities of Beijing (Peking), Xian, 
Chengdu, and Shanghai, including Bei- 
jing National Library, National Archives, 
Xian Jiaotong University, 4th Military 
Medicine College (Xian), Scientific and 
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Technical Information Research Institute 
of Sichuan, Shanghai Jiaotong Univer- 
sity, and the Chengdu Institute of Radio 
Engineering. Each of these libraries ex- 
pressed interest in US. materials and in 
sharing of resources. The visit to 
Chengdu Institute of Radio Engineering 
(CIRE) typified this interest. 
Chengdu Institute of Radio 
Chengdu Institute of Radio Engineer- 
ing (CIRE) is one of China's earliest com- 
prehensive institutes of electronic science 
and is one of China's key institutes of 
higher education. The Institute supports 
12 departments, 5 research institutes, and 
7 laboratory centers for education. De- 
gree programs extend through the doc- 
toral level, with about 320 graduate 
students. 
The Library for the Institute contains 
more than 800,000 volumes including 
70,000 bound volumes of periodicals and 
about 3,700 current subscriptions. Fields 
of subject specialization include elec- 
tronics, telecommunications, automation, 
computer science, radar, telemetry and 
remote sensing, electronics materials, 
solid state devices, and optoelectronics. 
The Library holds a complete collection 
of IEEE Transactions. 
Staffing for the Library is 58, with the 
traditional divisions of acquisitions, cat- 
aloging, circulation, reading, and refer- 
ence. This library was typical of the 
Chinese libraries visited: stacks are closed 
(except to faculty and graduate students), 
so there are many reading rooms (9 with 
a total of 780 seats at CIRE). Reading 
rooms are always packed with students, 
and some even require reservations to ob- 
tain seating. The main reading rooms at 
CIRE are open for almost 80 hours per 
week. 
The Library serves a community of 
3,160 teachers and workers and 5,000 
students and trainees. Bibliographic in- 
struction includes classes for freshmen on 
use of the library, lectures to advanced 
and postgraduate students on the re- 
trieval of scientific and technological in- 
formation, and lectures on information 
retrieval for the teachers. 
The book collection is shelved under 
three different classification schemes: In- 
ternational, Liu Guo Juan, and the 
Chinese Library Classification System. 
Since 1980 only the Chinese Library 
Classification system has been used. Card 
catalogs are divided into title, classified 
subjects, and (for foreign language books 
only) authors. 
Interestingly, about one-third of 
CIRE's books are in foreign languages, 
primarily English, Russian, Japanese, 
German, and French. (During our travels 
in China, we were told that all college 
and university students study English.) 
Foreign-language periodical volumes 
outweigh Chinese-language periodical 
volumes by more than 2 to 1. CIRE has 
exchanged books and materials with 
more than 2,400 institutions in China and 
abroad. 
In addition to touring the library stacks 
and reading rooms, the group was given 
the opportunity to tour the computer 
center. This was probably the most au- 
tomated facility shown to the delegation. 
The institute is supported by a VAX 780 
with 40 terminals, plus a PDP 11/64. The 
microcomputer lab contains a number of 
"Great Wall" brand micros that appear 
to be similar to IBM PC ATs. The com- 
puters are used for both education and 
research, and students were busy work- 
ing on English-language BASIC, FOR- 
TRAN, and PASCAL programs. 
CIRE'S Proposal to the Delegates 
CIRE has devoted considerable effort 
to establishing international academic 
exchanges and cooperative relationships. 
The Library is extremely interested in es- 
tablishing exchange and cooperation 
with American libraries, and presented 
each delegate with a proposal for material 
and personnel sharing along with a con- 
tract form in both Chinese and English. 
A copy of the proposal appears as Ap- 
pendix A. None of the delegates had the 
special libraries 
authority to authorize such an agreement, 
but the Chinese were assured that the 
delegates would share this proposal for 
cooperation with their fellow librarians. 
Anyone interested in developing such an 
agreement should contact Dr. Deren Gu, 
whose address appears at the end of this 
article. 
Opportunities for Exchange of 
Materials 
ings and conferences. Any US. librarians 
wishing to visit or work in Chinese li- 
braries or teach in Chinese library schools 
would be well received. For example, four 
librarians from Washington State Uni- 
versity will visit libraries in Sichuan 
Province this coming fall. WSU is re- 
sponsible for payment of the librarians' 
travel expenses to get to China, but the 
Chinese government will pay living costs 
for the librarians while they are in China. 
Resource sharing and exchange be- 
tween Chinese and U.S. libraries has ac- 
celerated in recent years. The Chinese 
have great interest in English-language 
publications, and particularly those re- 
lating to science and technology. Any 
technical library able to exchange or sup- 
ply these types of publications (perhaps 
in exchange for similar Chinese mate- 
rials) would find eager recipients in 
Chinese libraries. Difficult to obtain ma- 
terials such as in-house newsletters, bib- 
liographies, or publications which are not 
commonly available would be of partic- 
ular interest. 
Most of the Chinese libraries put spe- 
cial emphasis on showing the visiting 
delegation their collections of foreign 
language materials, primarily English, 
Russian, German, and Japanese. We have 
certainly not observed such interest in 
Chinese-language materials in U.S. li- 
braries, probably due to the fact that the 
majority of Americans are unfamiliar 
with and unable to read Chinese. 
Opportunities for Personnel 
Exchange 
In addition to materials, Chinese li- 
brarians are interested in exchange of 
personnel for studies and research and 
for general sharing of library experiences 
and practices. Chinese librarians are now 
permitted to travel to the U.S. and other 
areas and are eager to meet librarians and 
visit libraries. When invited to speak or 
participate, Chinese librarians are sent by 
their government to international meet- 
Contacts for Cooperative Efforts 
Since the Chinese interest in cooper- 
ation is so great, any librarians interested 
in exchange of materials, people, or ex- 
periences should not hesitate to establish 
contact with the Chinese. Most large cit- 
ies have a local branch of the U.S.-China 
Friendship Association that can be con- 
tacted. Additional sources of contact are 
listed below: 
U.S.-China Education Clearinghouse 
1860 19th Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20009 
202/462-4811 
or 389-6795 
Committee on Scholarly Communica- 
tion with the People's Republic of 
China 
National Program for Advanced Studies 
and Research in China 
2101 Constitution Avenue N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20418 
202/389-6136 
National Committee on U.S.-China Re- 
lations 
777 United Nations Plaza, Room 9B 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
212/682-6848 
Dr. Deren Gu, Director 
Chengdu Institute of Radio Engineering 
P.O. Box 83 
Chengdu, People's Republic of China 
American Library Association, Interna- 
tional Relations Committee 
Liaison with Chinese Libraries 
50 E. Huron Street 
Chicago, 11. 60611 
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Appendix A 
Proposals Made by Chengdu 
Institute of Radio Engineering to 
Promote Interlibrary Exchange 
and Cooperation 
In order to strengthen the friendship 
and promote the cooperation between the 
peoples of China and the United States 
in general, and between the libraries of 
the two countries in particular, the 
Chengdu Institute of Radio Engineering 
proposes the cooperation between the li- 
brary of Chendgu Institute of Radio En- 
gineering and your library in the 
following respects: 
(1) Exchange of books and other me- 
dia, including textbooks, univer- 
sity academic journals and other 
publications available. 
Exchange of visiting scholars to 
carry on further studies and/or do 
research. International travel and 
living expenses will be paid by the 
sending library. 
Mutual invitation of scholars and 
specialists to give lectures on spe- 
cial subjects and/or to attend sym- 
posiums. 
Exchange of experience in library 
and information sciences. 
Cooperation in any respect of com- 
mon interest to both libraries. 
If this proposal is acceptable, an agree- 
ment shall be concluded between the two 
libraries in this connection. 
Linda J. Erickson, pictured at the "For- 
bidden City" in Beijing, is with Sandia 
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico. 
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Microcomputers 
Catalogs in Special 
Libraries 
Julia B. Faust 
Rationale 
This article discusses the rationale for the conver- 
sion of a card catalog to an on-line system in a special 
library owning approximately 4000 titles. Equipment, 
software, and procedures are described. Pros and cons 
of the use of a microcomputer for such a project, as 
well as costs and personnel needs, are outlined. 
On-Line 
'EST Suburban Hospital Medi- 
cal Center is a 374-bed com- 
munity teaching hospital nine 
miles west of Chicago. It offers residency 
programs in family practice and internal 
medicine, is affiliated with a medical 
school, and supports a baccalaureate pro- 
gram in nursing. In 1980 it became ob- 
vious to the professional library staff at 
West Suburban that the card catalog was 
not serving its intended purpose. Because 
of limited staff resources, location jackets 
were often incorrect and there was al- 
ways delay in filing cards for new books. 
Despite the best efforts of the staff, the 
card catalog was not totally effective. 
Consideration was given to hiring part- 
time help in the hope that it would then 
be possible to maintain an updated, cor- 
rected catalog. This idea was discarded 
in favor of a plan to transfer the data in 
the catalog to an on-line system. 
The best solution would have been to 
have terminals linked to a mainframe 
computer. The advantages of a main- 
frame are numerous and include faster 
response time, the potential for multiple 
users, and greater storage capacity. Since 
the money for this kind of system was 
not available, West Suburban purchased 
less expensive Apple computers. Due to 
its affiliation with a college of nursing, 
the library was able to take advantage of 
Apple's educational discount. 
Eaui~ment and Software 
In February 1985, the professional li- 
brary purchased an Apple IIe microcom- 
puter, two disk drives, monitor, and 
printer. A standard data base manage- 
ment program was used, in this case DB 
Master Version IV (DB IV) by Stoneware 
Microcomputer, Inc. A different version 
of the software was purchased for the 
hard disk because version IV is not hard 
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disk com~atible. Other small libraries 
have had- success with other powerful 
data base management programs such as 
D-Base I11 and R-Base 5000. 
Careful consideration should be given 
to the choice of the software: all have 
strong and weak points, and none is per- 
fect. Important criteria for choosing a 
program are the lengths of the fields and 
the report-generating capabilities. Al- 
though DB IV allows searching on any 
field, the process is slow; therefore, the 
printed catalogs and reports are heavily 
used. Software support services should 
also be criteria in the software selection 
process primarily because they can be 
very important in the initial stages. A 
software package with either a local or 
toll free telephone number would be very 
helpful. During those months when West 
Suburban had numerous questions, doz- 
ens of long distance phone calls were 
made to California for help. The service 
from DB IV was very mediocre. Because 
it was necessarv to use two different ver- 
sions of the ioftware (one for floppy 
disks and one for the hard disk), this 
library may have had more problems and 
generated more questions in the initial 
stages than other new users, but all soft- 
ware neophytes will have questions. 
The first step in the conversion process 
was to transfer the acquisitions files to 
the on-line system. As the "bugs" were 
being worked out of the on-line order 
procedures, another Apple IIe was or- 
dered and installed. This second micro- 
computer system has two disk drives, a 
20 megabyte Corvus hard disk, monitor, 
and printer. The original intent was to 
have the two micros (which are located 
50 feet from each other) directly linked 
but, in the absence of a computer expert 
in the institution, this turned out to be 
technologically too difficult. Therefore, 
the LTA now takes the floppy disks from 
the office to the public-access terminal 
and "dumps" all completed records to the 
hard disk. This takes only a few minutes 
and keeps the on-order data on the flop- 
pies small enough to work with on a daily 
basis while keeping the hard disk records 
complete. 
West Suburban Hospital Medical 
Center 
Two back-ups of the hard disk are 
kept. A replication program, Mirror by 
Corvus, was purchased; this copies the 
hard disk onto a video tape. Additionally, 
the floppies are kept so that the laborious 
task of transfering 5000 records from 
floppy to hard disk can be undertaken, 
if needed. 
A "S~eed Demon" card was ~urchased 
for each computer to decrease the on-line 
time needed when using either terminal. 
West Suburban estimates that its com- 
puting time has been cut by 25 to 30 
percent following the use of these acces- 
sories. 
Staff 
Because of this library's lack of ex- 
perience with data base management 
programs and because the staff was 
aware that, from the outset, the program 
would need to be used to the fullest, a 
consultant was hired to assist in format- 
ting the data and teaching the intricacies 
and sophistications of DB IV. This con- 
sultant was also instrumental in keeping 
the format within the constraints nec- 
essary to "dump" data from one version 
of the program to another. Without an 
expert, the tasks of working with differ- 
ent versions of the software would have 
been insurmountable to the staff. Even 
with his advice, these problems took sev- 
eral extra weeks to solve. 
At the outset a data format, or "tem- 
plate," was designed for each record. It 
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was decided that in this library it was 
not important for the screen to look like 
a catalog card. The record developed by 
West Suburban is three pages (screens) 
long and works well. (See Table 1) The 
money spent on software consulting 
saved West Suburban from making many 
mistakes and was well worth the ex- 
pense. 
For about six months, the library tech- 
nician who had been maintaining the 
manual order files and "checking-in" the 
new books kept both manual and com- 
puter records for the library's orders. 
During this time, many small decisions 
were made concerning data entry, such 
as how capital letters and abbreviations 
would be used. Slowly, the departmental 
orders were transferred to the computer, 
and finally all manual records were dis- 
continued. It took several months to feel 
comfortable with this on-line order and 
check-in procedure, but soon complete 
records, which included all cataloging in- 
formation, were available. 
After the data format had been de- 
signed and the system worked, a part- 
time, temporary data entry clerk was 
hired to enter the entire book and audio- 
visual collections into the data base. Be- 
cause the total collection was small, every 
book was pulled and matched with its 
shelf list card, weeding the collection as 
items were entered. In order to save data 
entry costs, 1200 books were weeded 
from the collection and a book sale was 
held. By making both the book and the 
shelf list card available to the data entry 
clerk, most longstanding cataloging errors 
were corrected before the item was put 
in the computer. It took about 400 hours 
to pull, card, enter, and reshelve 4000 
titles. 
Expenses 
For about $14,000, the conversion of 
this catalog to an on-line system has 
taken place. Because no huge purchases 
were ever made, it was possible to find 
special sources for much of the money. 
For instance, late in 1983 the library com- 
mittee donated the funds for the office 
computer system and its software. The 
following year, they donated most of the 
money for the public access (hard disk) 
equipment. The Apple discount for 
schools also provided large savings, and 
some operating funds were diverted to 
this project because they represented the 
Table 1. Card Catalog Template 
ACC#- AUTHOR LAST- 
AUTHOR FIRST- TITLE- 
T2- T3- 
NUM- C CU- DATE- 
DEPT- LIB LOC- 
SUBJ 1- SUBJ 2- 
SUBJ 3- SUBJ 4- 
SUBJ 5- SUBJ 6- 
AD- 
ADD 1- ADD 2- 
ADD 3- ADD 4- 
ADD AU1- AU 1 F- ADD AU2- 
AUPF- 
CITY- PUBLISHER- DATE- 
ISBN- LC CALL#- COST- 
REC DATE (Y-M-D)- - PR#- PO#- STANDING?- - 
ORDER DATE (Y-M-D)- - ORDER NOTE- 
0N2- JOBBER- REC7- - 
#COPIES- - 
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savings in supplies formerly necessary for 
the card catalog. In addition, a small 
amount of income was generated during 
the course of the conversion project. A 
summary of the expenses and income for 
the total project can be found in Table 2. 
Acquisitions 
Book, journal, and audiovisual soft- 
ware orders for all departments in the 
institution are channeled through the li- 
brary. Annually, about 700 new books 
are ordered for the professional library 
and about 425 for departmental collec- 
tions. About 100 new audiovisual soft- 
ware titles are added to the library's 
collection and 20 audiovisual titles to de- 
partmental collections annually. Journals 
are not cataloged and, therefore, they had 
no bearing on this project. The use of the 
computer in the acquisitions process al- 
lows for one record to be established at 
the time the order is placed. Only that 
data which are known are put into the 
record: usually the author, title, and pub- 
lisher plus local data such as purchase 
order and department or person for 
whom the order is being placed. When 
titles arrive, other information, such as 
cost and ISBN number, is added. In ad- 
dition, corrections in the previous infor- 
mation are made as necessary, such as 
subtitles, author's first names, and the 
like. A unique accession number is also 
given to the material at this time. This, 
and the author's last name, are identified 
in the computer as "primary keys." All 
steps in this acquisition process are han- 
dled by a library technician. This on-line 
acquisition system far exceeds the "trou- 
ble-shooting" ability of the old manual 
system by improving the library's ability 
Table 2. Income and Expenses of Card Catalog Conversion Project 
Expenses 
Hardware 
Apple Ile and Accessories 
Apple Ile and Accessories 
Cowus Hard Disk and Accessories 
Mirror Backup Equipment 
Speed Demons (2 @ $250.00 each) 
Total Hardware 
Software 
DB Master Version IV 








Sale of Two Card Catalogs 
Book Sale 
Total Revenue 
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data base to reflect which items are ac- to track items which do not arrive or 
about which questions arise. 
Cataloging 
In this library, cataloging is done man- 
ually, usually using CIP information 
along with a Two Figure Cutter Table. 
OCLC or any other system could also be 
used. The cataloger puts the call number 
and subject headings in the book and it 
goes back to the LTA who completes the 
record in the data base. Once the cata- 
loging information has been entered, the 
record is transferred to the public-access 
data base, which has hard disk storage 
capacity large enough for 8000 records. 
The office terminal operates only off of 
floppy disks---one for pending library 
orders, and one for other departments. 
Because the completed records are trans- 
ferred to the hard disk, these two floppy 
files remain small and easy to use. 
Public Access File 
The public has access to all of the data 
on the hard disk. Each morning when the 
library is opened, the computer is 
"brought up" using a limited password 
which allows the public to see all data 
but not to change it in any way (even 
accidentally). The library staff can use 
this data base with another password 
which allows additions, changes, and 
deletions to be made. The public access 
catalog can be searched on any field but 
the search process is slow because of the 
size of the data base. Primary key search- 
ing is very fast but is not very useful to 
the public. A printer is available to pa- 
trons and staff who actually use the com- 
puter to search for item locations. This is 
a plus, but not a necessity, because so 
little searching is actually done on-line. 
The printer is necessary, however, to pro- 
duce the lists of titles which have re- 
placed the card catalog as the major 
access tool for the book collection. 
Because book circulation statistics are 
very low, it is more cost effective to han- 
dle the entire circulation process man- 
ually. However, this does not allow the 
tually available. Consideration was given 
to an automated circulation system, but 
was discarded because it would make 
more work for the higher paid technical 
staff and less for student help. A "Z-bar" 
system was also eliminated because this 
library's book circulation is only 125 
titles per month. 
Project Goals 
The goals for the project to convert the 
manual card catalog to an on-line system 
were as follows: (I) to integrate the ac- 
quisitions, cataloging and technical pro- 
cessing of books and audiovisuals; (2) to 
conserve staff time for more service- 
oriented tasks; and (3) to provide im- 
moved access to the collection. 
The first goal of the project was to 
integrate the acquisitions, cataloging, and 
technical processing of all books and 
audiovisuals for the institution. This has, 
indeed, happened and has resulted in 
better tracking of each title from the mo- 
ment it is requested until it is put on the 
shelf. Only one "file" is maintained for 
each title. Many of the potential points 
at which errors could have occurred have 
been eliminated by discontinuing the 
various manual files which were previ- 
ously necessary. 
The second goal of the project was to 
conserve staff time for more service- 
oriented tasks. Indeed, staff time is still 
needed for acquisitions, technical pro- 
cessing, and file maintenance. However 
more LTA time is necessary with the on- 
line system; previously, students were 
heavily used for typing and filing order 
cards and for typing and filing catalog 
cards. This may have been one reason 
that so many errors were made in the 
manual files. The result has been an over- 
all shift in how staff time is used and an 
overall saving of the more unskilled per- 
sonnel time. 
The third objective of this time-con- 
suming project was to provide improved 
access to the library and all departmental 
collections. Because the card catalog was 
so mediocre, we could almost not fail to 
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succeed with this goal and, indeed, the 
on-line system now provides very cur- 
rent information to library users. The 
data base includes all A.V. holdings 
(which were not included in the card cat- 
alog) and when faculty members request 
that an item be put on reserve for a course 
they are teaching, the change is made 
immediately by adjusting the entry in 
one field of the record, instead of filing 
"jackets" on all of the catalog cards. So 
much time has been saved in the cata- 
loging process that many smaller and 
more ephemeral titles make their way 
into the data base than did into the card 
catalog. This has increased the number 
of materials to which access is available. 
Every week or two, depending on how 
many new titles have been added to the 
collection, a new computer list, or book 
catalog, is generated. Lists are printed by 
author, title, and/or subject. A separate 
list of audiovisual holdings is also made 
available and updated frequently. There 
are still library users who "panic" when 
they don't find a card catalog, but our 
clients are adjusting to printed lists in- 
stead of cards in drawers. In fact, most 
of our users never did use the catalog; 
they asked the staff where things were 
and this has not changed. 
Advantages 
In addition to the completion of the 
goals as established before this project 
began, the capability for generating use- 
ful reports from the data base has pro- 
vided a valued side benefit. Revort 
formats can be set up to produce, for 
individuals or departments, reports 
which list titles by combinations of 
fields. For instance, all audiovisual ma- 
terials on a given subject or all titles on 
pathology and histology can be generated 
using the boolian "and" "or" search ca- 
pabilities in the report format. West Sub- 
urban is just beginning to become skilled 
in the development and appropriate use 
of reports, but it appears that many val- 
uable uses for these capabilities will 
evolve. 
Disadvantages 
Because the two computers have un- 
equal storage capacity, the printing of 
lists of holdings must be generated from 
the public access location which contains 
the hard disk storage. It takes about two 
hours for the computer to sort the entire 
file by author, title, or subject, and it can 
take up to five hours for the list to be 
printed. This process ties up the com- 
puter for most of a day. Because our 
clientele uses the computer printouts or 
the expertise of the staff, rather than the 
computer, to find materials, this has not 
been a problem. The printer does make 
noise, but because it is a steady sound, 
most people are not bothered by it. Con- 
sideration is being given to purchasing a 
faster printer to alleviate the problem of 
tying up the terminal for long periods of 
time. 
Another disadvantage of using a mi- 
crocomputer in place of a card catalog is 
that on-line search capabilities are lim- 
ited. Although boolian logic can be used 
to generate reports, it cannot be used in 
the on-line search process with a stan- 
dard data base management program. It 
appears that, with the help of a good 
programer, sub-files containing prede- 
termined access points could be set up 
which would improve this process. How- 
ever the search time is very slow now, 
even without tampering with the search 
capabilities. No microcomputer with a 
data base management program can pro- 
vide search capabilities like the giant bib- 
liographic data bases to which we can 
subscribe such as BRS, DIALOG, SDC, 
MEDLINE, LEXIS, etc. 
Conclusion 
Many card catalogs in special libraries 
are not totally effective. Special librarians 
tend to be service oriented and, for many, 
cataloging and catalog maintenance are 
drudgery. In fact, in most special librar- 
ies, the card catalog is not very important 
because most clients "ask the librarian" 
rather than "look[ing] things up." Al- 
though access to the collection is impor- 
special libraries 
tant, the staff time necessary to maintain 
even a small, mediocre card catalog is 
probably not a cost effective use of lim- 
ited personnel. Even if cards are pur- 
chased already typed and alphabetized, 
they must be filed, pulled, and jacketed 
at different times in their lives. The mi- 
crocomputer can provide a relatively in- 
expensive solution to the problem by 
providing one file which can combine the 
acquisitions process with an on-line cat- 
alog. 
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Staff Opinions in Library 
Automation Planning 
A Case Study 
Debora Shaw 
Staff at the Indiana State Library were surveyed 
regarding reactions to automation and expectations of 
an on-line catalog and circulation system. The surveys 
were conducted before automation planning and staff 
development committees were created, and again a 
year later. Opinions remained stable in many areas, but 
increases in staff involvement and automation's im- 
pact on staff attitudes were noted. Reactions to au- 
tomation in general were positive in both surveys. By 
the second year, fewer respondents felt they could pre- 
dict automation's impact on staffing, while more ex- 
pected work to remain about the same. The number of 
responses to an open-ended question declined, wi th 
considerably more positive comments in the second 
survey. 
I NCREASINGLY, writers on library automation are emphasizing the im- portance of including people as well 
as equipment in the planning process. In 
a sense, this current awareness builds on 
the interest in changing jobs and orga- 
nizational structure that occurred with 
the introduction of technical services au- 
tomation, seen for example in Eleanor 
Montague's observations (I). More re- 
cently, Michael Malinconico's columns in 
Library journal suggest considerations for 
library administrators, and Sara Fine's re- 
search on resistance to automation has 
added to our understanding of the topic 
(2,3). 
For the library automation planner 
faced with the need to oversee the im- 
plementation of a system, however, there 
are few descriptions of how successful 
projects have developed or maintained 
effective communication with the library 
staff. The following is a description of 
one library's efforts to increase under- 
standing of its automation needs and 
planning. 
Background 
The Indiana State Library in Indian- 
apolis employs approximately 80 people, 
of whom about 45% are professional li- 
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brarians. The library's seven divisions are 
housed in a three-story building in the 
center of Indianapolis. Connected to In- 
diana's State Capitol and State Office 
Building, the library provides informa- 
tion and services for state legislators and 
state employees, as well as offers a num- 
ber of other specialized services, notably 
materials for the blind and physically 
handicapped, support for genealogical 
and historical research, and support for 
public libraries in the state. A fairly de- 
centralized structure has developed as 
staff in various divisions have sought to 
provide excellent service to their respec- 
tive clientele. 
Since the 1970s, the library has used 
OCLC for much of its cataloging and in- 
terlibrary loans. The general card catalog 
was frozen in January 1981 when a COM 
catalog was produced to provide catalog 
access. A printed subject catalog for the 
genealogy collection was produced at the 
same time. These catalogs, generated 
from OCLC tapes, included items cata- 
loged from the mid-1970s through the 
date of catalog production. The listings 
were intended to be cumulated and reis- 
sued annually, with quarterly updates. A 
variety of technical and contractual prob- 
lems disruvted this schedule-the nadir 
being a nine-month wait for any new 
catalog listing in 1982. 
The library has access to external au- 
tomated systems for reference service 
(Dialog as well as an Indiana database for 
U.S. Census information). In addition, 
the library director uses his personal mi- 
crocomputer for budget planning, and 
state-wide public library statistics have 
been prepared on the state's mainframe 
computer since 1980. However, there was 
no general access to computers or auto- 
mation during the period described by 
this report, and circulation was handled 
manually by each division of the library. 
Automated support was requested to 
deal with heavy and increasing circula- 
tion in materials for the blind and phys- 
ically handicapped, as well as problems 
of delays in the library's COM catalog 
and lack of library-wide knowledge 
about special collections. The state gov- 
ernment approved preparing a request for 
proposals for a turn-key on-line catalog 
and circulation system. However, all ac- 
tivity was stopped in 1981 due to a bud- 
get freeze. The resulting sense of 
frustration was compounded by low staff 
involvement in automation planning. 
Staff morale was generally considered 
poor, and opinions about automation 
were presumed to be negative. 
At the same time, it was necessary to 
involve the library staff both in selecting 
an automated system which would do the 
best possible job of meeting the wide va- 
riety of needs in the library and in en- 
couraging staff acceptance of the system. 
With these goals in mind, four librarians 
worked with a consultant from the In- 
diana University School of Library and 
Information Science to develop a survey 
of staff opinion regarding automation. 
It was hoped that soliciting staff opin- 
ions would help suggest areas of staff 
concern to be addressed in planning for 
automation and provide a benchmark 
with which to compare changes in atti- 
tudes during the automation process. A 
survey of all staff was conducted in 1983 
and repeated a year later. 
First Staff Opinion Questionnaire 
The questionnaire primarily focused 
on attitudes toward automation and ex- 
pectations of the library automation proj- 
ect. Impressions of staffing and training 
implications of the library automation 
plans were solicited, as well as "reactions 
to automation." Some background on re- 
spondents' division of work and exper- 
ience with computers was collected in 
case it became necessary to target specific 
audiences, and people were asked to in- 
dicate which means of providing infor- 
mation on automation plans were 
desirable. An open-ended request for 
comments or observations concluded the 
survey form, which is reproduced, with 
the number of responses to each ques- 
tion, in Appendix 1. 
The questionnaire was distributed in 
April 1983, with a cover letter from the 
library director. Response was voluntary, 
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and work time could be used to complete 
the questionnaires, which were returned 
anonymously. Fifty-nine responses were 
received from 77 employees-a response 
rate of approximately 77%. 
Respondents indicated they would like 
to be involved in planning for an auto- 
mated system through discussion ses- 
sions, serving on automation committees, 
and reviewing and commenting on au- 
tomation priorities. There was significant 
interest in being kept informed on au- 
tomation efforts, with training sessions, 
general meetings, circulation of auto- 
mation plans, tours of other libraries, and 
vendor demonstrations receiving high 
ratings. 
Automation Planning and Staff 
Involvement 
The survey results were summarized at 
two open meetings for all library staff. 
Here the library director asked for vol- 
unteers to serve on two new, library- 
wide committees: a library automation 
planning committee and a staff devel- 
opment committee. 
The director appointed all senior ad- 
ministrators to the library automation 
planning committee, and 14 other em- 
ployees volunteered to serve on the com- 
mittee. The committee organized 
subcomittees to investigate word pro- 
cessing options, and to review and update 
the statement of the library's require- 
ments of an on-line catalog and circu- 
lation system. 
These groups provided opportunities 
to learn about the complexity of auto- 
mation needs and the relatively strict 
monetary constraints that determined 
what the library could afford. In addition, 
subcommittee members shared their 
tasks with staff from other divisions of 
the library, reducing some of the paro- 
chial attitudes which result from the 
decentralized organization. Eventually 
word processing recommendations were 
forwarded to the library director. Shortly 
thereafter the request for proposals was 
revised, approved through the state's re- 
view process, and released. 
The eight-member, staff development 
committee concentrated initially on staff 
development for automation. The com- 
mittee published an almost-monthly 
news memo to continue dissemination of 
automation plans begun at the open 
meetings. A question box was designed, 
and its contributions provided topics for 
the news memo. In addition, several pro- 
grams were organized to acquaint staff 
with automation terminology, to visit the 
local public library's automated system, 
and to conduct demonstrations of micro- 
computers owned by staff members. One 
especially effective program involved a 
discussion by public librarians of their 
experiences during the installation of an 
on-line catalog and circulation system. 
This process provided increasing staff 
awareness of the library's automation 
plans, particularly relating to word pro- 
cessing and the on-line catalog and cir- 
culation system. However, there was 
little tangible evidence of increasing au- 
tomation. A terminal to reach the state's 
mainframe computer was installed in the 
library building, but no other computer 
equipment appeared. 
Second Staff Opinion 
Questionnaire 
In April 1984, one year after the first 
survey, a second testing of staff opinion 
was done. This questionnaire repeated 
many items from the first one, while in- 
corporating some changes to reflect the 
then current situations with word pro- 
cessing and on-line catalog planning. 
There was relatively little turnover in 
staff, and four positions had been filled 
in the intervening year, leaving the sur- 
veyed population fairly stable. Fifty- 
seven responses were received from 81 
employees-a response rate of 70%. The 
survey form, with the number of re- 
sponses to each question, is reproduced 
as Appendix 2. 
Com~arison of Survey Responses 
In comparing responses for the two 
surveys, statistically significant changes 
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occurred in respondents' perceptions of 
having been kept informed about auto- 
mation efforts. As seen in Table 1, 95% 
of respondents to the second survey re- 
ported that they had been kept informed, 
compared with only 45% a year earlier. 
Several of the open-ended comments 
praised the staff development commit- 
tee's work in this area. 
An equally significant change ap- 
peared in perceptions of how staff atti- 
tudes were affected by automation. As 
the comparison in Table 2 shows, 27% of 
year one respondents felt automation had 
caused attitudes to deteriorate. One year 
later this had fallen to 4%. 
The list of possible reactions to auto- 
mation was divided into two categories: 
positive and negative. The negative re- 
actions were further divided into groups 
roughly based on three of Kotter and 
Schlesinger's four most common reasons 
people resist change: different assess- 
ment of library's needs, low tolerance for 
change, and parochial self interest (4). 
These categories and the number of re- 
sponses to each are given in Table 3. Al- 
though negative opinions had been 
expected, especially in the first survey, 
Table 1. Staff Perceptions of 
Being Informed about Automation 
Plans 
Do you feel you have been kept 




yes 2 6 53 
no 26 0 
don't know 6 3 
chi square = 36.073, degrees of freedom = 
2. 0 < ,001 
Table 2. Effects of Automation 
on Staff Attitudes 
How have library automation efforts 
to date affected staff attitudes? 
1983 1984 
--
attitudes have improved 10 21 
automation efforts have had no 
impact on staff attitudes 14 15 
attitudes have deteriorated 16 2 
don't know 19 17 
chi square = 14.8 16, degrees of freedom = 
3, p < .O1 
Table 3. Staff Reactions to Automation at  the Library 
POSITIVE REACTIONS TO AUTOMATION 176 (85.4%) 180 (87.8%) 
Improve services 48 (23.3%) 47 (22.9%) 
Good idea 38 (18.4%) 42 (20.0%) 
Improve prestige 24 (1 1.6%) 24 (1 1.7%) 
Work will be more interesting 22 (10.7%) 24 (1 1.7%) 
Would help my career 22 (10.7%) 19 (9.2%) 
It's about time 22 (10.7%) 24 (1 1.7%) 
NEGATIVE REACTIONS TO AUTOMATION 
Different Assessment of Needs 
Money better spent on other services 
Costs too much 
Not needed 
Low Tolerance for Change 
Apprehensive 
I would quit if the library automated 
Parochial Self-Interest 
Work would be more boring 
Who cares 
Too much work 
TOTAL 206 (100%) 205 (100%) 
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the vast majority of the responses (over 
85%) was positive. The negative reactions 
were due mainly to a different assess- 
ment of the library's needs or a low tol- 
erance for change. However, the only low 
tolerance for change reaction selected 
was "apprehensive," much less negative 
than the "I would quit if the library au- 
tomated" reaction, which was not chosen 
by any of the respondents. 
The second year's responses were 
slightly more positive, but the frequency 
ranking of each reaction remained re- 
markably stable. Reactions chosen most 
often were that automation would im- 
prove services and that it was "a good 
idea." The other positive reactions each 
accounted for about 10% of the re- 
sponses. The major change from the first 
to the second survey was a decline in the 
proportion of respondents who felt that 
the money would be better spent on 
other services (down from 5.3% to 1.9%). 
Expectations of how automation 
would affect jobs underwent some 
changes. In the first survey 42% of re- 
spondents thought staff would be trans- 
ferred or laid off, while 34% did not know 
what implication automation held for 
staffing. One year later only 25% ex- 
pected transfers or layoffs, but 73% were 
uncertain of staffing implications. This 
change was significant (p < .Ol)-prob- 
ably reflecting the general improvement 
in State financial conditions, as well as 
uncertainty about the proposed auto- 
mation project. A comparison of response 
rates to several of these questions is pre- 
sented in Table 4. 
Major changes in jobs were expected 
by 27% in the first year, with 32% ex- 
pecting retraining. By the second year 
only 16% expected major changes, and 
23% foresaw retraining (p < .05). Antici- 
pated changes in job classifications or 
workload were not significant. The per- 
Table 4. Expectations of Impact of On-line Catalog and Circulation 
System 








Changes in your job will be major 
minor or none 
Retraining will be required for my position 
Your job classification will be upgraded 
downgraded 






My work load will increase 
decrease 
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centage of respondents expecting job up- 
grades declined by the second year, while 
no one anticipated downgrading. Expec- 
tations of workload changes remained 
stable, with close to 20% expecting an 
increase and about 5% a decrease in 
workload. 
Changes also occurred in perceptions 
of work with an automated system. The 
percentage who expected work to be 
"about the same" increased, while those 
anticipating work to be either "more fun" 
or "more complicated declined. 
Perceptions of automation's impact on 
library services did not change signifi- 
cantly. Most people felt services would 
be improved and faster, though the next 
two most frequent choices were "less 
personal" and "more complicated." A 
major shift occurred in the latter, with a 
drop from 10% to 5% of respondents ex- 
pecting services to be more complicated. 
The idea that an automated system may 
not be as complicated as first thought 
parallels the assessment noted above- 
work may not be as complicated either. 
A remarkable difference between the 
two surveys was the number of responses 
to the open-ended request to "share any 
comments or observations you have on 
automation at the State Library." Thirty- 
eight people (64%) commented on the 
first survey, often in carefully thought- 
out essays of two or three paragraphs, 
bringing out a variety of concerns. Only 
26 people (46%) responded to the request 
for comments a year later, and 19 of the 
comments (73%) were primarily in re- 
sponse to the request for suggestions on 
staff development needs. 
A summary of the comments is given 
in Table 5. Even with the decline in the 
number of people making general com- 
ments, the percentage of comments in 
most sections remained about the same. 
The major shift was from a focus on past 
problems at the library to expanding on 
the observation that staff are better in- 
formed. 
Conclusion 
Responses to the two surveys of In- 
diana State Library staff indicate major 
changes in sense of involvement and as- 
sessment of automation's impact on staff 
attitudes. At the same time, reactions to 
automation in general remained quite 
positive and relatively stable. By the sec- 
ond year fewer people expected that 
work with an on-line catalog and circu- 
lation system would be greatly different 
from existing operations. 
Several changes occurred at the library 
during the year between the surveys, but 
respondents' comments indicate that the 
use of library automation planning and 
staff development committees were in 
part responsible for the changes ob- 
served. The use of written news memos, 
general meetings, and specialized sub- 
committees provided opportunities for 
staff to both expand their knowledge and 
contribute to the automation process. 
Table 5. Summary of Staff Comments 
Staff fears and need for training 15 
Concern about specific library services 12 
Past problems with automation at library 12 
Questions of funding support or priorities 1 0  
General positive comments 7 
Staff are better informed 0 
TOTAL 56  
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Appendix 1 
lndiana State Library Staff Automation Survey, 1983 
(with number of responses to each question) 
Please check the appropriate answer(s) for the questions below. 
1. In which division do you work? 
5 Administration/Business Office 





12 Reference & Loan 
2. What priority would you place on the following functions the system might perform? 
(1 = highest priority, etc.) 
22 Record what's in  circulation in DBPH 
1 Record what's in  circulation from Reference & Loan 
- 
2 Record all materials in  the card catalog (on-line catalog) 
5 Provide additional access to  special collections (newspapers, cemetery lists, etc.) 
6 Serials check-in and associated files 
1Financial records 
A Acquisitions 
6 Word processing 
2 Other 
(Number given is number of first priority rankings) 
3. Please indicate if you have used or have seen used any of the following: 
OCLC I Have used I Have seen used 44 5 
Search Services (Dialog, INDIRS) 
Microcomputer 
Other library's on-line system 
4. Listed below are some reactions to  automation. Please check all that apply to your feelings 
about an automated system at the Library. 
10 apprehensive - 22 it's about time 
38 good idea & improve services 
1 too much work - 0 work wi l l  be more boring 
24 improve prestige 2 who cares 
1 not needed 7 costs too much 
22 work will be more interesting 11 money better spent on other services 
22 would help my career 2 I would quit if the Library automated 
Video games 
5. Do you feel you have been kept informed on the Library's automation efforts? 
26 yes 
26 no 




6. How have library automation efforts to date affected staff attitudes? 
10 attitudes have improved 
14 automation efforts have had no impact on staff attitudes 
16 attitudes have deteriorated 







Other comouter aoolications 14 17 
The following questions deal with your expectations of what an automated system for the Library 
would be like. 
7. As a result of the automated system (please check all that apply) 
6 staff would be laid off 
2 4  staff would be transferred to other divisions 
-
7new staff would be hired for existing jobs 
new, specialized (high paid) staff would be hired 
24 don't know 
- 
The time required to get all library information into the system would be about 
2 6 months 
- 
4 1 year 
14 2 years 
25 5 years or more 
- 
14 don't know 
- 
How would existing files be converted for the automated system? 
4 conversion comes with the system 
29 present library staff 
- 
18 special staff hired for the conversion 
- 
8 don't know 
- 
After a transition period, Library services would be (check all that apply) 
44 improved 
- 9 less personal 
5 about the same 
- 44 faster 
0 deteriorated 
- 3 slower 
5 don't know 
- 12 more complicated 







18 don't know 
Would retraining be required for your position? 
19 yes - 
21 no 
19 don't know 
As a result of automation, would the classification of your position be 





16 don't know 
After the system was installed, would your work be (please check all that apply) 
2 more complicated 21 more fun 
16 about the same 
- 2 less personal 
12 less complicated - 10 don't know 
Would your workload 
12 increase 
- 27 stay about the same 
3 decrease 
15 don't know 
- 
HOW would you like to be involved in planning for the automated system? (please check all 
that ~PPIY)  
19 serve on automation committees 
- 
19 Review and comment on automation priorities - 




16 Don't know 
- 
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17. Would you like to be kept informed on automation efforts? (please check all that apply) 
40 General information meetings 30 Circulate plans for automated system 
26 Seminars/discussion groups 43 Training sessions 
11 Suggested reading list 1 Other 
29 Vendor demonstrations 2 Nothing 
23 Newsletter/memo on automation a Don't know 
29 Tours of other libraries 
18. Do you think the people wi l l  respond frankly to this survey? 
43 yes 
1no 
15 don't know 
19. Please share any comments or observations you have on automation at the State Library. 
Appendix 2 
lndiana State Library Staff Automation Survey, 1984 
(with number of responses to  each question) 
Please check the appropriate answer(s) to the questions below. 
In which division do you work? 
5 Administration/Business Office 





10 Reference & Loan 
What priority would you place on the following functions for automation in the Library? 
(1 = highest priority, etc.) 
35 Record circulation from DBPH 
1 Record circulation from other divisions 
12 Record all materials in the card catalogs (on-line catalog) 
 Provide additional access to special collections (newspapers, cemetery lists, etc.) 
1Record serials holdings and check-in 
3 Record library orders and acquisitions 
3 Keep financial records 
4 Word processing 
- 
f Other 
(Number given is number of first priority rankings) 
Please indicate if you have used or have seen used any of the following: 
OCLC I Have seen used 4 1 I used 11 
Search Services (Dialog, INDIRS) I 17 2 2 
Another library's on-line system 
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Other computer applications 
13 






4 0  10  
4. Listed below are some reactions to automation. Please check all that apply to your feelings 
about an automated system at this Library. 
8 apprehensive 24 it's about time 
42 good idea - 47 would improve services 
2 too much work 
- 1 work will be more boring 
24 improve prestige 
- 2 who cares 
1 not needed 
- 7 costs too much 
24 work will be more interesting 
 4 money better spent on other services 
& would help my career 2 I would quit if the Library automated 
5. Do you feel you have been kept informed on the Library's automation efforts? 
53 yes 
A no 
3 don't know 
- 
6. How have library automation efforts to date affected staff attitudes? 
21 attitudes have improved 
- 
15 automation efforts have had no impact on staff attitudes - 2 attitudes have deteriorated 
17 don't know 
- 
Questions 7-15 deal with your expectations of what the minicomputer system (OCCS) for the 
State Library will be like. 
As a result of the automated system (please check all that apply) 
A staff will be laid off 
12 staff will be transferred to other divisions 
- 
3 new staff will be hired for existing jobs 
- 
7new, specialized (high paid) staff will be hired 
35 don't know 
- 
The time required to get all library information into the system would be 
0 about 6 months 
- 
7 about 1 year 
- 9 about 2 years 
33  5 years or more 
-8 don't know 
How would existing files be converted for the automated system? 
2 conversion comes with the system - 
37 present library staff will do the work - 
8 special staff will be hired for the conversion - 
10 don't know 
- 
After a transition period, Library services would be (check all that apply) 
43 improved 
- 35 faster 
7 about the same 
- A slower 
4 deteriorated  5 more complicated 11 less personal 4 don't know 
As a result of the automated system, changes in your job would be 
9 major 
33  minor 
- 
5 none 
- 9 don't know 
Will retraining be required for your position? 
13 yes 
2 8  no 
-
15 don't know  
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13. As a result of automation, would your position be classified 




14. After the system was installed, would your work be (check all that apply) 
5 more complicated more fun 
34 about the same 3 less personal 
- 9 less complicated 7 don't know 
15. Would your workload 
10 increase 
35 stay about the same 
3 decrease 
8 don't know 
16. What are your impressions of word processing at the State Library? 
2 1 don't know what word processing is 
29 1 will need training for word processing 
25 it will be a help on my job 
> it will slow down my work 
18 it will speed up my work 
35 it will be hard to find time for all who need access to the system 
25 some users may receive preferential access 
2 it really won't make any difference 
17. Do you think people will respond frankly to this survev? 
46 yes 
> no 
10 don't know 
18. What topics would you suggest for future staff development activities, not necessarily related 
to automation? Some suggestions include burn-out, stress management, access to special 
collections, tours of the divisions. 
19. Please share any comments or observations you have on automation at the State Library. 
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The Wisconsin Small 
Business Development 
Center lnformation Service 
A Model 
Susan C. Awe 
The more than 40 Small Business Development Cen- 
ters across the nation are required by federal legislation 
to provide a library or information service of current 
business information for the small businesses of their 
state. The lnformation Service of the Wisconsin SBDC 
has become a model small business information service 
for the nation. The objectives and tasks necessary to 
develop an information service are presented, and staff- 
ing and funding guidelines are provided for the initial 
two  years. Other states can use this model to  fi l l  similar 
needs in their small business communities. 
Introduction 
W ISCONSIN is one of a select number of states pioneering an information transfer model 
to small business owners and managers. 
Historically, the lack of information is 
one of the major reasons for small busi- 
ness failures. For this reason, providing 
businesses with information and statis- 
tics through a variety of governmental 
sources is a national priority for Small 
Business Development Centers. 
The developing national system of 
Small Business Development Centers 
(SBDCs) is required by federal legis- 
lation to provide a library or information 
service of current business information 
to aid local small businesses. The Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin-Extension Small 
Business Development Center initiated 
its small business information service in 
1978. The service has shown steady 
growth. It disseminates an ever-growing 
variety of business information through 
the University of Wisconsin campus 
SBDCs, University of Wisconsin-Exten- 
sion county agents, and business asso- 
ciations. It also disseminates information 
directly to business owner / managers 
throughout the state. Due to its unique 
pioneering status, the Wisconsin SBDC 
Information Service serves as a model to 
other states interested in developing an 
SBDC Information Service. The Wiscon- 
sin SBDC Information Service's experi- 
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ences in investigation, evaluation, and 
utilization of traditional data sources and 
a system of delivery of information can 
help other SBDC's outreach efforts. 
Background 
Based on legislation passed in 1978, the 
US. Small Business Administration now 
supports over 40 state Small Business De- 
velopment Centers (SBDCs). The mission 
of the SBDCs is to strengthen the econ- 
omy of their respective states by assisting 
new and existing small businesses. The 
SBDC has four main objectives: to pro- 
vide one-on-one counseling to owner/ 
managers and prospective entrepreneurs; 
to provide management education; to 
generate basic and applied research; and 
to publish and distribute useful infor- 
mation. The legislation (S 972) specifi- 
cally requires that SBDCs shall: provide 
"information specialists to assist in pro- 
viding information searches and referrals 
for small businesses," and also provide 
and maintain "a comprehensive library 
that contains current information and 
statistical data needed by local small 
businesses." 
The Wisconsin SBDC has provided 
information to small business since its 
inception and has gained statewide busi- 
ness recognition for its effort. Prior to the 
SBDC, the only available business lit- 
erature for distribution were the limited 
"free" and "for sale" Small Business Ad- 
ministration publications. To strengthen 
this limited service, the SBDC began its 
own publication program. One of the 
first SBDC publications was the bi- 
monthly "Small Business Newsletter," 
providing articles of interest to members 
of the small business community. Pub- 
lications of the Wisconsin SBDC now in- 
clude "Badger Business Briefs," Wisconsin 
Small Business Forum, specific industry se- 
ries, Wisconsin Business Resource Directory, and 
"Going into Business in Wisconsin." 
The popularity of these publications 
increased the demands for other infor- 
mation services. As a result, a full-time 
Information Specialist position was cre- 
ated in late 1982. Continually improving 
information services has been the main 
goal of the Information Specialist. 
To improve availability and access to 
current data sources, the Wisconsin 
SBDC has acquired approximately 300 
basic sources, and it subscribes to about 
20 periodicals and uses DIALOG & BRS 
information and WILSONLINE about 12 
hours per month. Over 150 different 
"free" and "for sale" SBA publications 
are also available in multiple copies. In- 
formation requests from the small busi- 
ness community and other governmental 
agencies are filled through in-house data 
resources and the use of the UW and state 
libraries either through referral or dupli- 
cation. About 50 requests are filled each 
month. Examples of requests are: infor- 
mation on companies using lumber 
(wood) products; information on home- 
based businesses; the amount of lime 
used in Wisconsin each year; how to find 
suppliers for a pet store; the number of 
families living in Dane County; and in- 
formation needed on franchising / mar- 
keting / advertising / accounting / export- 
ing / procurement. 
The existing volume of requests and 
the demand for additional in-depth 
searches demonstrates the need for more 
extensive and comprehensive informa- 
tion services. Consequently, the SBDC 
Research and Publication Committee, 
comprised of a representative group of 
UW-Extension business agents, campus 
coordinators, and other Extension spe- 
cialists, and charged with overseeing the 
quality of SBDC research, sees the need 
for expanded information services. This 
committee has requested an in-depth 
study of the available business databases. 
Upon completion of this study, the SBDC 
Information Service will attempt to pro- 
vide access to database information rel- 
evant to small business. 
The Wisconsin Model 
The Wisconsin SBDC Information Ser- 
vice is providing service directly to the 
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small business community as well as 
through the statewide network of county 
agents and UW campuses. Other states 
wishing to implement SBDC-type ser- 
vices will find the Wisconsin Information 
Service a useful model. 
The overall goal of an SBDC Infor- 
mation Service is to provide information 
services for the small business commu- 
nity of a state. This goal can be achieved 
through a program accomplishing the 
following objectives and tasks: 
(1) To determine the information ser- 
vices needed by small business 
owner / managers: 
Develop a mailing list of small busi- 
nesses, private consultants, SBDC 
coordinators, county agents, con- 
sultants, information staff, profes- 
sionals with small business clients, 
e.g., lawyers, CPAs, advertising 
firms, etc., government agencies 
involved with small business, 
and business librarians / information 
specialists; 
Pilot test the survey instrument and 
revise the survey; 
Disseminate survey to mailing list; 
Send follow-up letter to insure sta- 
tistically adequate sample; 
Analyze results of survey to deter- 
mine needs of small business persons 
as identified by all groups con- 
cerned. 
(2) To identify, collect, classify, and dis- 
seminate business information: 
Survey literature of secondary data 
sources relating to business; 
Develop and prepare a written col- 
lection development policy; 
Investigate possible classification 
schemes for materials, and identify 
most usable, applicable system for 
the collection; 
Set up technical processing system 
for materials, and as they arrive, 
classify, process and shelve them; 
Set up system to process and route 
business periodicals; 
Use collection development policy 
guidelines to continue to build a bet- 
ter collection for serving the small 
business community. 
(3) To develop and implement a network 
or referral system for information 
from libraries, government agencies 
and other information services, e.g., 
business reference librarians, govern- 
ment agency librarians, researchers in 
business areas, and staff of agencies 
organized to help businesses: 
Interview individuals already in- 
volved in business information ser- 
vices, e.g., business reference 
librarians, government agency li- 
brarians, researchers in business 
areas, and staff of agencies organized 
to help businesses; 
Obtain information on new com- 
mercial sources available; 
Place SBDC's name on newsletter 
and brochure mailing lists of com- 
mercial and government publishers; 
Survey business reference books for 
more sources of information; 
Set up card file system of contacts 
as they are made and continue add- 
ing to this network. 
(4) To investigate and initiate use of gov- 
ernment and commercial databases as 
information sources: 
Obtain information from producers, 
commercial and governmental, of 
business information database, in- 
cluding costs, hours of service, ser- 
vices offered, etc; 
Decide which sources to try and 
learn protocols to access selected 
systems; 
Run several sample searches; 
Attend seminars on using specific 
services and/or database; 
Continue to investigate other ser- 
vices like DIALOG, WILSONLINE, 
etc., as they become available, pos- 
sibly subscribing to periodicals to 
learn of new computer services and 
databases and increase usage of in- 
formation services and data banks. 
Organize file of searches run for fu- 
ture reference. 
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(5) To obtain and disseminate business 
information from local, state, and 
federal government sources as well as 
commercial publishers: 
Investigate publications of govern- 
ment and commercial publishers 
useful to small business; 
Obtain multiple copies of free pub- 
lications to disseminate to business 
owner / managers and business 
counselors or consultants; 
Disseminate order information for 
good sources requiring a fee for their 
publications. 
(6) To market the service to individuals 
involved with small business in the 
state: 
Assemble information for a brochure 
describing the services of the infor- 
mation service and order the publi- 
cation printed; 
Locate mailing lists to use for bro- 
chure distribution and distribute 
brochure through direct mail, gov- 
ernment agencies, and other library / 
information services; 
Develop newsletter-type articles on 
outstanding publications or data- 
bases for submission to SBDC news- 
letter editor as well as to editors of 
other newsletters sent to business 
persons in all areas of the state. 
(7) To quantify and publish accomplish- 
ments of the information service: 
Maintain detailed records to identify 
use patterns of end users of this ser- 
vice; 
Record use of information by 
sources, e.g., computerized data 
bases, traditional library sources, 
and end users, e.g., county agents, 
small business clients, state, federal, 
and local government agency em- 
ployees, etc.; 
Produce a semiannual summary of 
the accomplishments of the infor- 
mation service. 
Most of the preceding objectives and 
tasks would be completed by the Infor- 
mation Specialist and the other library 
staff. However, the existing SBDC staff 
and counselors, including a Research & 
Publication Committee, would have in- 
put in compiling the mailing list, creating 
the collection development policy and 
recommending specific additions to the 
collection, evaluating sample searches 
from business databases, and designing 
and editing public relations items for the 
information service. 
Budget and Personnel 
A state considering the development of 
an SBDC Information Service should ex- 
pect to allocate funding for the initial two 
years. (See Table 1) About two years are 
required to set up the information service 
and establish credibility with users. 
Table 1. Approximate Funding 




Student Assistants ($4.00/hr.) 
Library Collection Materials 
Capital Equipment 
Typewriter 
Use of Xerox, IBM PC 
Telephone & postage 
Marketing Services 
Travel for Information Specialist 
Total 
Two Year Totals 
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The budget items are mostly self- 
explanatory, except for the last two. The 
"Marketing" funds would finance the 
development and dissemination of a bro- 
chure describing the services available 
through the information service plus pro- 
duction of the interim and final project 
reports. The "Travel" funds would be 
used for consulting with staff from other 
SBDCs as well as some professional de- 
velopment activities. 
Staffing for the SBDC Information 
Service will include a librarian or infor- 
mation specialist, one clerical assistant, 
and two or three part-time student as- 
sistants. 
Qualifications for the information spe- 
cialist are an MS. in library science or 
relevant experience in a business library 
or business information department of a 
library. Experience with government 
documents would also be useful. 
Good typing, organizational skills, and 
some experience with word processing 
are necessary for the clerical assistant. 
Also desirable would be good leadership 
skills. 
Student assistants, available on cam- 
pus, will be trained to accomplish repet- 
itive tasks necessary to process materials 
and to fill simple information requests; 
they will also be encouraged to develop 
basic research skills at the campus li- 
braries. 
The suggested funding and staffing 
guidelines are for an SBDC interested in 
developing a comprehensive business in- 
formation service. If budget constraints 
do not allow this level of expenditure, 
savings could be made in various ways 
including hiring a part-time Information 
Specialist who gradually implements se- 
lected parts of the objectives and tasks, 
cutting library materials and supplies, 
and reducing hours for clerical and stu- 
dent assistants. Obviously, this budget 
has a great deal of flexibility. The infor- 
mation service and its budget are deter- 
mined by what services are delivered, 
how in-depth the services are, how 
quickly the service is developed, and how 
many institutions and individuals are 
served. 
Conclusion 
The need for additional and improved 
applied small business information is be- 
coming more demanding as the states at- 
tempt to nurture their small businesses. 
The challenge to the network of Small 
Business Development Centers is to meet 
that need for their state by developing 
an information service that can discover 
data sources and make the data readily 
available. The network of national Small 
Business Development Centers and 
SBDC Information Services similar to the 
one described in this article is an excellent 
resource for getting the necessary infor- 
mation to the people who need it, the 
small business owner / managers. 
Susan C. Awe is an Information Spe- 
cialist at the University of Wisconsin- 
Extension Small Business Development 
Center in Madison, Wisconsin. 
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Industrial Drug Information: 
Role of the Library Science 
Professional 
Cynthia C. Crawford 
Ann Carter Weller 
The rapid evolution of information management is 
generating diverse career opportunities for library /in- 
formation science professionals. Industrial drug infor- 
mation service provides a stimulating alternative in the 
professional development of information specialists in 
the health care field. To respond effectively to  the prod- 
uct-related information needs of health professionals, 
Burroughs Wellcome Co. has recognized the need for 
individuals wi th specialized training and skills in infor- 
mation management, retrieval, and transfer. This paper 
outlines the objectives and implementation of a fellow- 
ship in industrial drug information awarded jointly by 
the Technical Information Department and the Division 
of Clinical Research at  Burroughs Wellcome Co. and 
the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill School of 
Library Science. 
Introduction 
B IOMEDICAL knowledge is grow- ing exponentially. This rapid growth requires that the scientific 
community selectively disseminate new 
information on a timelv basis. Conse- 
quently, efficient information manage- 
ment and transfer have become crucial 
to the medical community. Under the 
pressures of such an information over- 
load, control relies heavily upon the de- 
velopment of electronic information 
acquisition, management, and transfer 
capabilities. 
Medical practice and biomedical re- 
search are natural beneficiaries of this 
rapidly evolving electronic information 
environment. Computers, as knowledge- 
based system consultants and clinical de- 
cision-making aids, greatly enhance the 
economy and reliability of the informa- 
tion systems so vital to health profes- 
sionals. Telecommunications capabilities, 
such as on-line bibliographic retrieval, 
extend information resources held locally 
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and support the development of personal 
information files. 
This rapid evolution of information 
management is generating diverse career 
opportunities for library/information 
science professionals. Sophisticated in- 
formation handling skills are required of 
the individuals responsible for accessing 
and using that information. Increasingly, 
professionals are needed "who, by virtue 
of experience or cross-training in medi- 
cine, basic sciences, computer science, in- 
formation science, and library science can 
work across professional boundaries." ( I )  
The importance of the link between 
internal and external information sys- 
tems in support of effective decision 
making is especially pronounced in the 
pharmaceutical industry: 
Product bibliographies must accom- 
pany all Investigational New Drug 
Applications, New Drug Applica- 
tions, and annual reports submitted 
to the Food and Drug Administra- 
tion. 
Research, development, medical, 
and marketing units rely heavily on 
information support in their ongoing 
work with company products (2). 
Proper use of all drugs by health 
professionals and others must be 
monitored and encouraged. 
To contribute to the development of 
needed skills in information manage- 
ment, retrieval, and transfer, Burroughs 
Wellcome Co. initiated a postgraduate 
fellowship in drug information. The 
yearlong fellowship is awarded jointly by 
the Technical Information Department 
and the Division of Clinical Research at 
Burroughs Wellcome Co. and the Uni- 
versity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
School of Library Science. 
Program goals of the Drug Information 
Fellowship are as follows: 
to provide an opportunity for the ap- 
plication of library and information 
science skills to the specialized in- 
formation needs of the pharmaceu- 
tical industry; 
to develop skills in the selective dis- 
semination of drug information; 
to gain familiarity with internal and 
external drug information systems; 
and 
to develop an understanding of the 
role of drug information services in 
an industrial setting. 
Implementation of these goals through 
the performance of specific activities in 
both the Technical Information Depart- 
ment and the Drug Information Service 
at Burroughs Wellcome Co. allows the 
Drug Information Fellow to develop a 
practical understanding of some of the 
important functions of medical infor- 
mation personnel. 
Drug Information Provision at  
Burroughs Wellcome Co. 
The Technical Information Depart- 
ment is the depository and source of pub- 
lished information for Burroughs 
Wellcome Co.'s Research Triangle Park 
facility. Staffed predominantly by indi- 
viduals who possess a degree in library 
science in addition to a scientific back- 
ground, the department provides litera- 
ture support to the entire company. 
The Drug Information Fellow interacts 
primarily with the Product Information 
Section of the Technical Information De- 
partment. This section maintains an in- 
house product bibliography (PRODBIB) 
database. Records containing informa- 
tion descriptive of product and related 
literature are created, maintained, and 
retrieved from PRODBIB via the IN- 
QUIRE database management system. 
Each record in the PRODBIB file consists 
of bibliographic information and inter- 
nally assigned indexing terms associated 
with one-product paper. The database is 
updated weekly, and more than 7000 
papers are added annually. Currently, 
PRODBIB contains approximately 
72,000 records. 
The fellow learns to use the INQUIRE 
system as a bibliographic tool and de- 
velops familiarity with the structure of 
special libraries 
the PRODBIB database. the section's in- 
dexing policies, the data entry and search 
procedures, and the products themselves. 
Knowledge of the system is also em- 
ployed in other projects; a special project 
involves the use of published literature 
as an additional tool to monitor initial 
reports of specific adverse experiences 
associated with Burroughs Wellcome Co. 
drugs. For this project, the fellow and 
section supervisor work with the De- 
partment of Product Surveillance and Ep- 
idemiology. 
Clinical research determines the po- 
tential therapeutic and toxic effects of a 
drug. The results of clinical studies must 
be rapidly, completely, and accurately 
disseminated to practicing physicians, 
who are responsible for determining the 
drug's ultimate role in medical 
The Drug Information Service at Bur- 
roughs Wellcome Co. links the clinical 
research team and the medical practi- 
tioner. In this role the section uses, as 
well as extends. the services of the Tech- 
nical Information Department. 
The broad nature of the section's ac- 
tivities requires a diversity of knowledge 
and skills well beyond those associated 
with traditionally oriented drug infor- 
mation services. Consequently, the pres- 
ence in this setting of individuals who 
possess library science skills is justified 
in numerous wavs. 
Drug information service functions 
typically include the collection, storage, 
retrieval, evaluation, and dissemination 
of selected information. The responsibil- 
ities of the Burroughs Wellcome Co. 
Drug Information Service exceed these 
traditional functions and also include the 
following: 
preparation and review of investi- 
gator's brochures, package inserts, 
and marketing materials; 
monitoring of adverse experience re- 
porting and the coordination of a 
safety database; 
support of the company's legal de- 
partment in review of potential lit- 
igations and other drug therapy- 
related issues; 
support of the company's marketing 
department regarding initial adver- 
tising and the educational needs of 
company sales representatives; and 
participation in the need assessment 
for additional clinical studies and the 
provision of support for conducting 
such studies. 
Evaluation of the scientific literature is 
the Drug Information Service's most dis- 
tinguishing characteristic relative to the 
services provided by the Technical In- 
formation Department. The director of 
the service is a clinical pharmacist who 
specializes in drug information practice. 
He utilizes his subject expertise to eval- 
uate the clinical relevance of the litera- 
ture relative to a given query and 
formulates that information into an un- 
derstandable, appropriately formatted 
response. The library /information sci- 
ence professional contributes by provid- 
ing the knowledge and skills necessary 
to facilitate access to the appropriate in- 
formation and to organize and store that 
information for later retrieval. 
In this setting, the Drug Information 
Fellow develops an understanding of the 
structure and operation of the Division 
of Clinical Research at Burroughs Well- 
come Co. and its corresponding infor- 
mation needs. The fellow develops a 
practical knowledge of drug information 
sources, including published literature, 
unpublished materials, and automated 
information systems. The ability to dis- 
criminate between drug information 
sources is stressed. 
The fellow gains this practical knowl- 
edge through diverse assignments: 
compilation of a list of core reference 
materials for a satellite library to be 
located near the Drug Information 
Service; 
development of a product-specific 
information source in anticipation of 
New Drug Application approval; 
participation in the formulation of 
responses to drug information in- 
quiries-provision of relevant infor- 
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mation with efforts concentrated in 
a selected therapeutic area; 
participation in the indexing of cor- 
respondence for subsequent retrieval 
via the automated Drug Information 
Case Management System; and 
involvement in the development and 
maintenance of a microcomputer da- 
tabase containing records represent- 
ing the service's collection of 
product-related papers. 
The Drug Information Fellow also 
benefits from Burroughs Wellcome Co's 
support of educational endeavors. The 
fellowship establishes and sustains 
interaction between industry and aca- 
demia. Such interactions are encouraged 
by Matheson ( 3 ) .  The fellow is provided 
with the opportunity to pursue course- 
work at UNC in a variety of subject areas. 
Two such courses, taught by members of 
the Division of Clinical Research, "The 
Clinical Development of Drugs" and 
"Drug Information Practice," contribute 
to the fellow's understanding of the clin- 
ical drug development process and as- 
sociated information needs. The fellow's 
participation in education programs for 
library science students, which deal with 
drug information skills and knowledge, 
enables the UNC School of Library Sci- 
ence to expand its program and reveal 
another area of career opportunity for the 
information specialist. By affiliating 
themselves with UNC, the Burroughs 
Wellcome Co.'s Technical Information 
Department and Drug Information Ser- 
vice are able to increase their available 
resources and thus their overall effec- 
tiveness. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The Drug Information Fellowship en- 
courages the development of technical 
and communication skills that Hayes (4) 
views as essential to the information re- 
sources manager. The opportunity to be- 
come familiar with computer hardware 
and software systems enhances the fel- 
low's information technology skills. Proj- 
ects that involve drug information 
sources augment information use, com- 
munication, and analytic skills. The fel- 
lowship imparts competency in a 
particular area of medical science. On a 
larger scale, communication between the 
disciplines of pharmacy and information 
science increases. Consequently, infor- 
mation science skills can be applied in- 
telligently to the information needs of the 
pharmaceutical industry. 
Recognizing that "special personnel- 
'information executives' to plan and co- 
ordinate the design and maintenance of 
appropriate systems and services-are 
essential to successful corporate infor- 
mation management," (5) Burroughs 
Wellcome Co. has created and initiated 
a unique Drug Information Fellowship. 
The fellowship can be seen as a response 
to the Matheson report's call for action 
on the part of industry to support "pro- 
grams that encourage m the rapid integra- 
tion of information technologies in the 
learning and practice of the health 
professions." (6) The Burroughs Well- 
come Co. Drug Information Fellow re- 
ceives invaluable training and experience 
which, in turn, make the individual more 
valuable to both the field of Information 
Science and the pharmaceutical industry. 
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In-House Automation of a 
Small Library Using a 
Mainframe Computer 
Frances 6. Waranius 
Stephen H. Tellier 
An automated library routine management system 
(LRMS) was developed in-house to create a system 
unique to the LPI Library Information Center. A mod- 
ular approach was used to allow continuity in 
operations and services as the system was imple- 
mented. 
L ET me first outline for you a sce- nario. Here is a small special li- brary operating with three people: 
a library manager whose chief respon- 
sibilities are the management and ad- 
ministration of the library and reference 
services; an assistant librarian who per- 
forms most of the "library" tasks-i.e., 
cataloging, serials check-in, binding, pro- 
cessing, etc.; and a technical information 
specialist whose charge is data retrieval 
from on-line searching and maintenance 
of the on-line in-house bibliography of 
the lunar and planetary literature. 
Now bring in the recession of the early 
80s with its resulting budget and per- 
sonnel reductions and feel the effect of 
that reduction on the library staff. The 
idea of using automated library proce- 
dures had been discussed with increasing 
interest by the members of the staff, but 
the reduction in staff made the need for 
automation and greater efficiency a ne- 
cessity rather than a nicety. 
Due to the increased flow of data and 
information as a result of the expansion 
of the scope of the institute and rapid 
develouments in the field of information 
science, many procedures and services 
were developed for the library without 
the kind of documentation that should 
normally be prepared. As a result, too 
much of the "library" was in the head of 
one or another of the staff. This could 
cause obvious difficulties when a staff 
member was out of the library on travel, 
leave, or if they left the institute entirely. 
In addition, the institute had recently up- 
graded its computer facilities to a Digital 
Equipment Corporation VAX 11 / 780, a 
computer with greater capabilities and 
far more "user friendly" than the PDP- 
11 /45 that it replaced. 
All of these things-budget cuts and 
reduced staff, the need to automate to 
increase productivity and to reduce du- 
plication of effort, the desire to increase 
user accessibility to information by re- 
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moving the need of consulting a staff 
member for even the most routine re- - - - -  
quest, and the availability of a powerful 
new computer-occurring at approxi- 
mately the same time gave rise to the 
development of the Library Routine 
Management System. 
Our goal was the following: to auto- 
mate the library to the degree that any- 
one with library background could step 
in and use the system; to take many of 
the library procedures out of the "minds" 
of the library staff and put them into the 
memory of a computer; to use the on- 
line files which we already had; and to 
do this cheaply and without disruption 
to the operations of the library. 
Several of the commerciallv available 
turn-key library management systems 
were reviewed but all seemed to have a 
"glitch as far as our operation was con- 
cerned; the price tags in a time of budget 
cuts did not make them economically 
feasible. Most were too complex for our 
small operation and, of course, most 
would have required complete reentry of 
information, a task we certainly did not 
have the time to do. 
We decided to accept the challenge of 
developing a system ourselves. Perhaps 
if we had known then what we know 
now we would not have been as naive 
about attempting the project. But with 
approximately 85% of the system cur- 
rently in place, we have no regrets. There 
were several factors which made this ap- 
proach attractive. Since many library data 
files and programs already existed, by de- 
veloping the system ourselves we could 
custom design it to make use of what we 
already had and tailor it to meet the 
unique needs of our library. 
The goals we set for ourselves in- 
cluded: a system easy to use with a min- 
imum of computer expertise; a system 
which would be conservative of storage 
space on the computer; one which could 
be developed a piece at a time and on a 
part-time basis; one which would make 
use of everything we already had and 
provide information to our users easily 
and effectively. 
The first thing we did was learn about 
our own computer. In addition to more 
capacity and a more sophisticated word- 
processing system, the new machine 
offered many new, built-in functions 
that could be used to meet library needs, 
and a unique command language that has 
proven to be the most versatile and useful 
tool of all. This language allows the pro- 
grammer to string together a number of 
commands, built-in functions, and cus- 
tom programs to create an automated 
routine that requires very little monitor- 
ing by, or interaction with, the user. Op- 
erations can be set up that: call the 
programs and files required, ask the user 
for instructions or input, change the 
names of old files or create new ones as 
needed, warn the user of errors or prob- 
lems, and "cleanup" after itself by de- 
leting old files that were used or 
temporary files that were created during 
the operation. Several ideas for using 
these new capabilities were tested by 
writing a program containing prompt 
routines and help files which, together 
with a user's manual, allowed an indi- 
vidual to use the LPI in-house computer- 
searchable bibliography without any 
special knowledge or training. At the end 
of a successful three-month test period, 
the approach was judged workable and 
the knowledge that had been gained was 
used in the development of LRMS. 
While analyzing the functions of the 
LIC and developing the logic for the man- 
agement program, two things became ob- 
vious. One, given the size of a system 
having all the capabilities envisioned, 
several months of full-time work would 
have had to be devoted to the project to 
produce a complete system. This was not 
possible as it would virtually bring nor- 
mal library operations to a halt. Two, a 
"completed system was not considered 
desirable because the LIC wanted to re- 
tain the ability to upgrade its services and 
to add new features in the future. The 
importance of the special command lan- 
guage then was that it allowed the use 
of a "modular" approach to the design 
and development of the LRMS. A pro- 
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gram could be written consisting of an 
overall outline of the entire system and 
installed in the library computer ac- 
counts. The purpose of this program 
would be to provide a user with a way 
of moving through the library accounts 
in a logical and orderly manner to ma- 
nipulate information simply by supply- 
ing answers to the prompts and questions 
built into the program. By itself, this pro- 
gram produces no results but provides a 
framework to which program modules 
designed to produce specific results can 
be attached. 
Using this approach, library functions 
can be programmed one at a time as they 
are analyzed and outlined. A separate 
module is produced which contains the 
routines and programs needed to produce 
the s~ecified results. The module can 
then be "plugged into the appropriate 
place in LRMS, having been tested, ed- 
ited and/or modified separately, without 
affecting or disrupting those portions of 
the overall system that are already in use 
and functioning properly. In the same 
way, help routines and explanations for 
the new units can be added to the system 
at the same time, without requiring a ma- 
jor rewrite. This design will also allow 
new functions and features to be added 
to the system easily and at any time in 
the future. 
See Figure 1 for an overall design con- 
cept for the system. The staff accounts 
were set up following what was con- 
ceived to be an ideal staffing situation 
for a library of our size and with our 
functions. These include: Manager, As- 
sistant, TIS, and Technical Aide. The 
LRMS scheme is a system of accounts 
based uvon functions all of which are 
accessibie through any of the staff 
accounts. There are seven: BIBLIOS; 
BULLETIN; CATALOG; JOURNAL; 
INVACIRC; LIBRARY; and LPBSSD. 
BIBLIOS and BULLETIN are dedicated 
to two special functions of the LIC. BIB- 
LIOS contains the programs that have 
been written for creating and maintaining 
the LPI on-line bibliographic databases. 
The BULLETIN account contains rou- 
tines and files used in producing the Lu- 
nar and Planetary Information Bulletin. 
The next three accounts, CATALOG, 
JOURNAL, and INVACIRC, are the 
everyday working accounts for the LIC. 
The CATALOG account contains the 
data files for the "card" catalog and in- 
process order file, and is used to identify, 
acquire, and process materials for the li- 
brary. JOURNAL is used to maintain the 
journal holdings list, subscription infor- 
mation, and binding records. The acro- 
nvm INVACIRC is a bit more obscure 
than the other account names which may 
be easier to recognize. lNVACIRC stands 
for "inventory and circulation" and con- 
tains the files used in keeping track of 
contributions papers, proceedings, re- 
ports, and other technical material pro- 
duced by the LPI as well as those items 
that are out on loan to patrons. The last 
two accounts. LIBRARY and LPBSSD. 
are used as storage locations for the 
working accounts. Programs for LRMS 
and various special routines and files are 
stored in the LIBRARY account. LPBSSD 
is used to store database files such as the 
bibliography which is accessed by LIC 
patrons. Placing this "completed infor- 
mation in separate accounts reduces the 
clutter in the working accounts and pro- 
tects them from casual or accidental al- 
teration or deletion. The last major group 
of accounts is the "user" accounts. These 
are the accounts set aside to enable va- 
trons of the LIC to access various data- 
bases produced by the staff. MAILIST is 
strictly an in-house database providing 
the LPI staff with a central up-to-date 
listing of addresses and phone numbers. 
The two remaining accounts, PATRON 
and SEARCH, are for the use of any 
member of the scientific community or 
interested public who contact the LPI for 
information. PATRON contains pro- 
grams and routines designed to help an 
interested individual learn about and use 
some of the services and facilities of the 
LIC. Using the routines in this account, 
a user can search the online vortion of 
the card catalog, get descriptions of avail- 
able services, check the journals holdings, 
or check a list of the latest items to arrive 
in the LIC. An added feature of having 
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Figure 1. 
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1 
this information on-line and on the 
mainframe is that any staff member or 
scientist can access this account from a 
terminal in any office without having to 
come to the library or use any other form 
of tele-communications. The third ac- 
count, SEARCH, contains the programs 
and prompts that allow a user to search 
the on-line bibliographies maintained by 
the LPI. Features of this account include 
the availability of boolean logic and data 
ranging for limiting searches as well as 
help files and routines for obtaining 
I 
hardcopy printouts or electronic files of 
the results. This is the oldest and more 
complete on-line feature of the LIC and, 
as has already been mentioned, it was 
the testing ground for many ideas that 
have been incorporated into the design 
of LRMS. 
Yes, we use menus and prompts that 
pretty much look like the menus and 
prompts you see in almost every on-line 
library system. (Figures 2-7) We can go 
from menu to menu, refining down the 
function we wish to perform. For ex- 
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Figure 2. Figure 4. 
M A I N  LRMS PROGRAM MENU 
S e l e c t  t h e  r o u t i n e  y o u  w i s h  t o  u s e  
by e n t e r i n g  i t s  l e t t e r  b e l o w  
A .  CALENDAR ROUTINES 
B. STAFF ACCOUNTS 
C. USER ACCOUNTS 
D. C L E R I C A L  ROUTINES 
E. A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  TASKS 
F .  BYPASS OPTION 
G. Q U I T  ( E X I T  ACCOUNT) 
H.  C A L L  HELP ROUTINES 
ENTER LETTER CHOICE 8 
ample, this series of figures shows you 
the first menu to greet a staff member 
when one logs on in the morning. Notice 
as we go through that F, G, and H are 
always "bypass," "quit," and "help." Us- 
ing mnemonic devices such as this makes 
the system easier to use. Having the "By- 
pass" option, which automatically re- 
turns one to the VAX mainframe, is 
useful when one wishes to leave the li- 
brary routine management system. 
Choosing "B" leads one to the menu of 
STAFF ACCOUNTS where a choice of 
"C" puts one into the catalog function 
where the selection of an " A  sets one 
up to work with the INPROCS file either 
to check in some new materials or prepare 
Figure 3. 
LRMS STAFF ACCOUNTS MENU 
S e l e c t  t h e  r o u t i n e  y o u  w i s h  t o  u s e  
by e n t e r i n g  i t s  l e t t e r  b e l o w  
A .  B I B L I O S  ACCOUNT 
B. B U L L E T I N  ACCOUNT 
C. CATALOG ACCOUNT 
D. I N V A C I R C  ACCOUNT 
E .  JOURNALS ACCOUNT 
F.  BYPASS OPTION 
G. Q U I T  ( E X I T  SUBROUTINE) 
H .  C A L L  HELP ROUTINES 
ENTER LETTER CHOICE C 
M A I N  CATALOG PROGRAM MENU 
S e l e c t  t h e  r o u t i n e  y o u  w i s h  t o  u s e  
by e n t e r i n g  i t s  l e t t e r  b e l o w  
A .  ORDERING ROUTINES 
B .  CHECK I N  AN I T E M  
C. CATALOGING ROUTINES 
D. GET FORMATED OUTPUT 
E. LOCATE AN I T E M  
F .  BYPASS O P T I O N  
G. RETURN TO LRMS 
H. C A L L  HELP ROUTINES 
ENTER LETTER CHOICE A 
orders. This next figure is an "alpha and 
omega" representation of what one sees 
when entering the order routine and 
when exiting from it. In between the two, 
a series of questions prompts the pro- 
cessor to enter author. title. and other 
information required to order the item. 
The information is then processed by the 
ORDERER program which appends the 
information in this "tagged mode to the 
INPROCS file and reformats it to ureuare 
* - 
the order slip shown in the next figure. 
This is the kind of function you would 
expect to find in an on-line system. 
It is the design of the system that we 
feel helped us to accomplish our goals. 
By having all staff and function accounts 
part of the same "user" group on the 
VAX, we can circulate freely between 
them using the same set of files and pro- 
grams. Because LRMS itself is a "core" 
Figure 5. 
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program, it is possible to store only one 
copy of the functional programs and use 
them in any of the staff accounts. "LI- 
BRARY" is our storage account. A list of 
the files which are in the "Library" ac- 
count is shown on Figure 8. Each of these 
files is in itself a "subdirectory" contain- 
ing the actual working files indicated by 
the mnemonic names. For example, PIN- 
DEX.DIR is an Index of the Programs. It 
contains an abstract describing each pro- 
gram used by LRMS (Figure 9) along with 
a listing of the other programs called and 
the files created by that program. Each 
program has been liberally documented 
with comments so that another program- 
mer at some future time could easily fol- 
low through the logic of a program. 
(Figure 10) Other subdirectories in LI- 
BRARY include the help routines, the 
source code for the programs which are 
actually the "executable" programs, and 
the programs directory which contains 
the programs in readable form. Tem- 
plates for such program parts as the menu 
Figure 7. 
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Welcome t o  L P I  VAX/VMS v e r s i o n  V3.3 
THIS ACCOUNT I S  USED TC STORE PROGRAMS 
USED BY THE LIBRARY INFORMATION CENTER 
* * + l l * t t  
THIS ACCOUNT HAS BEEN BROKEN UP lNTO 
THE SUBDIRECTORIES LISTED BELOW. 
l ~ i r e c t o r y  DRAI: [LIBRARY] 
T o t a l  o f  12 f i l e s ,  27  b l o c k s .  
design are stored in Templets directory. 
This design assures that the system will 
be as usable by future staff as it is by 
the designers of the system. 
By using the concept of user groups, 
programs and files can be called for use 
in a specific account but only one copy 
need be stored. This keeps the use of 
computer memory down to a minimum. 
This also allows the patron to access the 
most current copy of the library data files 
such as catalog and journals without the 
Figure 9. 
L IBRARY SUBDIRECTORIES  
PINOEX (PROGRAM INDEX)  
THE SUBDIRECTORY .P INOEX CONTAINS ABSTRACTS 
WHICH G I V E  B R I E F  DESCRIPT IONS OF EACH OF THE 
PROGRAMS USED BY LRMS. 
D i r e c t o r y  D R A l : [ L I B R A R Y . P I N D E X ]  
T o t a l  o f  1 5  f i l e s ,  79 b l o c k s  
summer 7986 
Figure 10. Figure 1 1. 
THIS I S  AN CXAMPLE OF THE ABSTRACT DESCRIBING 
A  PROGRAM USED BY LRMS. 
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necessity of up-dating the user files. 
When a patron searches the card catalog, 
the search is conducted on the same data 
file which was used by the cataloger to 
append new cataloging data. 
By using a modular approach to the 
programming, each segment was put into 
operation as it was written and tested. It 
was possible to add to the functions on 
a part-time basis while library services 
continued uninterrupted. Granted, there 
were periods when it was necessary to 
work in a tandem mode keeping some 
records manually while others were on- 
line, but this is a necessary evolution of 
the whole process. I believe the motto of 
such a project must be "you've got to 
start somewhere." We also feel that the 
system will never be 100% complete. 
Since it is our own system, we can add 
to or make changes as the time and im- 
pulse strike. As one works with the 
system, new ideas and applications con- 
stantly come to mind. I have a whole list 
of "wouldn't it be nice to." 
Our patrons have access to the system 
from any terminal in the institute since 
we are on the mainframe computer. 
Many of the services that we are able to 
offer, such as remote access, multi-user 
access, and electronic mail, are possible 
because of the capabilities of the main- 
frame. These would be more difficult to 
provide on a library-dedicated machine. 
Figure 11 shows the PATRON selection 
menu. Besides a search of the card catalog 
M A I N  PATRON PROGRAM MENU 
Select  the  r o u t i n e  you wish t o  use 
by e n t e r i n g  i t s  l e t t e r  below 
A. E X P L A I N  L / I C  SERVICES 
B. SEARCH THE CARD CATALOG 
C. CHECK ON LATEST ARRIVALS 
D. CHECK JOURNAL HOLDINGS 
E. PLACE ORDERS FOR ITEMS 
F. LEAVE MESSAGES FOR L / I C  
G. Q U I T  ( E X I T  THE ACCOUNT) 
H.  CALL PATRON HELP ROUTINE 
and our journal holdings, one feature 
which has been very popular is the new 
arrivals. Each day we enter into the file 
a list of the journals, documents, and 
books which we received. Our users can 
then check this file to see if their favorite 
journal or a book they have requested 
has been received. This also serves as our 
new book list. Fiaure 12 shows the dis- 
play format for a;ataloged book entry if 
you were to search the card catalog 
through the PATRON account. 
- 
To those of you contemplating an on- 
line system, I would definitely recom- 
mend looking into developing it in-house 
using the core program and modular ap- 
proach. I would also recommend that you 
get started! Sure, mistakes will be made. 
We certainly made some. We had three 
different kinds of formats in the docu- 
ment catalog before we settled on our 
tagged format. At least, if the data is in 
an electronic file, it can be manipulated 
in some way, even if only to be searched. 
Of course, one of the most important 
things is to have an understanding group 
of users. Our scientists really did bear 
with us in some of the interims when we 
Figure 12. 
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had to look at the "goldenrod cards" in 
the card catalog and also at the electronic 
file on-line to find out what was on order. 
We still have the dual catalog, the old 
cards and the new on-line, but this prob- 
lem will be solved by converting the shelf 
list to an on-line file. We know that our 
system is machine-specific and in many 
ways it was "jerry-rigged to use what 
files we had. But we feel the logic is 
sound and should be functional to take 
care of the needs of the staff and users 
of the Library Information Center at the 
Lunar and Planetary Institute for many 
years to come. 
In summary, LRMS is a program for 
giving the LIC staff controlled access to 
the accounts containing the programs for 
producing the data files that are used by 
the LIC patrons. 
The Lunar and Planetary Institute is 
operated by the Universities Space Re- 
search Association under NASA contract 
NASW 4066. This paper is LPI Contri- 
bution No. 597. 
Appendix 
Acronyms 
LIC Library Information Center 
LPI Lunar and Planetary Institute 
LRMS Library Routine Management 
System 
NASA National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
TIS Technical Information Special- 
ist 
Computer Accounts and File 













contains programs for the 
bibliographic databases 
contains files for preparing 
the Lunar and Planetary In- 
formation Bulletin 
contains files for the "on 
order" files and "card cat- 
alog 
name of file containing ma- 
terials on order; not cata- 
loged 
contains the inventory and 
circulation files 
contains the journals hold- 
ings file, subscription in- 
formation. etc. 
contains the programs, rou- 
tines, and files which make 
LRMS work 
contains the database for 
the Lunar and Planetary 
Bibliography Search Ser- 
vice - - 
program which creates the 
order to be sent to vendor 
and appended to the IN- 
PROCS file 
contains programs and rou- 
tines for library users' ac- 
cess 
contains an index to the 
programs used in LRMS 
contains programs and rou- 
tines to search the bibli- 
ographies 
n i s  paper was presented at the 1985 SLA Con- 
ference in Winnipeg. 
Frances B. Waranius is with the Lunar 
and Planetary Institute in Houston, 
Texas. 
Stephen H. Tellier is with the Lunar 
and Planetary Institute in Houston, 
Texas. 
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On the Scene 
SLA A ward Winners 1986 
Hall of Fame Award: Elizabeth Gibbs Moore 
Edward G. Strable 
John Cotton Dana Award: Doris Lee Schild 
Ann Strickland 
Professional Award: Mary McNierney Grant 
SLA President's Award: Vivian J. Arterbery 
David R. Bender 
James B. Tchobanoff 
Honorary Member: Fred Kilgour 
H. W.  Wilson Award: Samuel Demas 
Hall of Fame Award 
Elizabeth Gibbs Moore 
Elizabeth Gibbs Moore, a partner in the 
Gibbs-Moore Information Service in Greens- 
boro, North Carolina, was nominated for the 
SLA Hall of Fame Award by her colleagues 
in both North Carolina and Michigan for her 
work at all levels of the Association, as well 
as for her efforts to advance ". . . the library 
profession on a national level." 
Ms. Moore participated in the Michigan 
Chapter for nearly two decades serving on the 
Program, Election (chair), Membership 
(chair), Education, and Consultation commit- 
tees, in addition to terms as vice president 
(1972-73) and president (1973-74). 
Her activities with the North Carolina 
Chapter are equally impressive: in 1985-86 
she was elected senior director of the chapter, 
and she serves as a member of the ad hoc 
Long-Range Planning Committee and chairs 
the Budget Committee. 
As a member of the Business and Finance 
Division, she chaired the Ad Hoc Committee 
to Recruit Minorities (1973-75), was chair- 
elect for the division (1976-77), and chaired 
the division in 1977-78. In 1979-80 she was 
chair of the Bylaws Committee for the Library 
Management Division and in 1980-81 was a 
director of the Telecommunications / Com- 
munications Division. 
Prior to her election to the SLA Board of 
Directors in 1981, she served on the Mem- 
bership Committee (1974-77), the Nominat- 
ing Committee (1979-SO), chaired the Bylaws 
Committee and served as co-chair of the In- 
formation Committee for SLA's Annual Con- 
ference in Detroit. Currently she sits on both 
the SLA Professional Development Commit- 
tee and the SLA Special Committee on Retired 
Members' Activities. 
Ms. Moore has served the library profession 
with distinction. She was the SLA represent- 
ative to the Planning Committee for Michi- 
gan, White House Conference on Libraries 
and Information Services (1979-80); the De- 
troit delegate to the Michigan Governor's 
Conference (1979); and the Michigan delegate 
to the White House Conference on Libraries 
and Information Services (1979). 
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She was manager of the corporate libraries 
of two of Detroit's most prominent firms: 
Michigan Bell Telephone Company and the 
Burroughs Corporation. Additionally, she has 
been a member and director of the Friends of 
the Detroit Public Library. 
Elizabeth Gibbs Moore has "devoted her 
entire career to serving the needs of SLA, the 
library profession, and her community." 
Edward G. Strable 
Edward G. Strable was named to the SLA 
Hall of Fame for extraordinary accomplish- 
ments in ". . . his professional career, his com- 
mitment to library education (and) his service 
to SLA and to other library organizations." 
In 1985 he retired from J. Walter Thompson 
USA; however, Mr. Strable remains active as 
a staff consultant for C. Berger and Company, 
specializing in collection development. 
Over the span of 35 years, Mr. Strable has 
participated in a variety of Association activ- 
ities, beginning in 1958 when he organized 
the Chicago Annual Conference. In 1959-60 
he was elected president of the Illinois Chap- 
ter, during which time membership recruit- 
ment was of primary importance. 
In 1967 he was chair/editor of a group of 
six Illinois Chapter members who wrote Special 
Libraries: A Guide for Management, a book which 
he also edited in the 1975 revision. 
His work at the division and association 
levels began during the early 1960s. In 1961 
he was elected to the SLA Board of Directors 
and in 1963 he served as co-chair of the Ad- 
vertising Division. 
Later, as SLA's president-elect (1971-72), 
he traveled 25,000 miles visiting chapters and 
universities to understand members' concerns 
for continuing education and library cooper- 
ation. 
As president he began an innovative series 
of editorials in Special Libraries entitled "Let's 
Talk Together." 
Also at the association level he served on 
the National Book Committee (1959-60), the 
Committee on Committees (1964-66), the 
Membership Committee (1969-70), the Li- 
brary of Congress Liaison Committee of Li- 
brarians (1971-73), Headquarters Operations 
(1971-74), Awards (1971-72 and 1973-75), 
and the Plenum Publishing Corporate Awards 
Committee (1967-77). 
His professional accomplishments match 
the excellence achieved in his Association 
work. As library director at J. Walter Thomp- 
son, he selected and implemented an optical 
coincidence system for indexing and retriev- 
ing internal research reports, and he built their 
outstanding reputation for quality reference 
service. 
His career also included visiting over 20 
library schools and teaching a course on "Spe- 
cial Libraries" at the Library School of the 
University of Chicago from 1958-63. 
Always at the forefront of interlibrary co- 
operation, he served on the Illinois organizing 
committee of what became the Illinois Re- 
gional Library Council, on whose board he 
served from 1977-80. 
Edward Strable's career, far from over, pro- 
vides an inspiration and a challenge to li- 
brarians to forge a new standard of excellence. 
He served on the staff of the American Li- 
brary Association as executive secretary to the 
Reference Services Division where his work 
had a direct impact on the quality of reference 
service in all types of libraries. 
John Cotton Dana Award 
Doris Lee Schild 
Doris Lee Schild retired as librarian at IBM 
Systems Research Institute in July 1985, fol- 
lowing 20 years of service. She received the 
John Cotton Dana Award for her "continued 
and devoted interest in the workings of the 
Association and her unfailing support of her 
colleagues." 
Miss Schild's activities with the Association 
have been varied, demonstrating a long- 
standing interest in and support of SLA. In 
the New York Chapter she held several posts, 
including those of program chair (1969-70), 
first vice president (1971-72), and president 
(1972-73). 
At the division level, she has served on the 
nominating committees for the Museum, Arts 
and Humanities Division and the Business 
and Finance Division. 
In 1977, Miss Schild was elected to the SLA 
Board of Directors and served for three years, 
one of many roles she held at the association 
level. In 1971-72 she served on the Oral His- 
tory Committee, from 1975-77 she served as 
the New York Conference Deputy Chair, and 
from 1977-80 she was a member of the Com- 
mittee on Committees. 
During her term as director she was board 
proctor for the Government Information Ser- 
vices Committee, Student Relations Officer, 
Publisher Relations Committee, and the As- 
sociation of American Publishers/SLA Joint 
Committee. 
Following her service on the board, Miss 
Schild served as chair of the SLA Division 
Structure Committee (1980-81) and chair of 
the Bylaws Committee (1981-85). She has 
also served on the New York Conference Pro- 
gram Committee (1982-84) and has fulfilled 
special projects for the Association, the New 
York Chapter, and the Publishing Division. 
Among her notable accomplishments at all 
levels of the Association were organizing the 
Hudson Valley and Long Island chapters. 
During her tenure of the Bylaws Committee, 
she brought all division and chapter bylaws 
up to date. 
As a professional special librarian, Miss 
Schild convinced the management of IBM to 
become a patron of the Association and to 
renew its support each year. She also pro- 
moted the Association to IBM libraries 
nationwide. 
To her many friends and colleagues, Doris 
Lee Schild's library career is "marked by her 
devotion to SLA and to the ideal of profes- 
sionalism among special librarians." 
Ann Strickland received the John Cotton 
Dana Award for her outstanding record of 
service to the Association and to her fellow 
special librarians. She recently retired as li- 
brarian of the Governmental Reference Li- 
brary in Tucson, Arizona, after 11 years of 
service to city government and a 20-year 
library career. 
On the chapter level, Ms. Strickland was 
president-elect of the Rio Grande Chapter. 
Also in 1976 she was instrumental in forming 
the University of Arizona Student Group. In 
1977 she spearheaded a move to form an Ar- 
izona Chapter, a move that was approved by 
the SLA Board in 1978. 
Following this accompJishment, she con- 
tinued work for the Association and served 
as the Arizona Chapter's career guidance chair 
(1978-80) and was appointed immediate past 
president of the chapter following an unex- 
pected move of the officer. 
At the division level, Ms. Strickland made 
two significant contributions. In 1978 she 
wrote "The Operations Manual," which was 
published in the Bulletin of Management Science. 
In 1980 she served as chair-elect of the Social 
Sciences Division and was an active chair of 
the division, which resulted in a fine program 
at the Detroit Annual Conference. 
During her work on chapter and division 
levels, Ms. Strickland was also involved in 
SLA committee work. In 1980-81 she was a 
member of both the Networking and H. W. 
Wilson Company Award committees. In 
1981-82 she served on the Government Re- 
lations Committee and was a valuable mem- 
ber to both the Ad Hoc Committee to Study 
Division Organization and the Ad Hoc Com- 
mittee on Long-Range Financial Planning. 
Ms. Strickland was no stranger to profes- 
sional associations. She was a member and 
the treasurer of the Association of State Li- 
brary Agencies in 1978 and served as an of- 
ficer of the Arizona Chapter of the American 
Society of Public Administrators. She also 
represented special librarians on a multi-type 
information services panel at the regional pre- 
White House conference on Libraries and 
Information Services in 1978. 
Recently, Ms. Strickland sewed on the 
nine-member National League of Cities Ad- 
visory Council to LOGIN-Local Govem- 
ment Information Network. 
Her contributions to the profession and the 
Association are many. She has been consulted 
'by mail and in person by numerous people 
needing to set up special libraries, and has 
contributed many hours in SLA's Consulta- 
tion Services. To members of the Association 
she is an active member, both up-front and 
behind-the-scenes at all levels of activity. 
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Professional Award 
Mary McNierney Grant 
Mary NcNierney Grant, director of the 
Center for Business Research at C. W. Post 
Campus, Long Island University, was the re- 
cipient of the SLA Professional Award for her 
work on the Directory of Business and financial 
Services, a publication that has sewed as a "bi- 
ble" for the business and finance information 
community. Mrs. Grant served as editor for 
the 1963, 1976, and 1984 editions of the di- 
rectory. 
Her achievements in the field of library sci- 
ence are many. She has testified before 
numerous federal and state committees to rep- 
resent the library and education interests of 
all librarians, especially those of the business/ 
finance world. Additionally, she has been in- 
fluential in mobilizing the support of national, 
state, and local organizations for the passage 
of key library and education legislation. 
She has been adjunct professor of Library 
and Information Science at the Palmer School 
for Library and Information Sciences and a 
visiting professor at Columbia University 
Graduate School of Library Service. Mrs. 
Grant has held positions in both the public 
and private sectors: head of the Business and 
Economics Department at the Nassau County 
Research Library; librarian at Price Water- 
house, New York City, supervisor of Public 
Relations Libraries, General Motors, New 
York City and Detroit; chief librarian at Bache 
& Co., New York City; librarian with the Spe- 
cial Services Division of the US.  Army in 
Europe; and reference assistant in the Busi- 
ness Information Bureau of the Cleveland 
Public Library. 
SLA President's Award 
Vivian J. Arterbery, David R. Bender, and 
James B. Tchobanoff each received the SLA 
President's Award for their involvement with 
and outstanding contributions to the SLA 
Long-Range Plan. 
Vivian J. Arterbery, library director of Rand 
Corporation, Santa Monica, California, re- 
ceived the SLA President's Award particularly 
for her role as the guiding force behind the 
Long-Range Plan. 
A member of the Southern California 
Chapter, Ms. Arterbery has served in nu- 
merous chapter positions, including chair of 
the Committee to Compile a Directory of Spe- 
cial Libraries in Southern California (1965), 
Placement Committee (1968-70), Bylaws 
Committee (1970-71), Program Committee 
(1972-73), and Positive Action Committee 
(1979-80). Additionally, she was correspond- 
ing secretary (1966-67), recording secretary 
(1967-68), president-elect (1972-73), and 
president (1973-74), and was a member of 
several other committees. 
O n  a division level, Ms. Arterbery is a 
member of both the Library Management Di- 
vision and the Aerospace Division. She was 
secretary of the Aerospace Division in 1980- 
82. 
Her association-level activities are exten- 
sive. She was a member of three committees: 
Membership (1970-72), Networking (1975- 
78 and 1978-81), and Awards (1982-83 and 
1983-84). She was elected to the Board of 
Directors as cabinet chair-elect (1981-82), 
cabinet chair (1982-83), president-elect 
(1983-84), and president (1984-85). Ms. Ar- 
terbery also served as chair for the Long- 
Range Planning Committee (1983-84) and the 
Special Committee on Networking (1975). She 
had been involved in analyzing the SLA Na- 
tional Survey on Special Libraries Network 
Participation (1981) and was an invited par- 
ticipant at the SLA/NCLIS Conference 
(1975). 
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David R. Bender, Executive Director of 
Special Libraries Association, received the 
SLA President's Award for hosting several 
meetings of the Long-Range Planning Com- 
mittee, keeping the plan on target, and 
"gently reminding the committee members of 
the difference between a plan and the man- 
agement of the plan." 
Dr. Bender was appointed executive direc- 
tor of SLA in 1979 by the Association Board 
of Directors. In his six years as executive di- 
rector, Dr. Bender has been instrumental in 
the overall growth of the Association. The 
Association has a staff of 28 and an annual 
budget of $1.6 million. In August 1985, Dr. 
Bender moved the Association to its perma- 
nent headquarters in Washington, D.C. 
Prior to joining the staff of SLA, Dr. Bender 
was chief of School Library Media Service 
Branch, Division of Library Development and 
Services at the Maryland State Department 
of Education. He served in that capacity from 
1972 to 1979. 
Dr. Bender is vice chairman of the Foun- 
dation Board of the American Society of As- 
sociation Executives. He has been a member 
of the Foundation Board since 1982. 
Dr. Bender has held leadership positions in 
numerous professional organizations, includ- 
ing serving as chair for committees and pro- 
grams of the American Library Association 
(ALA). 
Among his many leadership positions are: 
Advisory Board, Center for the Book, Li- 
brary of Congress, 1983-85. 
Secretary, Section of Social Science Li- 
braries, International Federation of Li- 
brary Associations and Institutions, 
1982-85. 
Chair, Council of National Library and 
Information Associations, 1982-84. 
Advisory Board, ERIC Clearinghouse on 
Information Resources, 1981-83. 
Advisory Board, Media Review, 1979-1981. 
Executive Board, Maryland Educational 
Media Organization, 1976-79. 
Member, President's Commission, ALA, 
1976-77. 
Member, Executive Board, American As- 
sociation of School Librarians, ALA, 
1975-76. 
Second Vice President, American Asso- 
ciation of School Librarians, ALA, 1975- 
76. 
Board Member, State School Library Me- 
dia Supervisors' Association, 1974-75. 
President, State School Library Media 
Supervisors' Association, 1973-74. 
Second Vice President, Young Adult Ser- 
vices Division, ALA, 1972-73. 
Dr. Bender has held positions in school, 
public, and special libraries. His teaching cre- 
dentials include work at C. W. Post Campus, 
Long Island University; Rutgers University; 
and Towson State University in Baltimore, 
Maryland. 
Additionally, Dr. Bender has written scores 
of articles for leading library publications, has 
authored two books, and has provided con- 
sultation services to many universities, asso- 
ciations, and government organizations on the 
local, state, national, and international levels. 
James B. Tchobanoff, section manager, 
Technical Information Center at the Pillsbury 
Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, was pre- 
sented with the SLA President's Award for 
preparing numerous drafts of the Long-Range 
Plan, for making countless committee assign- 
ments as chair of the Long-Range Plan and 
for preparing a slide/ tape presentation for use 
by the Association, chapters, and divisions. 
A member of the Minnesota Chapter, he 
has served as president-elect (1978-79), pres- 
ident (1979-80) and past president / director 
(1980-81). 
O n  the division level, Mr. Tchobanoff 
served as chair of the Membership Committee 
for the Food and Nutrition Division (1981- 
82), chair-elect (1982-83), past chair/director 
(1983-84) and chair of the Directory Com- 
mittee (1981-85). 
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In 1980 he became a member of the Com- Planning Committee (1983-84) and was chair 
mittee on Committees serving at the associ- of the committee (1984-85) during which 
ation level for the first time. In 1983 he was time the Long-Range Plan was implemented. 
elected to the Board of Directors as Division Mr. Tchobanoff has written a book, a re- 
Cabinet chair-elect and remained on the search report, and a variety of articles, in- 
board until his term as Division Cabinet chair cluding two that have appeared in Special 
expired in 1985. Also at the association level Libraries. 
he sewed as a member of the Long-Range 
SLA Honorary Member 
Fred Kilgour 
Professor Fred Kilgour, founder trustee of 
OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc., 
in Dublin, Ohio, was elected to honorary 
membership in SLA for his support and many 
contributions to the field of special librari- 
anship and the information profession. 
OCLC is one of the best known and most 
successful library automation organizations, 
incorporating modem and powerful commu- 
nications and computer technologies into li- 
brarianship. From its beginnings as a shared 
cataloging facility to benefit college and uni- 
versity libraries in Ohio, it has developed, 
under his direction, to provide a full range of 
library services on an international basis with 
over 11 million catalog records online. 
He joined Ohio State University in 1967 as 
professor of Library Administration, a posi- 
tion that he holds today. He is also chair of 
the Board of Applied Information Technol- 
onies Research Center and a director of the 
~sernational  Electronic Publishing Research 
Center. 
His library career began in 1935 when he 
joined the staff of the Harvard College Library 
as assistant, Circulation and Reference De- 
partment. Mr. Kilgour's active professional 
career includes positions with the US. De- 
partment of State, the Office of Strategic Ser- 
vices, and Yale University. 
Mr. Kilgour has served as editor of the Jour- 
nal of Library Automation (1968-71) and as man- 
aging editor for the Yale Journal of Biology and 
Medicine (1949-65). 
H. W.  Wilson Award 
Samuel Demas, associate director of the Al- 
bert R. Mann Library at New York State Col- 
lege of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, New York, received the 
H. W. Wilson Award for his outstanding ar- 
ticle, "Microcomputer Software Collections," 
published in Special Libraries, winter 1985. 
The H. W. Wilson Award, generously 
funded by the H. W. Wilson Company, is 
presented annually for the best article pub- 
lished that year in Special Libraries. The five- 
member committee, appointed by the SLA 
president, selects the article that provides the 
most significant contribution to the philoso- 
phy, development, and general practice of 
special librarianship. Originality, innovative- 
ness, universal implications, validity, and 
communicative effectiveness are also criteria 
considered in selection. Although SLA mem- 
bers are given preference, any contributor to 
Special Libraries is eligible to receive the award. 
Demas is an active member of SLA's Up- 
state New York Chapter, and is affiliated with 
the Food, Agriculture and Nutrition Division 
and the Biological Sciences Division. 
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CALL FOR P A P E R S 7 8 T H  ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
June 6- 1 1, 1987; Anaheim, California 
"Global Information Access-Expanding 
Our World" 
The challenges and opportunities in 
the worldwide transfer of information are 
of key importance to special librarians 
and information specialists. The ad- 
vances in telecommunications and com- 
puter technologies, which enable us to 
receive, transmit, store, and retrieve data 
internationally, have expanded the ho- 
rizons of our information world. 
California, gateway to the Pacific Basin 
and home of the Silicon Valley, is an ideal 
location for a conference on "Global In- 
formation Access." The 1987 SLA Con- 
ference will present many opportunities 
to examine this multi-faceted theme in- 
cluding such aspects as information tech- 
nology transfer, standardization, world- 
wide information exchange, international 
copyright problems, international patent 
documentation, information needs of 
multi-national corporations and other or- 
ganizations, the role of database vendors 
in the access of global information, and 
the political implications of international 
information transfer. 
You are invited to submit papers on 
topics related to the conference theme. 
Multi-media presentations and poster 
sessions related to the Conference theme 
also will be considered. Papers accepted 
will be presented at the Contributed Pa- 
pers Sessions. Very specific submissions 
will be referred to appropriate divisions. 
Papers considered must comply with 
the following guidelines: 
1. Absh-act-A 250-500 word abstract 
that accurately conveys the scope of the 
paper, its depth, conclusions, and the 
way it contributes to the Conference 
theme must be submitted with the form 
below by October 3, 1986. 
2. Text-Full text of the paper is due 
April 1, 1987. 
3. Originality-Papers must not have 
been presented previously to any na- 
tional or international group nor have 
been previously submitted for evalua- 
tion. 
4. Acceptance-Papers will be accepted 
only if the abstract has been submitted 
for evaluation and if the author expects 
to be present to deliver the paper at the 
conference. 
All papers are the property of the Spe- 
cial Libraries Association and will be con- 
sidered for publication in Special Libraries. 
- - 
To: Laura N. Gasaway Name: 
Law Library, Univ. of NC Organization: 
Van Hecke-Wettach Mailing Address: 
Bldg. 064A 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 Telephone: 
Attached is an abstract of my proposed Working Title: 
paper for the 1987-SLA Conference. 
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Audit Report 
January 1, 1985-December 3 1, 
To the Board of Directors 
Special Libraries Association, Inc. 
We have examined the balance sheet 
of Special Libraries Association, Inc. as 
of December 31, 1985, and the related 
statements of revenue, expenses and 
changes in fund balances, and changes in 
financial position for the year then 
ended. Our examination was made in ac- 
cordance with generally accepted audit- 
ing standards and, accordingly, included 
such tests of the accounting records and 
such other auditing procedures as we 
considered necessary in the circum- 
stances. 
In our opinion, the financial statements 
referred to above present fairly the fi- 
nancial position of Special Libraries As- 
sociation, Inc. as of December 31, 1985, 
and the results of its operations and the 
changes in its financial position for the 
year then ended, in conformity with gen- 
erally accepted accounting principles ap- 
plied on a basis consistent with that of 
the preceding year. 
Garner, Bloom & Klein, Chartered 
Certified Public Accountants 
April 1, 1986 
Silver Spring, Maryland 
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Cash (mtereot-beartng 3764.493) 
Marketable securltieo, a1 cort  (Note 3) 
Accounts receivable, net of allowance 
for doubtful accounts of 33.162 ~n 
General Fund. 3650  In Nonserlal 
P~b l~ca t lons  Fund 
Due from (to) other funds 
Inventory of nonsenal p u b l m t ~ o n s  
(Note 4) 
Prepa~d expenses 
Total current assets 
Marketable Securmer, at cort (Note 3) 
Butldmg. Furn~ture and Equipment 
(Notes 2 and 41 
Other Assets 
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 
Current Ltabhtms 
Current maturmes of long-term debt 
(Note 4) 
Subscr~pt~ons. dues, fees and 
conlr~butiono rsce~ved In advance 
Accounts payable-trade 
W~thheld taxes and accrued expenses 
payable 
Income taxes payable 
Total current lmb~ltttes 
Long-Term Debt. less current matur#t~es 
(Note 41 
Commitments and Conl#ngenc~er (Note 5) 
Fund Balancer 
See accompanymg notes to flnanclal statements 
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,1985 
Total 
Al l  
Funds 




























Dues and fees 
Subscrlptmns and advenwng 
Net recelpts from conference less 
sllocat~on below 
Net recelpts from educatton program 
Net recelpts from malimg 1st rervxe 
program 
Interest dwdands and net gam on 
sales of Investments 




Coas and expenses 
Allotment of funds to sub-untts 
Salaries, wages and benefeta 
OfflCB $ B N I C R S  & OCCUpanCy Colts 
Profssrlonal fees and rervlcer 
Travel and meettngs 
Program rerwcar and promotion 
Costs of oermd~cal publtcatvms sold 
~nciudmg allocat~an below 
Colts of nonserlal publ8cattonr 
Scholarshvs, sllPend6 and grants 
M ~ s ~ e l l e n e o ~ s  
Depreciatwn 
Ailocat~on of above expenses to 
Costs Of Permd~cal publcatmnr 
Conference 
Other funds and programs 
Butldlng expenses tnciudmg merest 
of 644.089 
Excess of revenue over carts and 
B X P B ~ S ~ S  before taxes on lncome 
Taxes on Income 
Excess of revenue over costs and 
expenses 
Fund balances-begmmng of year 
Fund transfers 
Fund balancer-end of year 
See accompanVlng notes to f rnancd  stateme 
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSIT 
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,1985 
Total 


























SOURCE OF WORKING CAPITAL 
Excess of revenue over expenses 
Add expense not requlrmg use of 
workmg capltal-deprec~atmn 
Working capital prowded by 
operstmns 
Proceeds from long term debt (Note 
41 
Decrease 10 marketable securltler 
Total 
USE OF WORKING CAPITAL 
Purchase of bulidmg, furnnure and 
equoprnenf 
Increase m other assets 
Transfer to general fund from 
budding fund 
Transfer to specla1 programs from 
general fund 
Total 
Increase (decrease1 on workmg capltal 
Changes ~n workmg capltal Items 




Decrease (lncreare) on current 
Imbdmes 
Current maturitms of long-term debt 
Subscr~ptmns. dues. fees and 
cantrdxt~ons recewed 6n advance 
Accounts payable-trade 
W~thhe ld  taxes and accrued expenses 
payable 
Income taxes payable 
Total 
Increase (decrease) m worklng 
capltal 
See accompanvlng notes to flnanclal statements 
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT 
ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
Fund accounting 
To ensure observance of limitations and 
restrictions placed on the use of resources 
available to the Association, the accounts 
of the Association are maintained in ac- 
cordance with the principles of fund ac- 
counting. This is the procedure by which 
resources are classified for accounting 
and financial reporting into funds estab- 
lished according to their nature and pur- 
poses. Separate accounts are maintained 
for each fund; accordingly, all financial 
transactions have been recorded and re- 
ported by fund group. 
The assets, liabilities, and fund balances 
are reported in five self-balancing fund 
groups as follows: 
General Fund 
Nonserial Publications Fund 
Scholarship Fund 
Special Programs Fund 
Building Reserve Fund 
Operations 
The Association encourages and pro- 
motes the utilization of knowledge 
through the collection, organization and 
dissemination of information. It is an as- 
sociation of individuals and organizations 
with educational, scientific and technical 
interests in library and information sci- 
ence and technology. 
Marketable Serurities 
The marketable securities of the General 
and Scholarship Funds are combined and 
managed as one fund for investment pur- 
poses, with participating percentages in 
income and gains and losses based on 
respective participation accounts at the 
end of the year. Marketable securities re- 
flected as current assets are valued at the 
lower of cost or market and those re- 
flected as non-current assets are valued 
at cost. It is the Association's intention 
not to utilize the non-current portion of 
these assets in the normal course of 
operations. 
Inventory 
Inventory of nonserial publications is 
stated at the lower of average cost or 
market. 
Building, Furniture and Equipment 
Fixed assets (including land) are stated at 
cost. Expenditures for additions, renew- 
als and betterments are capitalized; ex- 
penditures for maintenance and repairs 
are charged to expenses as incurred. upon 
retirement or disposal of assets, the cost 
and accumulated depreciation or amor- 
tization are eliminated from the accounts 
and the resulting gain or loss is included 
in income. 
Depreciation is computed using straight- 
line and accelerated methods over the 
useful lives of the assets. 
Subscriptions, Dues and Fees 
Except for subscriptions to the periodicals 
"SpeciaList" and "Special Libraries," 
membership in the Association is based 
on either a December 31 or June 30 year. 
Dues, fees and subscriptions are credited 
to income as earned. 
Pensions 
The Association has a contributory group 
annuity defined contribution retirement 
program with an insurance company cov- 
ering substantially all qualified employ- 
ees. The Association's policy is to fund 
costs currently. Pension expense for the 
year was approximately $17,100. 
Donated Services 
A significant amount of the Association's 
functions are conducted by unpaid vol- 
unteer officers and committees. The 
value of this contributed time is not re- 
flected in the accompanying financial 
statements because it is not susceptible 
to objective measurement or valuation. 
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Income Taxes 
Taxes on income are based on unrelated 
business taxable income, which consists 
of net advertising income, net mailing list 
service income and net income from 
building rental activity. The Associa- 
tion's remaining activities are exempt 
from Federal income taxes under Section 
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code 
and applicable local law. 
BUILDING, FURNITURE AND 
EQUIPMENT 
Major classes of building, furniture and 
equipment consist of the following: 
Building and building 
improvements $1,437,559 




Net building, furniture 
and equipment $1,600,410 
Net acquisitions for the year amounted 
to $1,520,726. 
Depreciation expense amounted to 
$55,893. 
3. MARKETABLE SECURITIES 





Cash $150,177 $150,177 
Common stocks 138,994 210,757 
U.S. Government 






obligations $ 49,461 $ 54,500 
Corporate bonds 39,625 32,900 
-- 
4. LONG-TERM DEBT 
Long-term debt consists of the following 
at December 31, 1985: 
Installment note to bank 
due in monthly installments 
through March 1995, with 
interest payable monthly at 
the rate of %% over the 
bank's prime lending rate. 
(The effective rate was 
lox% at December 31, 
1985.) The note is secured 
by all real and personal 
property of the Association $900,000 
Less current maturities 48,000 
Long-term debt $852,000 
The note is subject to the provisions of 
the business loan security agreement cov- 
enants which include the following: 
a. The Association may borrow 
$25,000 or more only upon the 
bank's prior consent. 
b. Until termination of agreement, the 
debtor agrees to maintain cash plus 
liquid investments at a minimum of 
$400,000. 
Future minimum principal payments for 
the five years ended December 31 are as 
follows: 
636,000 1990 and later years 
$900,000 
5. COMMITMENTS AND 
CONTINGENCIES 
Leases 
Until October 30, 1985, the Association 
conducted its operations from leased fa- 
cilities under a noncancellable operating 
lease expiring in 1987. Rent expense for 
leased facilities in 1985 was $28,510. In 
view of the Association's relocation to 
Washington, D.C., the Association en- 
tered into a surrender and termination 
agreement with the lessor. Under the 
terms of this agreement the Association 
will receive $15,000 if certain conditions 
are met. 
Annual ConfPence Contract 
The Association is obligated under var- 
ious letters of agreement with certain 
hotels in connection with its annual con- 
ferences through 1990. The liability, if 
any, under these agreements is not de- 
terminable at this time. 
Ofher 
At December 31, 1985, the Association 
has a commitment of $24,080 under a 
contract to purchase a telephone system. 
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Reviews 
Aeronautics and Space Flight Collections, 
edited by Catherine D. Scott. New York: 
Haworth Press, 1985. 229 p. ISBN 0-86656- 
251-6. $29.95. 
Members of the Special Library Associa- 
tion's Aerospace Division and history buffs 
of aviation and astronautics will find this 
book significantly important. Catherine D. 
Scott has done a distinctive job in describing 
aerospace library collections and has consol- 
idated this information in a small volume that 
brings attention to major highlights of his- 
torical collections devoted to space flight and 
aviation. 
The survey papers begin with oral collec- 
tions in the field. Ms. Scott goes into details 
of special materials on the Wright Brothers, 
Charles A. Lindbergh, and Amelia Earhart. 
She covers the National Archives and Records 
Service as well as the Presidential Libraries. 
She describes aerospace libraries or collections 
of historical importance on a regional basis as 
well as NASA and its predecessor NACA, or 
the National Advisory Committee for Aero- 
nautics. 
The book becomes a fascinating story of 
man's attempts to fly and to succeed, rather 
than a volume of mere statistics and listings, 
due to the editor's writing in the narrative 
form. The editor reflects the U.S. Govern- 
ment's involvement in aviation and space pro- 
grams. Foreign collections of aerospace history . 
are additionally interesting. Contents also in- 
clude mention of the following: the New York 
Public Library with its great collection of sci- 
ence and technology; the GALCIT Aero Li- 
brary, which is one of the largest and most 
famous collections covering aeronautics and 
astronautics in the United States; the History 
of Aviation Collection of the University of 
Texas at Dallas with its more than three mil- 
lion items; and the Air and Space Museum 
Library of the Smithsonian Institution. 
The volume concludes with an essay on 
aerospace bibliographic control written by 
Ronald L. Buchan, in collaboration with Philip 
F. Eckert, a retired information specialist with 
the NASA Scientific and Technical Informa- 
tion Facility. The writers give attention to the 
NASA/RECON on-line database. 
Although there are many bibliographic ci- 
tations at the end of each chapter, there is a 
need for a subject index. 
Larry Chasen 
General Electric Company 
S ~ a c e  Svstems Division Librarv 
King of Prussia, P;. 
American Legal Literature: A Guide to Se- 
lected Legal Resources, compiled by Bernard 
D. Reams, Jr., James M. Murray, and Margaret 
H. McDermott. Littleton, Colorado: Libraries 
Unlimited, Inc., 1985. 239 p. ISBN 0-87287- 
514-8. $27.50 U.S.; $33.00 elsewhere. 
The compilers of this bibliography aim to 
provide bibliographic access to the law for the 
lay public. With the movement for increased 
public access to information has come a con- 
comitant awareness of the lack of public un- 
derstanding of the law and the legal system. 
Various resources are appearing to meet this 
need: self-help guides from do-it-yourself 
presses, courses of legal instruction geared to 
the lay person, and guide books and hand- 
books published by government departments 
and other agencies, all of which reflect the 
growing demand for more information about 
civil rights and legal procedure. Catering to 
this demand, both law book publishers and 
other publishing houses are producing mon- 
ographs directed to the lay public, rather than 
to lawyers, which are designed to explain the 
law on a variety of issues. Most material writ- 
ten on the law is written by lawyer specialists 
for other lawyers, and is too technical to be 
of great use to the general public. Legal bib- 
liographies and research guides are also aimed 
at this highly specialized readership. Thus 
there is a need for a bibliography like this 
which picks from the body of American legal 
literature those materials which a lay person 
might find useful. There are few such guides 
as this. 
The work has three main sections: the first 
is a list of primary materials, such as statutes, 
case reports, and finding aids useful for lo- 
cating information in these primary materials; 
a second section lists legal reference materials 
such as law dictionaries, directories of law- 
yers, bibliographies, and research guides; and 
a third section, the most useful, lists mono- 
graphs on the law accessible to a reader with 
no legal training. In addition there is a series 
of short appendixes, including a list of major 
American law book publishers and others 
who frequently publish law materials. 
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The emphasis in a bibliography for the lay 
legal researcher should be on monographs 
which introduce the reader to the issues in- 
volved. This listing, arranged by subject and 
well annotated, is excellent. The annotations 
give a brief outline of the aim and content of 
each monograph, a clear indication of the in- 
tended readership, and provide comments 
where appropriate as to the currency of the 
information. The listing covers a wide range 
of subjects with texts aimed at various levels 
of expertise ranging from titles giving a quick 
analysis of the law designed for law students 
and lawyers who are not specialists in an area, 
to handbooks for the real novice. While works 
on topics such as consumer credit, divorce and 
custody, and the civil rights of the aged are 
usually geared to non-specialized readers, 
works on subjects such as construction law, 
banking law, and admiralty law assume a 
readership with a more in-depth knowledge 
of their field. 
The weak point of the bibliography is the 
comprehensive but non-annotated listing of 
primary materials. Listed with their common 
abbreviations are the main sources of statute 
law and case reports for every U.S. jurisdic- 
tion, including outlying U.S. dependencies. 
The compilers seem to have felt that adding 
primary materials to the bibliography was 
necessary for completeness, but such a listing 
poses problems and one wonders if, given the 
aim of the bibliography, it was necessary. At- 
tempting comprehensiveness for the entire 
U.S. sacrifices completeness for any particular 
region, while neither the notations nor the 
introductory comments to the section contain 
enough explanation to demystify the listing. 
Having described what this timely and in- 
teresting work is, I would like to spend a little 
time drawing attention to what it is not. As 
a Canadian law librarian, I was at first misled 
by the title; this is not a guide to the entire 
body of American legal literature, but docu- 
ments the field only as it is of interest to the 
lay person. Although the book is of interest 
to law librarians, it is of value only insofar as 
it can provide a few very basic treatments for 
a variety of areas of the law. The compilers 
have purposely omitted periodicals, and also 
looseleafs, most of which are designed to pro- 
vide consolidations of the law in special areas. 
A library which provides in-depth informa- 
tion on any specialized field will probably 
require much more specialized legal materials 
than are listed here in general, although the 
book could be useful as a supplementary 
source for basic legal materials in areas other 
than the area of specialization. This book is 
of most interest to those whose readership is 
the general public; such libraries will find it 
a very useful work to have. 
Vivienne Denton 
Librarian 
Shibley, Righton & McCutcheon 
Databases: A Primer for Retrieving Infor- 
mation by Computer, by Susan M. Hum- 
phrey and Biagio John Melloni. Engelwood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1986. 384 
p. ISBN 0-8359-1319-8. $25.95, 
Databases: A Primer for Retrieving Information by 
Computer is an excellent overview of comput- 
erized information retrieval. This book covers 
the fundamentals of information retrieval in 
a clear, concise manner which should help 
individuals who are involved in searching in- 
teract with on-line systems more effectively. 
While Dafabases is written primarily for profes- 
sionals and library/information science stu- 
dents, it is simple enough for end-users, even 
if they lack experience in computer searching. 
Databases is attractive, well organized, and 
easy to read. Detailed illustrations accompany 
the text and range from computer output and 
Venn diagrams to small sketches of people 
discussing particular aspects of searching, 
such as the use of Boolean operators. Exam- 
ples of searches and search output are simple 
and meant to prepare the reader for more for- 
malized instruction on a specific on-line ser- 
vice. Databases is thus not system-specific, but 
is useful for orienting the new searcher to the 
concepts of information retrieval. 
The first chapters in Dafabases give the the- 
oretical basis for computerized information 
retrieval, illustrating how information is or- 
ganized and stored in an on-line system. This 
is an in-depth analysis of the principles of 
information storage and retrieval which is not 
limited to any one system. These chapters 
cover records and fields, conventional files, 
and computerized record-keeping. Chapter 5 
discusses some of the basic concepts of com- 
puterized retrieval, such as computer index- 
ing, stopwords, and precision and recall ratios. 
The middle chapters cover general search- 
inn techniaues: Boolean ouerators, search 
strategy fo&ulation, and sea;ching kith con- 
trolled vocabulaw. Each chauter becomes 
more detailed, with chapters 10-12 devoted 
to limiting, printing, and save options. 
The remaining chapters discuss some of the 
broader issues associated with computerized 
information retrieval. Chapter 15 focuses on 
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the impact of the microcomputer on infor- 
mation storage and processing, while the final 
chapter highlights the criteria for selecting a 
retrieval service. 
Databases also includes three useful appen- 
dixes. Appendix A provides information on 
eight major computerized retrieval services in 
the United States: BRS, CAS, DIALOG, Mead 
Data, NLM, NewsNet, SDC, and Wilsonline. 
Address, phone number, telecommunications 
access, and available databases and their pro- 
ducers are given for each of these services. 
Appendix fprovides selected sources of ad- 
ditional information on computerized infor- 
mation retrieval. This section includes 
textbooks and other monographs, dictionar- 
ies, periodicals, directories, organizations and 
associations, proceedings, and graduate 
schools of library/information science. Ap- 
pendix C is a list of selected readings from 
current literature on information retrieval, ar- 
ranged by author. Readings are taken from 
the periodical literature, as well as from se- 
lected conference proceedings. 
Other useful features of Databases are a good 
index and a glossary of information retrieval 
terms. In addition, each chapter includes some 
interesting exercises which reinforce material 
presented in the text. 
I highly recommend the purchase of Data- 
bases, for personal use as well as for library 
collections. It is an excellent book which 
would be appropriate for many readers, from 
novice searcher to seasoned library/infor- 
mation science professional. 
Sara Anne Hook 
School of Dentistry 
Indiana University 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Guide to Popular U.S. Government Publi- 
cations, compiled by LeRoy C. Schwarzkopf. 
Littleton, Colorado: Libraries Unlimited, Inc., 
1986. 464 p., indexes. ISBN 0-87287-452-4. 
$28.50. 
LeRoy Schwarzkopf, former Head of Doc- 
uments at the University of Maryland, has 
carefully compiled this revision of New Guide 
to Popular Government Publications by Walter 
Newsome (1978). Changes in policy in the 
past few years have decreased the number of 
federal publications produced and increased 
costs for individual titles. However, the de- 
pository library system still distributes about 
20,000 titles in paper every year. The gov- 
ernment continues to publish affordable in- 
formation on a wide variety of subjects of 
interest to the layman, and this volume helps 
to make librarians and the public aware of 
these resources. 
Mr. Schwarzkopf has subjectively selected 
approximately 2900 titles, most published 
since mid-1978, the cut-off date of the pre- 
vious volume. Some older publication~ still 
for sale from the Superintendent of Docu- 
ments are also listed. The most recent pub- 
lications date from mid-1985. His selections 
were based on an exhaustive examination of 
all shipping lists for paper copy depository 
items shipped since July 1,1978, current GPO 
Subject Bibliographies, and the GPO Sales 
Publications Reference File. The author has 
included items which he believes are of cur- 
rent or long-term popular interest to a large 
segment of the general public. Thus special- 
ized technical publications are not covered. 
He has included a good collection of pam- 
phlets, monographs, and serials which fall 
within his selection criteria, though some top- 
ics of current interest such as AIDS and the 
Strategic Defense Initiative are missing from 
the subject index. 
Items are arranged alphabetically by title 
under broad subject categories and subdivi- 
sions. Entries include bibliographic data, Su- 
perintendent of Documents classification 
number, stock number, price, and brief de- 
scriptive annotations. References to entries or 
sections of related interest and to relevant 
GPO Subject Bibliographies are provided at 
the end of each category. Subject and title 
indexes provide additional access. 
Because of the popular emphasis in the se- 
lections, many of the subject categories are 
consumer-oriented: e.g., Budgeting for the 
Family; Clothing Care and Repair; Common 
Tools and Repairs; First Aid and Emergency 
Treatment; Gardens and Gardening; Outdoor 
Recreation. However, among categories of 
possible interest in special libraries are Aer- 
onautics and Space Science; Business, Eco- 
nomics and Industry; Computers and Data 
Processing; Demography and Statistics; En- 
ergy; Labor and Employment; United States 
Government. Major reference volumes pro- 
duced by the government, such as Standard 
Industrial Classification Manual and County 
and City Data Book, are listed. 
The volume also includes helpful introduc- 
tory instructions on ordering government 
publications and an explanation of the federal 
depository library system. "The Guide to Ab- 
breviations" defines abbreviations, acronyms 
and initialisms used in the entries. An ap- 
pendix lists publications catalogs of various 
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federal agencies. In a few cases addresses are 
given for series of free publications, but users 
are referred to the United Sfates Gooernmenf Man-  
ual for most issuing agency addresses. Gov- 
ernment bookstores and depository libraries 
are mentioned, but not listed, though sources 
for addresses are provided. 
Prices and ordering availability will become 
outdated, but this volume does serve as a 
quick means of providing access to selectively 
chosen popular government publications. It is 
a valuable selection tool for librarians outside 
the depository library system. ?le Guide to Pop- 
ular U.S.  Government Publications is also an ef- 
fective reference source for identifying 
publications by subject and Superintendent 
of Documents classification number, partic- 
ularly for public library patrons and students, 
and it can be useful in all types of libraries. 




Managing the Library Automation Project, 
by John Corbin. Phoenix, Arizona: Oryx 
Press, 1985. 274 p. ISBN 0-89774-151-x. 
$35.00. 
Let the reader beware: the title of this book 
should be interpreted narrowly. Described in 
its preface as "a practical handbook and guide 
for the librarian. . . responsible for developing 
an automated library system," the book con- 
centrates on development, implementation, 
and ongoing project management, after the 
decisions have been made as to what the li- 
brary wants by way of an automated system. 
Those looking for guidance on how those de- 
cisions may be reached will have to look else- 
where. 
The book is arranged in four sections, the 
first of which defines and describes auto- 
mated library systems and gives some basic 
information on computers. The second section 
outlines project organization and staffing, and 
describes planning elements. The third and 
fourth sections give detailed step-by-step in- 
structions for developing and using a Request 
for Proposal (RFP) and for installing and op- 
erating the automated system. Each chapter 
begins with an outline of its contents, and 
subsections within the chapters are clearly la- 
beled. Examples and charts abound. Appen- 
dixes summarize the instructions given in the 
text, give detailed job descriptions for project 
staff, list necessary equipment and supplies, 
and show a sample RFP. A glossary, selected 
bibliography, and index are also included. The 
level of organization and amount of infor- 
mation presented are most impressive. 
Managing the Library Automation Project has two 
significant drawbacks, however. The first is 
its narrowness of scope. Although it explains 
in great detail how to implement and carry 
out a project in a prescribed manner, it gives 
no indication of what other options exist or 
of how this particular approach might be 
adapted to suit individual needs. The method 
described here seems best suited to the public 
or academic library with sizeable resources, 
and it is difficult to envisage its application 
in any other situation. The second drawback 
is its dullness. Professional literature in gen- 
eral, and the literature of library automation 
in particular, are not noted for style or wit. 
In many instances such a reputation is un- 
deserved, but this work does nothing to break 
down the stereotype of professional reading 
as a sure-fire soporific. Granted, this percep- 
tion may be the result of trying to read 
through a work which is primarily meant to 
be used as a handbook and read piecemeal as 
need arises. However, anyone who wants an 
overview of what implementing a library au- 
tomation project might entail should be pre- 
pared to encounter some difficulty. 
This is an admirable book within its narrow 
confines, but it might have been much more. 
It is a revised edition of the author's Developing 
Computer-Based Library Systems, which was pub- 
lished by Oryx Press in 1981. 
Helga Borck 
Special Projects Librarian 
New York Public Library 
Research Libraries 
New York, New York 
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"Fourteen reasons whv 
DataTirnes can worc 
for your newspaper? 
mw flrormirrg PW 
San 3ranciero Qroniclt 
Che Seattle Gmes 
Houston Chronicle 
THE DAILY OKLAUOMAN 
Sui-Times 
J - b k a ~ ~ Q a z e f f e .  




4) Associated Press 
N ewspapers large and small have found a cost-effective way to 
electronically store their 
clipping files. They use 
DataTies to install, support 
and market their electronic 
libmy. Some of these libraries 
are in-house systems, others 
run on s e ~ c e  bureau 
computers. AU utilize BASIS? 
the industry's fastest, most 
comprehensive search and 
retrieval software, developed 
by Battelle Laboratories, 
the world's largest research 
and development organization. 
Datarimes is designed to 
interface with almost any 
editorial system including DEC, 
Atex, SII, CSI and Hastech. 
DataT'ies even offers optical 
disk technology for maximum 
cost saving of clipping file 
, 
storage. The DataTimes 
electronic library allows 
reporters and editors to retrieve 
information in seconds from 
their own desks. 
These newspapers have found 
DataTimes to be more cost- 
effective, reliable and usable 
than their old clipping files. 
A better newspaper is the result 
Join these prestigious 
newspapers and become one of 




8 18 NW 63rd Street 




ACADEMIC PRESS SERIALS 
me Titles You Need 
me Quality You Demand 
You know the facts: The incredibly rapid progress being made in most areas of 
science today. The resulting deluge of primary literature. And the increasing impor- 
tance of keeping up with it all-somehow. 
Academic Press serial publications provide quick and convenient access to the most 
significant advances in a wide range of subject areas. Readers trust our serials because 
they're backed by a reputation for scholarship of the highest standards and by AP's 
decades of experience as a leading scientific publisher. 
Look at what Academic Press serials have to offer: 
Each volume focuses directly on today's major issues. 
The contributions provide a balance between journal articles and full-length 
monographs. 
Readers get a concise overview of the most important progress in their discipline; 
references allow them to explore the subject in further detail if they wish. 
Topics are carefully selected to reflect the areas of greatest interest and are written 
by the top researchers in the field. 
Readers get critical, authoritative reviews, and your library gets a high-quality, 
lasting source of reference information. 
And there's more. Keeping your reference library up-to-date is easy when you enter 
a Continuation Order for the serials you need. Each time a new volume becomes 
available, we'll ship it to you automatically, immediately upon publication. Your 
readers will never miss an important new volume. 
If you'd like more information on these publications: 
Write or call for your free Academic Press Serials catalog! Return the coupon 
below or call collect 1-305-345-2743. Please specify the subject area you're 
interested in: Life Science, Behavioral Science, Social Science, Medical and 
Biomedical Sciences, Chemistry, Physics, Engineering, or Earth Sciences. 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII-IIIIIIII 
I ACADEMIC PRESS, INC. 1 Attn: Marketing Department 
Orlando, Florida 32887 
Yes! I'd like to  receive a free catalog describing Academic Press Serials in the following I 1 subject area(s): 
I Life Sciences Social Science I 1 0 Behavioral Sciences Medical and Biomedical Sciences I 
Chemistry Physics I I 0 Engineering 0 Earth Sciences I I Name I 
, Title/Position I 
I Address I ( City State Zip I I 
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The online financial news resource 
no corporate library can do without. 
If there is one timely information resource 
that can keep your company a step ahead, it's 
Dow Jones NewsIRetrieval". For business and 
hancial news, it's irreplaceable. 
NewsIRetrieval provides exclusive online 
access to The Wall Street Journal plus a wide 
range of constantly updated information. It can 
help you answer questions, process requests, 
and compile reports fi-om all levels of company 
personnel-and lets you respond fastex 
W~th NewslRetrieval, you can get current 
world, govenunent, industry or company news 
just 90 seconds after it appears on the Dow 
Jones News ServiceB (the broadtape). Or 
search as far back as six years for selected ar- 
ticles from The Wall Street Journal, B a r n ' s  or 
the broadtape. 
Use NewsIRetrieval to check stock market 
activity, and Dow Jones Quotes-current and 
historical-to help spot performance trends. 
Review economic and earnings forecasts or 
SEC and Standard & Poor's reports. 
Best of all, there are no communication 
costs and you don't need to buy any expensive 
equipment. All you need is a personal 
computer and modem, a communicating word 
processor, or a time-sharing t e d .  
Spend a day at your office with Dow 
Jones News/Retrieval for FREE. Learn 
first-hand the benefits NewdRetrieval of- 
fers the busy corporate librarian. Linda 
Steele or Doris Runyon have all the 
details, at 609-452-2000. 
Dow Jones NeuWRetrieval 
Keeping you a step ahead 
1985 Uou Jaws & Lompw LK AU nghts resewed 
Dow Jones NewslReOwd and Dau lows New S e n c r  are r e p c r e d  sewre m k a  01 1)w loner & i o m m  Lnc 
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T oday's financial decisions need Bechtel Mormat ion Services. All the SEC filings you need-annuals, quarterlies and the rest- 
in microfiche or hard copy form. 
Bechtel-fimt in quality and speed at the lowest possible price. 
For more information on SEC filings and our many other services, call 
BECHTEL 
InfiDrmation Services 
In New YorkCity, call: (212) 425-5210. In Maryland, call: (301) 258-4300. 
24A special libraries 
I !i(-j Zion. I 
insurance 
Law Service 
DID YOU KNOW.. . 
in The HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW 
DATABASE you, can review business 
leaders' and educators' opinions on 
important strategic issues? 









And get IMMEDIATE full text delivery! 
m ($) WlLEY ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 
2121850-6331 
WHAT WAS ONCE A PUZZLE . . . 
PERGAMON INFOLINE has online databases designed to stop you puzzling 
over information on: 
RUBBER & PLASTICS METALS 
SURFACE COATINGS WATER 
CERAMICS ROCKS & SOILS 
PAPER & BOARD FINE CHEMICALS 
FIBERS & TEXTILES PESTICIDES 
. . . along with many other files on technology, engineering, 
construction, health and safety, and patents. 
PERGAMON INFOLINE'S unique collection of online databases is designed by subject specialists 
who know your information requirements and covers everythin from research and development to 
production methods and industry news. And Info~ine's compreiensive US and international patent 
databases PATSEARCH and INPADOC ensure that you are kept fully aware of patenting activities 
worldwide. What's more, lnfoLine gives you many UNIQUE SOFTWARE FEATURES like the powerful 
GET command which lets you statistically analyze your search results online. 
. . . IS NOW A PERFECT FIT 
Pergamon InfoLine Inc. Pergamon Press Canada Ltd. Pergamon InfoLine Ltd. 
1340 Old Chain Bridge Road Suite 104, 150 Consumers Road 12 Vandy Street 
McLean, VA 22101, USA Willowdale, Ontario London, EC2A 2DE, UK 
Tel: (703) 442-0900 M2J 1 P9, Canada Tel: 01 -377-4650 
Fax: (703) 893-4632 Tel: (41 61 497-8337 Telex: 881461 4 
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The Special Librarian as a 
Supervisor or Middle Manager 
Martha J. Bailey 
SecondEdition 1986 176pp.paperback ISBNO-87111-315-5 $18.95 
Business management techniques are increasingly being applied to library organizations. 
Written from the standpoint o f  the middle manager, thiscompletely new, updated volume 
reviews the library and information science literature, describes the terms "supervisor" 
and "middle manager," and various "library environments," and examines position 
responsibilities, education, and work experience desired for them. 
Martha J. Bailey has managed science and technology collections in both industry and 
academia. She has published a dozen papers and a 1981 book on library management. 
Currently, she is in chargeof the Life Sciencesand Agriculture Library at Purdue University. 
This new publication will be of special interest to graduate students in the library/informa- 
tion service programs, and employees of special libraries in business, industry, govern- 
ment, academia, associations, and all organizations that provide or require specialized 
information. 
ORDER TODAY! 
Please send m e c o p i e s  o f  The Special Librarian as a Supen~isor or  Middle Manager 
$18.95 ISBN 0-871 11-315-5 
My check for U.S. $ i s e n c l o s e d  iadd6"A Washington. D.C.. tax i f  appropriatel. 






Mail to: Special Librar ia Association. Order Department, 1700 Eightcrnth Street. Y.W . Washington, D.C. 20009. 
special libraries 
Every Entry Edited and Verified - Every Time! 
"A 'must-have' publication that no serious collection should be without. . . a wonderful, porta- 
ble reference tool.. . . Cuadra gives the subscriber the most value for the money." - Online 
DIRECTORY OF 
ONLINE DATABASES 
Here's the top-rated reference to over 2700 databases and online services worldwide, available via computer ter- 
minal, personal computer, or videotext receiver. The Directory identifies and comprehensively describes all types 
of online databases with clearly detailed alphabetical listings. Compiled and edited by industry experts, this is the 
most authoritative, accurate, easy-to-use, thoroughly indexed, and up-to-date guide you'll ever need. 
Now in its 7th successful year, the Directory features: 
full coverage of both bibliographic and non-bibli- 
ographic databases. 
introductory tutorials to help the user understand 
the types of databases and systems available and 
how to access them. 
addresses of database producers and online service 
organizations, to provide the necessary links to 
vendors. 
2 complete main issues each year and 2 supple- 
ments, one for each main issue. 
comprehensive database descriptions including: 
the name of the database; the type of database and 
subject coverage; the name of the database pro- 
ducer; the online service organization; the type and 
amount of information contained in the database; 
geographical and chronological coverage; language 
of the data; frequency of updating; conditions of 
use. 
6 indexes to help the user identify databases: 
name, subject, database producer, online service, 
telecommunications network, and master index. 
Annual Subscription Rate: $95.00 
(includes 2 main issues and 2 supplements) 
For delivery outside the U S .  add $15.00. Subscrip- 
tions are automaticallv sent bv air to Canada. Mexico 
Europe, and Japan, and by sirface mail to the rest of' 
the world. For air delivery to the rest of the world add from 
$32.00. CUADRAIELSEVIER 
Direct Orders to: 
CuadraIElsevier 
PO. Box 1672, Grand Central Station 
New York, N.V. 10163 
(212) 91 6-101 0 
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ike many online searchers and L reference librarians, you use a 
variety of databases and indexes in 
different fields - from psychology 
to business to chemistry. 
You can't be an expert on all 
databases or keep up with rapidly 
changing terminology in every field. 
But you can rely on our expertise 
to help you. 
The Thesaurus of Psychological 
Index Terms has long been the stand- 
ard guide for literature searching in 
psychology and contains the vocabulary 
used to index documents in PsyclNFO's 
databases and Psychological Abstracts. 
Now the Thesaurus is available in 
its 4th edition - revised, updated, 
and expanded. 
Take advantage of our years of 
experience in the field. Let us help 
you provide expert searches of Psyc- 
INFO'S databases or guidance to PA 
users with the new Thesaurus. Order 
your copy now for $45, List. 
Please send me the Thesaurus of 
Psychological Index Terms, 4th Edition 
(Item No. 3070075) 
- copies at $45.00 each 
Shipping & Handling $1.50 
Total Amount Due 
Bill my Mastercard or VISA 
Card No E x p .  Date- 
Signature 
Orders totalling less than $25.00 must be 
prepaid. 
Name (Pieasp Pnnt) 
City State Zip 
Mail Order to: American Psychological 
Association, Order Dept., P.O. Box 2710, 
Hyattsville, MD 20789. To order by V l S A  or 
MasterCard, call (703) 247-7705 (collect calls 
cannot be accepted). 
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery 
Prices subject to change w'thout notice. 
special libraries 
SPACE PLANNING THE 
ELECTRONIC LIBRARY 
Oct 2-3, 1986-San Francisco 
Dec 1 1-1 2, 1986-New York City 
Fee: $275 
DEVELOPING AN EXPERT SYSTEM 
FOR A LIBRARY SPACE PROGRAM 
Oct 1, 1986-San Francisco 
Dec 15, 1986-New York City 
Fee: $175 
Authors: PLANNING THE ELECTRONIC OFFICE 
(McGraw-Hill, 1983) 
AARON COHEN ASSOCIATES 
RFD 1, Box 636. Teatown Road 
Croton-on-Hudson NY 10520 
(914) 271-8170 
We deliver 
the original article! 
For everything abstracted or c~ted in CAS 
ONLINE CA SEARCH Chem~cal Abstracts 
CA Selects Chemlcal Industry Notes from 
the past 10 years (Sov~et documents from 
the past 15 years) we ll deliver a copy or 
loan you the or~g~nal  
journal art~cles 
conference proceedings 
PATENTS (since 1978) 
techn~cal reports 
96Oio of document orders 
f~lled & sh~pped w ~ t h n  24 hours 
Chemical Abstracts Service 
Document Delivery Service 
2540 Olentangy River Road 
P.O. Box 3012 
Columbus. OH 43210 
800-848-6538 
Science, Technology and Management 
REFERENCE BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS 
NEW COMPUTER BOOKS FROM 
ADDISON-WESLEY 
Savage. THE MYSTICAL MACHINE (Published) 
Klahr. EXPERT SYSTEMS (April) 
Shneiderman. DESIGNING INTERACTIVE COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS (June) 
Jaeschke. SOLUTIONS IN C (June) 
Seltz. MESSAGE-PASSING CONCURRENT COMPUTERS 
(October) 
Senvng Corporate L~branes 
RESEARCH BOOKS, INC. 
38 Academy Street, F.0. Box 1507 
and Speaal Librarians for 23 Years Madson, Connecticut 06443 
(203) 245-3279 









LET ME TELL YOU WHY 
UTLAS DOES IT BEST 
This policy applies to all Utlas hles, including REMARC. 1. :h:rE:Iu create is your own. 
2 FREEDOM OF CHOICE The Utlas database is very large. But, more important, it retains the unique contributions of its client libraries. 
This lets you choose the record to suit your need: from 
medical libraries with MESH headings to public libraries 
with modifled LC headings. 
3 AUlHORITY CONTROL Optimize your RECON investment with Utlas authority control. Consistent AACR2 headings and linked au- 
thority records for cross references. LC names, subjects 
and series are up to date. 
4 CUSTOM-TAILORED SERVICES You choose the method for your retrospective con- 0 version from microcomputer-based batch RECON to 
full Utlas service from your shelflist. 
DATABASE UPGRADE 
from ClRC to OPAC, send us your 
and we will upgrade them to 
full MARC for your online public access catalog. 
Now, compare Utlas RECON to any other service. We've got 
better solutions. Call us today and find out more about what 
we can do for you. 
I 
Utlas International US. lnc., 1611 North Kent Street, Suite 910, Arlington, VA. 22209 Telephone (703) 525-5940 or (800) 368-3008 
special libraries 
ABSTRACTS 
ON CAS ONLINE1 
I scat-c I ~ i r r g  (Ire ;~l) \~r. ;~c I 1 ~ x 1 ,  
you can find information in CAS 
ONLINE difficult to get anywhere 
else- i r r c  l u t l i i ~ g  p l ~ v s i c d  p r  ope^.- 
ties  giver^ ill 111c ;II)\II ;I( I 11111 1101 
irrt lcxetl ill (:,A. 
CAS ONLINE" 
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"I used to shudder when 
patrons requested .d - information a- 
on a proceedings - paper.JJ 
"Now I Reach for 1STP"and ISSHP?' 
N ow you too can get easy access to indi- individual papers presented in them. And the vidual papers published in conference main entries display proceedings in a con- 
proceedings . . . with the lndex to Scientific tents-page format-ideal for easy scanning. 
& Technical Proceedings@ and the lndex to Each entry provides the full bibliographic 
Social Sciences & Humanities Proceedings@. information you need. 
Each year, ISTP indexes over 123,000 indi- Why not make these valuable indexes part 
vidual papers, and ISSHP over 21,000. Over of your library's reference collection? A yearly 
70% of this material is not indexed in the subscription to ISTP is $775, and to ISSHP 
Science Citation Index@ or in the Social is $575. 
Sciences Citation Index@. For more information-and to receive your 
Since the proceedings literature is generally FREE sample issue of ISTP or ISSHP-just 
the first place where early research results fill out and mail the coupon below. Or call us 
appear, you'll find ISTP and ISSHP useful for toll-free 800-523-1850, extension 1371. 
bibliographic verification, retrospective Remember, no literature search is complete 
searches-even for current awareness! Any without checking the proceedings in ISTP or 
of six access points quickly lead you to corn- ISSHF! 
plete descriptions of proceedings and the 
~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~I-I=-=-~--=-~ 
I 
- ( Please send me a free sample Issue of the index I've checked below. I understand there is no cost or obligation. 
I 5 lndex to Scientific & Technical Proceedings' L7 lndex to Socjal Sciences & Humanities Proceedings 
monthly issue quarterly issue 
Address 
City Statelprovince ZlPiPostal Code 
Countw Telephone 
01986 lS l  I 
- USBBnstitute for scientific ~nformation~ 26-4318 I ( Customer Services Department, 3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104, Tel: (215) 386-0100.1371 ( & European Office: 132 High St., Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 IDP, U.K., Tel: 44895-70016 I I I I I I I I I I m I ~ I I I I I m I I I I I I I I I I J  
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ANNOUNCING THE NEW 
m A P I D  PATEM 
mEARCH CENTER 
Patent & Trademark Seamhing 
and Translation Services 
With the opening of our new Search Center, Rapid Pateni 
Service, the world's largest private supplier of patent 
documentation, now provides: 
Patent & Trademark Searching, both on-line and 
manual searching. Capabilities include: 
-In ventorlAssignee -State-of-the-Art 
--English Equivalents -NoveltylPatentability 
-Validity 
Translation Services, covering all languages. Quick 
and accurate translations where no English language 
equivalent exists. 
Edwin J. Cheno weth, with over 19 years of patent 
experience in both the corporate and private sectors, will 
manage the new RPS Search Center. 
research publications@ IP 
Rapid Patent Service of Research Publications 
P.O. Box 2527 Eads Station 
1921 Jefferson Davis High way 
Suite 1821 -0 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 
(703) 920-5050 
Seamh Center: (703) 521 -8484 
Toll-free: 1-800-336-5010 
TELEX: 892362 FAX: (703) 685-3987 
summer 1986 33A 
ElOSlS 
arching? C> 
For a great source of zoological literature? 
Search No Further! 
The Zoological Record . the world's leading index to the 2oological literature . 
provides comprehensive access to over 6.000 professional journals. serials. magazines. 
newsletters. conference proceedings and more . 
Twenty-five separate sections. each available by individual subscription. cover specific animal 
groups . Two additional sections feature the world's general zoological literature and a complete 
listing of all generic and subgeneric names indexed in the other sections . 
For more information. contact BlOSlS Product Planning Promotion Dept .. 2100 Arch Street. 
Philadelphia . PA 19103.1399 .Telephone (800) 523-4806 (U.S.A. except AK . HI . PA) or (215) 587-4800 
worldwide . Telex 831739 
The Zoological Record IS jointly published by BioSc~ences lnformation Service (BIOSISX) and The Zoological 
Society of London . 
BIOSE is a not-for-profit organization serving the biological community since 1926 SL 786 1s 
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
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ONLINE "and database" 
.. magazines bring you. 
ONLINE '86 
.. The Theme: "Laserdisks. 
The Impact Of CDROMs 
And ~ i g i t a l  Videodisks" 
Nov. 4,5 & 6 
Palmer House, Chicago 
Laserdisks- the new technology striving for a big 
share of the online market -come to the fore in 
'86. By conference time numerous databases will 
be in actual use. We'll bring you: an introduction 
to laserdisk technology.. .case history user re- 
. ports. . .state-of-the-art updates. .what database 
. producers have in progress or  planning. .hard- 
. . ware, software. .technical standards. .new ap- 
plications. . .future developments. . .and more 
Plus . .  Special  Sub-themes Bring You What's 
New In Other  Pa r t s  Of The Online Wor-Id 
The Program Outline 
The main Laserdisk track (going on for most 
of the conference) 
. What's new in databases. .papers on ma,jor- 
. .  areas,  e.g. Business, Sci-tech. 
What's new in microcomputing for intorma- 
tion professionals 
Training end-users 
. Practical online searching. .continuation of 
a popular series 
Creating in-house databases 
Financial analysis, competitive intelligence, 
and business CDROMs 
Getting professional information out ot Com- 
puServe and other "information utilities" 
Public and academic library searching (in- 
cluding laserdisk exper ience~)  
New trends and technologies (other than laser- 
disks and micros) 
. Plus Product Presentations. .Satellite Ses- 
. sions. .A Special Laserdisk "Hands-on Tryout 
Room" 
Plus More Exhibits Than Ever 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNTS + GROUP RATES 
AVAILABLE 
Attendees who register before July 3 enjoy a 33% 
discount over the full rate. Rates for groups of 
eight or more are available; also special institu- 
tional rates. For these please contact Tasha 
Heinrichs at the phone and address below 
For An Advance Program Use Coupon Below Or 
Call This Toll Free Number: 
8001824-7888 (AK + HI: 8001824-79 19) Abh Fol. 
Operator 982. Regular 011 icc Nu.: 203!227-8466 
to reach Ms. Heinricha 
/ To: ONLINE '66, I I Tannery La., 
I Weston CT 06883 
1 Please send an 0NLINEf86 Advance Program I to: ( Name ................................................................ 
I Organization ........................... 
Address ................................................... 
I I City ........................................................... 
I State .................... .. .... Zip ............................ 
I SLA7186 
Two new sources for 
Information Professionals 
Computers and Computing Information Resources Directory 
This  new work is a one-stop, annotated, and indexed guide to the wide array of 
organizational and published sources of information on the technical, economic, and 
social implications of computers and information processing. 
Over 6,000 entries cover the primary sources of information in the computer world, 
including associations and user groups, consultants, training organizations, special 
libraries, information centers, research centers, university computer facilities, 
computer trade shows, online services, teleprocessing networks, and much more. 
Each entry contains organization name or publication title, address, telephone 
number, key executive names, and, in most cases, a complete description. 
Easy access to the entries is provided by the Master Index, the Geographic- Index, and 
the Personal Name Index. 
Coming this fall . 
from Gale 
First Edition. First edition. 
Edited by Edited by Julie E. Towell 
artin Connors. and Helen E. Sheppard. 
00 pages. $160.00. About 1,200 pages. $60.00. 
(Ready August 1986) (Ready  September 1986) 
Computer and Telecommunications Acronyms Dictionary 
Today's literature on computers and telecommunications is littered with acronyms 
like PSTN, ASCII, LANs, and NYNEX. The  new Computer andTelecommunications 
Acronyms Dictionary fills the need for a comprehensive source for understanding 
these terms and using them correctly. 
Thedictionary contains over 25,000 acronyms taken from computer and telec-ommuni- 
cations terminology and includes data processing terms, names of associations and 
periodicals, and information and telecommunications ser\ices. Each entry includes 
the acronym, its definition, and in many cases additional information such as subject 
category, geographic location, and citation of source. 
Entries in the dictionary have been selected from Gale's Acronyms, Initialisms, and 
Abbreviations Dictionary, and also contains new entries not yet published in AIAD. 
For Fast Service- 
Order Tollfree: 800-223-GALE 
All books are sent on  60-day approval. Available at 
an additional 5% discount. Customm outside the I1.S. 
and Canada add 10%. 
Galr's S%StandingOrder Discount. Prepay and receive (3eee;;ru~fi C O ? ~ ~ Y  
Hook  T o w e r  Detrolr.  MI .18_7.?0 
